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Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
MEDllAL HOti ns
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ST^ PORTLAND,

ME.

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh Is
heir to; all cases that are Riven up as Incurable
bv the allopath.c and homoeopathic physicians. 1
will take limit case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
he cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-Cent stamp and $2.00. Examination at the
office (1, and consultation free.
Date Hmire-9 <». u>. !• It. p. u*. aplllsntf

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
Published every Thursday Morning, at *2.60
year; if paid in advance. *2.00 a year,

Advertisements inserted In the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every
part of the State) for *1.00 per square for first in
sertion, and 60 cents per square tor each subsequent insertion.
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KOI! MAI.K

HALE-a newly painted light running
express ; will be sold at a bargain. F. W.
SPARROW, 60 Exchange St.27-1

FOB

BALE—A flue suburban residence,
FOB
Woodfords, 2 story French roof house,
tains 11

at

THE

con-

rooms, hath room, carriage house and
stable connected, large lot, hedge, very pleasant
location, fine view of the city, near ears, splendid
ceUar, furnace. N. 8. GARDINER, No. 40 Ex-

chauge

cupboards, conveniently

good

arranged and In

TKXGiLL.__
FOB

PEDDLE
the best tin peddle earls owned In this
lty

w

an

LOCAL

This powder never varies.
A marvel ol purity,
More economical,
strength and wholesomeness.
than flie ordinary kinds, and can not be sold In
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cons. Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall St.
N. Y.tuygdl

_26-8

SALK—One of
viclnoffered for sale at a bargain. In order to close
estate. For further Information, call at or adLABT

Pure.

Absolutely

or-

der; will be sold cheap. Inquire on the premises
or at No. 41 Exchange St., Portland.
J. C. PET-

dress SENTINEL OFFICE, Ferry Village, Maine.

___I 7

Humidity.

WANTED—A

_

sale cheap.
Nat. Wilson’s stable, Federal
the Cram horse, Jerry. L. M. CltAM. City
WORK HOBNE for

AforHOOD
Enquire at
Bt.,

Building._

good machenlst, one who can
do his own forging. Apply at 38 MAIN
ST., Saocarapp't, Me..27-1

WANTED—A

_26-1

smart boy from
NALE-1 nice Jersey cow. with calf 4
WANTED—A
of age, to work in
retail
weeks old by her side. Iuqulre of C. G. ROBFOB
Address L. A. P„ Tills Office.
Preblo street.
26-1

grocery store.
27-1

FOB
lot,

smart boy sixteen
WANTED—A
that can
years old.

1

A DfUXTIM)

iA

seventeen

or
come

one

residence at Cane Elizabeth, about one mile from the city, commanding a fine view of Portland, witli about 10
acres of land; the buildings are nearly new, house
has 0 rooms, slale roof, modern conveniences, hot
and cold water, bath room, etc.; the land is varied
and contains a side hill facing the South, being
unexcelled for early gardening, it charming running brook passes through a portion of the laud;
also a flue orchard of about 160 trees. For parAS

COMMERCIAL ST.
27-1
well

rec-

omended; also two young lady waitresses that live
at home, to work noons, at the restauraut of the

NAI.E—A fine

XT

at 463

__

ings, good bathing and boating facilities, price
*8o0, a bargain. N. 8. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.25-1

FOB

on

thoroughly. Apply

B, &M.

27-1

R.R._
situation to take
any position of trust.

care

WANTED—A
fice
or

Press Office.

of

ofE

an

stock of

Address
26-1

position
drug clerk; regisWANTED—A
tered ; best of references. Address COCA,

Press Office.

26 1

L'„

vancu

ready
clothing
and gentlemen's furnishing goods, must be
FOB
closed out
27, 1887. For
made

by Wednesday. April

WANTED—Man
»»

oili

apply

Boy 16 years old who is correct
WANTED
at figures and fair penman; must live in the

ITIOK l,K AHK—In Cape Elizabeth, one and
one-half mile from City Hall, an excellent
of about (16 acres, well adapted for a milk
farm. The house and out buildings are iu good
order; baru for stock, 100 feet iu length. BENJ.
SHAW. 48 i 2 Exchange

PAVING CUTTERS.

St._231

lots to suit

HAI.E—In

purchasers,
FOB
quantity of ledge rock suitable for cellar
at No. 81! Green St
*1.00
walls,

T

m*tu

Eure St.

JT

1

understands woodnone

I,It—Choice Building lots on Western
Promenade and Danforth; location elevated
and sunny; unobstructed view extending from tlie
Islands and Ocean to tile White Mountains. For
particulars apply to N. S. GAB DIN Kit, No. 40
23-1
Exchange St.

farm

_

;

ply

a

per yard.

;

No. 8 York St., J.

at

Ap-

DCNPHY._23-1

HAI.K—Forest City Mineral Water.
of tlits remarkable mineral
becoming widely extended all over tlie
as
a
remedical
agent for nervous and decountry
bilitated systems as well as for all disorders of the
kidneys, stomach, liver and bowels. It Is tonic in
Its action and Invigorates the system, purities the
blood. Imparts a healthy and active tone to the
digestive organs and builds up tlie entire Individual. It contains 52 gralus of medicinal ingredients
pud is the greatest spring of the kir.U yet discovered. It is supplied and delivered In auj part of
tlie city 3 gallons for 60 cents, or In larger quantties to suit by applying at No. U5 Atlantic Street,

25-1

city; address

in

own

Press Office.

NOilLE.21-1
of a
near a

MB—The

FO coffee and candy fittings
store,
B HA

rent low; owner
U., Press Office,

handsome tea,

public school;

unable to attend'to It.

Address
25-1

HAI.E—A lmuso and laud No. it Merrill

FOB
St.; bouse 25x100,5 rooms; cherry, plum
trees aim grape vine In garden. Apply
and
apple

the

on

21-1

premises.__

BTOBIC FOB BALE.—The owner

a

manufacturing village; sales from 820 to $30 per
day. Stock and fixtures 82200. will sell within
30 days for 81 BOO. It will hear investigation and
I will convince auv man that It pays well. Adilress CASH, care Press Office.20-3
HAI.E—A story and half Cottage House,
&c.; within a few
Address G. H. L.,
«p201f
Press office.

FOB
8100ms, Sebago water,
minutes walk of the Fark.
FOB SALE

iu good condition.
PIANO

—

piano

A seven octave
at THIS OFFICE.

Apply

TO

I.KT.

I.KT—For the summer, a house in Cape
near Thomas Shaw’s, of ten rooms,
or uufurnisbed.
Apply of C. F. WOODBURY, on the premises.
27-1
LET—In western part of city, a "front
chamber, with large alcove, bay window, fire
place and furnace heat, very pleasant. Also a
smaller room adjoining if desired. Address LETTElt CARRIER 16.27-1
house and land, or building lot,
in a desirable location, in exchange for
staple merchandise at manufacturers’ prices. Apply to or address E. E. LING, 11 Sliver street,

TO Elizabeth
furuisned

TI*

WANTED—A

mO I.KT—The lowerpart of a house on Water
X St., East peering, third house on the left
from Tukey’s Bridge, 6 rooms for 8 dollars per
month, well water in the kitchen, in good repair,
stable and orchard if desired for a small consider-

ation; good

required.26-1
It ENT- A brick house, occupied for a
number of years as a boarding house, twelve
references

rooms

room, central

location and excel-

neighborhood, BENJAMIN SHAW, 48ya
Exchange St.26-1

lent

third story of the house occupied by the late Dr. Burr. 633 Congress St.
For particulars apply at 66 THOMAS STREET.

TO

RENT—The

26-1

_

I.KT—Family bakery, corner Waterville
and Fore streets, near the Portland Co., with
fixtures; also suitable for a grocery store.
Apply at 0 OXFORD STREET._25-1
mo RENT—Lower tenement No. 20 Casco St.
mo

X

all the

za-1

J.
a vo K HAI.E
|i
nrnvomnnf

—

Brick house, with modern 1mtllilllilf

further twirl iPlllsirH

u ■

2011 NEWBURY STREET.19-2

at

40,000
nai,k at a bargain
rolls *>/ Room I'arew at C, 8 and 10 cents a
roll: Gilt Room Papers at 20 and za rents a roll
H. COLES WORTH!,
call and see litem at
14-2
JK’8, Book Store, 02 Exchange street.
—

Fob

it.

hale OR TO be LET-House, containing 12 rooms, exclusive of bath room,

FOK &e.; lot 40xB8; la good location; house In
rut-class condition; excellent drainage; gas and
Santrv.
For terms apply to WILLIAM IC. NEAL,
Sebago.
Excliauge street,13-tI

89

8ALE-Farm within one mile of Grand
Trunk Depot, in Falmouth, and four miles
from Portland; very desirable place for one wishing to live in the country in Bummer; line location
Enquire of H. P. MERRILL, on tlieplace. 12-4
1.VOK

1'

I.«iT-<>ne
rent
the Thompson
TO
Block. No. 117 and 119 Middle St.; ground
flour anda
and well
basement
more

fliO KENT—On line of horse ears,
J. Stevens l'lalns Ave,; two storv
rooms, cistern and Iebago water;
year. Enquire on the premises, or
>1 out! II TON, Peering,

IdTkJ

WILL BUY OUT

For Sale or To Let,
DESIRABLE two story frame dwelling,

house on Pine street, near Brackett street,
recently modernized and improved, contains two
parlors, dining room, kitchen, hath room, (with
hot and cold water,) seven chambers, plenty of
closets and front and back stairs, lire places in
back parlor and dining room, new steam heating
apparatus with eight radiators; newly00 painted
awl paiicred throughout; area of lot 4,1
square
feet. Terms reasonable. Inquire ol ROLLINS &
dec24dtl
ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange ot.

COASTING VESSELS FOR SALE.
Two vessels, of about 70 tons each, well adaptorder,
ed for the coasting business. and la good
Will be sold low. Inquire of

E. S. HAMLEN & CO.,
anr20-tf
—

HELP.
_

ANTED IJIIIIKBUTBI.T-A capable
girl lor general housework jn a small luridly. Enquire at71 FRANKJ.1N STREET ring
95-1
left hand bell.

fl,

good girl for cook and general
housework; » pleasant place, good wages,
anil a long situation for a reliable Ktrl; twenty-nve
miles from Portland. Address UOtSEWORK,
Press Office.
_‘93-1

WANTED—A

desires a position
light "employ”, Press office.
21-1

young lady
WANTED—A
as copyist, or would like
office. Address "K. M
ment In

some

_

middle aged American
woman, a place as working housekeeper In
of children. Ador
to
takeeare
widower's family,
18-4
dress M. II., Box 696, Oauipello, Mass.
a

BOARD.
renewed my lease of the
McOobb House, No. 112 Free 8t., and new-

Wanted—Having
ly furnished throughout, 1
date
ers,

a

it
lew more

can

now accommo-

boarders, also a few table boardgait

C.l.KlMBALE.

MOM.

TO

let—Two good large furnished

•with good closets and bath
dations with or without hoard, at

j.-or

particulars

rooms,

accommo-

reasonable rates.
enquire 106 l'Altk

blREET^ ^

LET—Front room with alcove: also square
trow1
room inquire at 153 HIGH
93-1
to 12 a. m., or 2 to 6 p. un

To
9

room

preventive, wonderful —as
D. K/s

lous—these little

druggists,
u.

on

or will be
receiru Oi liruw, uy

STitEET

part

mo

ofthe

oeuiug

Agents, Doolittle A Smith, 24 and 26 Tremont

St., Boston, Mass.
50 oeuts u box, trial size 25 cents.

visitors while the train

Catarrh

ckeam^Salm

lc'c

§f

ts

a

‘i!e

s

t,,c

H?nHcad
I S’liainmation.

1 n ys

■

—

In

HV

^J^^|llcal8
^|.Us,ores

theSores.

wi

||^y.pgy£ j^AA

tlic

quick Kcltcf.
positive

A Base Ball Deal.

hour
Pittsburg, April 27.-At an early
this morning Manager Phillips of the Pittsa message
burg Base Ball Club received
from Pitcher McCormick, in which he states
to
1
ittsburg, and
that he js w illing to com#
also his terms. Manager Phillips said that
the deal was virtually closed, as it only i8quired Mr. Nimiek's consent to close the
whole affair. •‘It is most likely that he will
be here Thursday morning to take part in

tfie opening exercises,” said Mr. Phillips.
It Is stated that McCormick wants $2700, and
that a compromise will be effected by giving
________

The Cood Luck of

Whaling Vessels-

Provincetown, Mass.. April 27.—Letters
from Captain Johnson, of the Provincetown
whaling schooner Antarctic, reports her at
Kan bay April 1st, in company with the New
Bedford seqooiier Franklin Handley. Boats
from the two srbooners had captured a sperm
whale near that place which yielded 200
pounds of ambergris, valued at $45,000. This

vessels,

was divided between the two
crew of eacli had assisted in

as the
the capture,

each schooner having 100 pounds.

JJ.f

was

in the denot.

fu—a
r-|——Hrwm
at Young’s he immediately went to his room
to seek rest after his long journey.

of His

The Judge’s Reply to the
Charges of
His Accusers.
No Decision Yet Determined
Upon In

the Case.
[Special

to the

Press.]

Augusta, April 27.—This forenoon a hearing on the appointment of the municipal
judge for the city of Calais began in the
Council Chamber.
Judge Rounds arrived
last night, and was present this forenoon,
with Hon. O. D. Baker of Augusta, his attorney, and several of his friends from Calais, including A. McNieoll, Esq.
Before the hearing began, Gov. Bodwell
a

very

sensible and

straightforward

speech to the Council. He said the case was
one causing great perplexity.
Petitions
signed by the best people of Calais were on
file for both candidates. He had given careful consideration to the representations of
both sides. But he found Judge Rounds,the
occupant of the office, having held it one
term, and being entitled by usage to a reGov. Bodwell said he felt
appointment.
that Judge Rounds should be re-appointed
unless good reasons could be shown for setting him aside. Charges had been presented
and he (the Governor.) had examined them
and placed them before Mr. Rounds. The
latter had answered them.
After having
carefully gone over the charges, and the replies, he had concluded the representations
were not sufficient to warrant the rejection
of Judge Rounds—a rejection that would
brand him throughout the State as unfit for
a public position.
“But,” concluded the
Governor, “you gentlemen have seen fit to
come here from Calais.
1 trust that you will
get at the facts of the case, and I do not
want one of the Council to be swerved in the
least degree because of any deference to
me.
If I have made an improper appointment, I trust that you will do as is your duty
to do, refuse to confirm it. But, as I said before, from all that I could learn, it seemed to
when I made the appointment that it
fit and proper one.”
George E. Curran, Esq., of Calais, opened

me,

the case for the opponents of Judge Rounds.
He came from the City Council of Calais, he
said, to oppose Judge Rounds. The temperance question was not involved, nor was it
true

me

i-aw

ana uraer

league was
backing Judge Rounds in preference to Mr.
Fowler. JTlie best citizens of Calais, the
decent people, were against Judge Rounds.
iuiu

There must be

some reason

for this.

A man

education, holding an official position iu a
city, should, as the years go by, gain friends
of

and support.
Mr. Rounds had failed to do
this. What were the reasons?
Mr. Curran
to
enumerate them:
proceeded
(a). In 1883-4, Mr. Rounds was discharging the duties of chairman of the school committee of Calais, an office regulating the disbursement of eight or ten thousand dollars
yearly. It was complained at this time that
there was much looseness in the business
methods of the city officers, and the city
council passed an order that tho officers
should render with their accounts the proper
vouchers.
All the city officers but Mr.
Rounds complied,
lie did not and would
not; and ceased to be a committeeman. (6).
The law provides that the judge of the mun icipal cou^t shall keep a record of his fines,
and every six months pay over to the city
the proportion that belongs to it. In fonr
years J udge Rounds never paid over a cent,
until within a month, when the present
trouble arising, he paid over a very paltry
sum.
(c). The law requires every judge to
make and return every month a correct account of all examinations and trials held, of
all fines and of all fees collected.
For three
years of the last four, no such returns have
been made. For the last year returns were

■.

Fire at Leeds.

Leeds Centke, April 27.—The corn factory at Leeds Centre, owned by H. F. Webb
& Co., Portland, was destroyed by fire Wednesday morning, together with all the machinery, one hundred thousand cans, etc. By
hard work the cheese factory and other build-

ings were saved. The loss is
from 810,000 to 815,000.

estimated at

Meeting of Sons of Temperance.
Watebville, April 27.—The grand lodge
of the Sons of Temperance held a semi-annual session at Waterville, Wednesday, the
Grand Worthy Patriarch, A. K. P. Buffum,
presiding. The initiation of candidates and
xuuuue

easiness

only

was

order Is reported in a very
tion throughout the State.

me

ituusucicu.

flourishing condi-

A Vessel Launched.

Bath, April 27.—The three masted double
decked schooner, Carrie O. Lane, rigged
ready for sea, was launched this afternoon
by A. Sewall & Co. She is owned by the
builders and others of thi^city and Captain
Fred Dyer, who will command her. The dimensions of the vessel are: length, 178.2;
breadth, 35.9; depth, 17.3; gross tonnage,
800.3G. Immediately after the launching she
was towed up the river to load ice.
Maine Postmasters Commissioned.

Washington, April 27.—The following
Maine postmasters have been commissioned:
Evelina M. Marriner, Bowery Beach; Arthur
T. Gray, East Knox; Charles Hoxie, Greenville ; Sophia Say ward, Limestone.

Fort Fairfield, April 27.—The ice left
the Aroostook river today. The water is
high, but little damage has been done.
RAILWAY INTERESTS.
The Boston & Maine and the Providence & Worcester.

Boston, April 27.—A despatch from Black-

stone sayB the

belief in

the enrrent rumor

that the Providence & Worcester railroad is
to become a part of the Boston & Maine
*. in .Inti..
/.nnfnwlo
Tl.n

soon

ADln

ion is based on the fact that the stock of the
Providence & Worcester lias recently gone
from 145 to 162, with a number of sales; that
Superintendent Howard came from the
Maine road and is a close friend of C. A.
Sinclair, who looks after the Boston &
Maine interests in the Worcester & Nashua
road, and their business relations are supto be friendly, and that the Boston &
iaine would reap substantial advantages by
being able to run trains through from Portland, Me., to Providence, It. I. Several years
ago an attempt was made to consolidate the
Providence & Worcester and the Worcester
& Nashua, but the project fell through.

Sosed

Taste,

Cure.
A particle U applied Info each nostril and is
bv
mail,
agreeable, l’rice 60 cents at Druggistsi:
registered 00 cts. Crculars free. ELY BltOS.,
aepvpod&wlyurm
Druggists. Owcgo, N. Y.

him $2500.

U.

Boston, April 27.—Hon. James G. Blaine
arrived in this city shortly after 10 o’clock
tonight, on his way from Chicago, and was
immediately driven to Young’s Hotel, where
he stopped for the nigdt. He^will leave for
Augusta on an early train in the morning.
reAlthough considerably weakened by his
'jtri TrTrr"

--

eodlst2dor4thpnrm

jau20

KjIHIIi,

Clear of Ice.

a cure, marvelare sold by all

mailed to any

O.

were among the number.
The meeting adjourned until 8 o’clock tomorrow, when the
missionary sermon will be delivered by E. S.
Stackpole, D. D.
Blaine on His Way Home.
Spiiingfield, Mass., April 27.—James G.
Blaine passed through this city on his way
from Chicago at 7.15 o’clock tonight, and will
reach Boston at 10 o’clock, going at once to
Augusta. He is weak from his recent illness
and reclined on pillows, but received several

compressed confection,

a

Kj.

Maine State Prison.

and to remove acidity of the stomach. Can
be carried in the vest pocket. Always ready
for use. Never fail to cure. No wine glassful
of liquid trash or alcoholic stimulant,
but a
containing in
condensed form all the medicinal properties
required for the cure of Dyspepsia, Indigestion, and Heartburn. The only safe and
prompt acting remedy offered to the public,
without an undesirable attribute attached.
Agreeable to the taste—perfect in action—as

general

housework, In a small family, must be a
good cook and laundress. Apply between 7 and
evening, at No, 289 CONGRESS SHREET.
23*1
tt

WANTED—By

•

UJ

Inspecting the State Prison.
Thomaston, April 27.—Inspectors Porter
and Bean are making an official visit to the

HEARTBURN,
SICK HEADACHE,

A

lu uiuci

Charges
Opponents.

FATAL ACCIDENT.
Three Men Killed in a

Colliery.

Ashland, Pa., April 27.—Harry Gill, Michael Bohannon, Harry Marron, Daniel
Finn and Eben Frances were killed late this
afternoon at the Tunnel colliery.
The Catholic

Quarrel

In

New York.

New York, April 27.—A morning paper
says it is more than probable that the forthcoming statement from Archbishop Corrigan
will contain a sweeping denunciation of the
laud theory, compiled principally from St.
Thomas, the canon law and the philosophy
taught by the Catholic church. This statement is deemed necessary by the attacks on
the /position of the Archbishop in many of
The statement will also
the daily papers.
contain some unpublished features of the

case, an explanation of the true position of the church towards the Knights of
Labor. Cardinal Gibbons will arrive here
The friends of Dr. McGlynn
next week.
still hope that on his arrival the former pastor of St. Stephen’s will be reinstated according to the rule? of the Catholic church.

McGlynn

A Railroad Investigation,
New' York,April 27—The Pacific Railroad
committee met
congressional investigating
today at its office |in Wall street. Ex-Gov.
swore
of
Pennsylvania
Patterson
Robert C.
C P Huntington, who was the first witness.
the
of
the
history
His testimony dealt with
road and its finances up to the present day.

tween the judge and city marshal, and this
year the marshal failed of re-eleetion for
this reason.
(d). The law requires the
judge to keep a correct docket of all trials,
etc., and once a year transmit it to the counMr. Curran could show
ty commissioners.
by testimony that such a docket had not
been kept. (e). The city has been deprived
of legitimate revenue by the judge unlawfully allowing the withdrawal of complaints.
In one case, a fellow was arrested for running a lottery. The fine would be $100 and
costs. The record shows that the fellow settlsxl

for

Tliio

moo

nnt fVin lunrat

Tf

could be shown by affidavit, Mr.Curran said,
that the fellow really paid $48. Where the
other $31) went Mr. Curran did not know.
After this opening Mayor McKusick, Hon.
L. G. Downes, Representative J. S. Clark
corroborative
and Mr. L. C. Bailey gave
testimony. Mr. McKusick spoke with great
feeling of the sentiment of the people of
Calais. During this testimony it was asserted that one time Judge Rounds sent his
recorder up to Grand Lake Stream about
fifty miles away where some fellows had
been fishing illegally—taking white perch, it
is said. The recorder mulcted the offenders
in the sum of $248.52 in fines and costs. They
could not say that either judge or recorder
had improperly used the money; but they
did believe the proceeding was
unlawful,
when the court at Calais was the proper
place for the trial.
While Mr. Bailey was speaking considerable altercation arose as to the attitude of the
Law and Order League. Mr. Rounds, who
was full of fight and apparently not in the
least alarmed that the charges would be sustained, showed that the president, vice president and secretary of the League were with
him, and that a good part of the active workers of the League; although the opposition
showed that in actual numbers eight more of
the League were with them than with the

Judge.
At this point the hearing adjourned until
afternoon, the opponents of Judge Rounds
having closed their case.
J udge Rounds this afternoon answered seriatim the charges preferred against him, occupying some two hours. In the school mat-

ters the opposition was well aware that I
was not chairman of the board at the time it
is charged :I refused to furnish vouchers.
When we paid the teachers a pay-roll was
sent to the city government with the items
on it as had been the custom for years. This
was an itemized account and the council
would draw' on the treasurer, each teacher
appending his or her name as paid off. I am
not accused of wrongfully appropriating a
The following
cent of the city's money.
letter from Mr. Swan, who was chairman of
the board when the charges were made was
read by Mr. Rounds:
I served on the superintending school committee of Calais as associate with Mr. C. B. Rounds
for many years, retiring with him two years ago.
A difference of opinion between the school commiftpp and t.h<» miditnr nf

upenuiitu

fnr thr* f*itv

MORNING,

APRIL 28,

justified iu letting the case drop. Weld
FROM WASHINGTON.
paying the costs. I never took a dollar of
I do not believe one of
money illegally, and
mv accusers will say that I have.
Letter From the President In Relation
Mr. Hounds stated that he had over ninety
to a Land Controversy.
letters from different parts of Washington
county indorsing him. He read letters of
the
executive
indorsement from
committee
More Pensions Cranted to Residents
of the Loyal League of Calais. Mr. LongJ. fi,
fellow, clerk of courts, ex-Collector
of Maine.
six
clergymen of
Nutt and 11. B. Murray,
and
a large numhis
petitien
on
were
Calais,
ber of solid men. He bad petitions from
Other Matters of Interest at the Nani*e differenttowns and several Grand Army
r
tional Capital.
had
owler’s
signed
Posts. Some who
petition
had written letters regretting their action.
Mr. Rounds thougtb much of the opposition to
Wasiiikqton, April 27.—The President
him was owing to his regard for the law and
because he would not exercise leniency in has sent to the Secretary of the Interior a.
dealing with the rumsellers. Archibald Me- letter in relation to the controversy between
Nichol and Mr. Puringtonof the law and
Guilford Miller, settler, and the railroad
order league took the stand and endorsed
Rounds. Mr. Curran of the oppositisn corporation involving the question of the
reiterated the most
offered remarks and
ownership of certain lands. He says: “I
serious charges against Mr. Rounds.
have examined with much care and interest
THE STATE’S HEALTH.
the questions involved in tho conflicting
One of the busiest men at the capitol these claims of Guilford
C. Miller and the Northdays is Dr. Young. Secretary of the State ern Pacific Railroad Company to certain
town
The
officers
are now
Board Qf Health.
public lands in Washington Territory. Milappointing their local boards and making re- ler claims to be a settler upon the land in
turns of the fact to the secretary.
Dr.
question, whose possession dates from 1873.
Young has a draw full of cards arranged in He alleges he has made substantial improvecard
each
alphabetical order,
representing a ments upon the land and cultivated the same
town. There are over four hundred of these
and it appears he filed his claim to the same
cards. On each are the names of the health
under the homestead law on the 29th of Deofficers of the town, and such other facts as cember, '.1884. The railroad company contend
this land Is within the territory or the area
may be necessary. This bundle of cards is
from which it was entitled to select sucli a
the secretary’s roster of subordinates. As
quantity of public land as might be necessasoon as re'.urns are received from a town a
ry to supply any deficiency found to exist in
black mark is made on the upper edge of the the specified land mentioned in the grant by
card, so that a glance at the bundle shows the government to said company in aid of the
iust now the health army are getting into
construction of the road, such deficiency beline. When tbe local baards have organized
ing contempluted as is likely to arise from
they will find some work before them if their the paramount right of private parties and
towns have much sickness. Secretary Young
settlers within the territory embracing said
has prepared a series of blanks which give granted lands, and that the land in
dispute
some idea of what is expected of the local
was thus selected by the company on the
boards. One blank, which is to be filled out
19th of December* 1883.
and mailed to the secretary of the State
The large tract, including this land, was
Board of Health, immediately on the occur- withdrawn by order of the Interior Departrence of a first case of snfell pox, diphtheria,
ment from the sale, and from pre-emption
scarlet fever, cholera, typus or typhoid fever
and homestead entry, in 1872, In anticipation
or other diseases dangerous to the
public of the construction of said railroad and the
health will give all particulars of the disease,
deficiency in its granted lands. In 1880, upthe patient, the danger of spreading, etc.
on the tiling of a map of the definite location
Besides this the local board must at the of the road, the land in
controversy and
same time warn the teachers of local schools
much more which has been so withdrawn,
of the existence of disease in any families
was fouud to lie outside of the limits which
and whatecholars are to be excluded from
included the granted land, but its withdrawschool. Other Iblanks have been prepared
al and reservation for settlement and entry
for reporting the progress of the disease, the
under our land laws was continued upon the
means used to check it, and the final subjutheory that it was within the limits of the
gation of it. If the llocal boards do their indemnity lands which might be selected by
duty. Secretary Young will have in his office the company as provided m the law making
continually a correct record of Itlie sickness the grant. The legal points in this controin the State up to date. He will know the
versy turned upon the validity and effect of
health of Maine almost as well as a man the withdrawal
and reservation of this land
knows the health of his family,
and the continuance thereof.

ftS

to what technically constituted
an
adequate
voucher of the conunittee’s accounts arose during
the last year of our servica. Tho school committee In the Interest of
and to meet the
viewsptf the auditors, twice changed the method
of rendering their monthly accounts and finally
to their great Inconvenience abandoned the system of "pay roll” which had been the method for
many years, and sent to the auditors,

harmony

separately,

every bill petty and large, each vouched for by
every member of the committee. There were no
other vouchers and could he none. The school
committee, while I was a member with Mr.
ltounds was never a disbursing committee, and
handled no portion of the school money.
Chas. K. Swan.
In regard to the charge that I did not make
my monthly school report, I will state that
it has never been the custom to do it in times
past. 1 was requested to make the report,
and, although it was the duty ol the recorder,
I personally attended to it and have furnished a report regularly sinoe January 1st, 1887.
Tlie charge lias been made that my docket
was defective and my books were poorly
kept. The court had just been inaugurated
when I was appointed Judge and I procured

ordinary uooks. The business being so
large in 1885 two large boooks were purchased
by me, in one of which 1 recorded all the
some

civil cases, and in the other the criminal. I
also added the old cases, indexing them. If
there was a case which was not entered I was
not aware of it. I never informed Mr. Downs
that I used slips of paper in recording cases,
although 1 have sometimes made records of
the papers at my house and afterwards placed
*
them in the books.
Mr. Rounds said he did not order the recorder to go up to Grand Lake Stream and attend to the so-celled fish cases. I was sick
at the time, he continued, and the wh<#e
matter was in his hands and was completed
by him. If anything was wrong, I am sorry
for it. 1 never stated to Mr. Downs that l
had the fines and costs in my possession. I
never received a cent in any of these cases.
My advice to the recorder was, if he took
one cent more than was right to return it.
He believed he had a trial Justice’s jurisdiction. 1 received just the fees 'allowed me by
law in the case of Charles C. Taylor, who
was up on complaint of Mr. Tarbox, for giving an exhibition of an alleged lottery character. The complaint was withdrawn at the
request of Mr. Tarbox, Taylor bearing the
costs; and if there was any money paid besldcs, it was without my knowledge.
I he aldermen, after a thorough exainina°t my books, found that I was in debt
l1™
$40 for fines, and I paid it as I told them f
would. In the case of Frank Todd, where it
was asserted the complaint was withdrawn
without cause, the county would not bear
the costs when there was no conviction and
as the complainant, I*ish Warden French
concluded that he could not convict, and I

THE MILITIA.

Adjutant General Gallagher’s report for
1886 is now in preparation and will be issued
very soon. This report in some respects is
VPPV

ll i ffnron t fp/i rr»

nnir

toaiirul mnanlln

the office, in that it makes some sensational
charges against the colonel of the First regiment, while the colonel of the Second is
commended.
In this part of the rehighly
port General Gallagher says:
"In my report for 1885, I was obliged to
report three companies in the First regiment
rather below the standard for efficiency and
discipline. In two of these companies, ‘C'
and ‘D,’ a change in the officers has taken
place, and I am now able to report some improvement, especially in Company ‘I),’

which is substantially a new company with
excellent material and well officered.
Corn'll,’ so far as 1 can learn, stands substantialthe
same
as
one year ago.
ly
"These companies were not and are not
wholly at fault. They rightfully complained
of receiving no assistance or encouragement,
no information or instruction from their regimental commander. What encouragement
can company commanders have, to see nothing from one year’s end to the other, excepting at muster, of their regimental commander? During the past two years the
companies in this regiment have failed to receive the attention and support from its
commanding officer that is due to the several
companies. Few it any companies in this
regiment, so far as I am able to learn, have
been visited by this officer during the past
two years, certainly none outside of Portland, excepting possibly ‘G.’ All companies
need the attention, assistance, advice and
encouragement of their regimental commander.
Military discipline must be maintained by all officers, law qnd orders promptthe whole organlf lnnr"
‘'hi'inlinc mi
school for the soldier.
Of the second regiment, the Adjt. General
says:
"So far as I have been able to ascertain,
without the annual inspection, the companies
in this regiment are in a very good condition,
prompt, as a rule, in the obedience to law and
orders, following the example and requirements of their regimental commander, who
at all times has the interest and welfare of
his command at heart.”
The Adjutant General also criticises the
lack of discipline at muster. He says:
‘•Sobriety and good behavior should be one
of the leading features of our encampments.
Who should set the example to the enlisted
men ? The officers high in authority first,
and then they will be able to enforce their
regulations or orders consistently.”
The proper inspection, also, has not been
made during the year, says the report.
As far as rifle practice is concerned, Col.
Farrington reports that while the militia
started in with zeal and industry, they
closed the season discouraged and demoralized, because they were notified by the
Governor that the appropriation would, not
admit of holding the fail competitions. Col.
Farrington wants the State to fix the amount
that may be expended by the department of
rifle practice. A limited number of the best
military rifles should be procured, that the
State may organize a State team. The establishment of the two State ranges is imperatively demanded. For seven years the companies have maintained ranges at their own
expense.

The militia, however, gained considerably

in strength last year. At the close of 1885, It
was composed oi CD officers aud 745 enlisted
men.
At present it consists of 78 officers
and 1016 Jmen, organized as follows: Two
regiments of infantry of eight companies
each, one company of infantry (unattached)
Frontier Guards of Eastport, and the First
Maine Battery composed of two platoons
with five commissioned officers and seventy
men, with four light 12-pounders, or Napoleon brass guns with limbers and carriages
and caissons.
Perhaps the most important part of the report is trie Adjutant General’s recommendation that the commissioned officers cf the
militia should be appointed by the Governor
instead of elected by the men.

General Lynch was seen last night by a
reporter of the Press. He thought the report in regard to the First regiment did both
him and the regiment an injustice. Last
year, on the muster field, the militia vvere
inspected by an officer of the regular army,
Captain Edward Field, of the 4th Artillery,

who was detailed especially for the purpose
by the government. Hie statement was very
different from General Gallagher’s charge.
Captain Field said:
The parades of the First Hegiment were conspicuously good. There were some flaws, especially
at first, such as first eargeauts marching on wtfk
uullxcd bayonets aid company commanders giving “support arms" before the companies followlug them had got upon the lines; but the excellence was very marked. The parade rest of the
5th, 7th and 8th companies was excellent, the
The manual was very
liftli aliuosteperfeetiou.
good, excellent at times and In many of the companies marked with precision and snap that
snake very hichlv for the officers and the men.
The commands were admirably given by Colonel
Lynch, who is an excellent drill master, tactician
The officers’ lino was adand
mirably dressed and their final advance and
salute smart trom the highest protessional stand-

disciplinarian.

point.

In the same report Captain Field speaks
more at length of the First regiment:
This regiment was marked by greater dlHerences than the Second; the muskets were all good
except the crack Montgomery Uuards, and they
were, strange to say, the worst In the command,
and positively unserviceable, being so rusted
that the rifling could not be seen.
They claimed
that they had long been In use; hut I cannot
imagine that ten years’ use, II the arms had been
properly cared lor, coaid produce such a condition. I suspect that in some companies extreino
smartness In drill and frequent exhibition performances tend to the neglect of some important
Most of the
solid parts ol a soldier’s training.
muskets In this regiment were in first class conof
them
what
we
would
call orderly
dition, many
The
muskets, notably companies C. D. and B.
The
were
as
in
the
Second.
other equipments
men showed also greater variation, as might be
of
the
much
larger proportion
exfiected from the
m Aufacturing clement; so that while the average
the
to
Second, nearly
appearance was hardly up
half of the companies were really magnificent.
Company I). was In every way one of the finest
companies I have ever seen. The Montgomery
Guards In all but muskets were simply perfect, as
far as appearance went, and B. and F. Companies
a little behind.

Big Casting.
Bridgeport, Conn., April 27.—One ol
A

the

largest castings ever made in this country
Waslcompleted this morning at the works of
the Bridgeport Forge Company. It is the
combined screw frame and rudder post for
the steamship Wisconsin, which now lies in
the dry dock at Brooklyn awaiting the forging The forged post and frame is 40 feet
long and 20 feet wide, and is an exact duplicate of the broken post and frame taken
from the disabled steamer. The door of the
main building was too small to allow the
forging to be taken out, and a portion of the
steamer Manbuilding was removed. Theto Brooklyn.
hattan is taking the casting
Peculiar Coincidence.
nnvrn X H
April 27.—Mrs. Daniel Ma86. Her
son dted here this morning, aged
on the same
husband died seven years ago
the same hour.
day of the year and at
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Mr. Boardman Re-nominated.

INDIGESTION,

apr21dlw»

FARM FOK HALE OR TO LET.
small farm for sale or to let, containing about
ten acres of good land in a high state of
cultivation, situated in Falmouth on tlieOray
road, about live miles from Portland; two story
tcouse. barn nearly new. and all the buildings lu
excellent repair. Enquire of EDWIN L. DYER,
luarSldtf
No, 890 Congress St.

()

Augusta, April 27.—The Governor has renominated Samuel L. Boardman, of Augusta,
to the Experiment Station.

DYSPEPSIA,

Along

an

M. SWEAT
20-tf

It is the trade mark of their little lozenges
which are put up in BO cent boxes, (trial size
2B cents) and sold by all druggists as a guar,
anteed cure for

established lumber and wood manufacturing business In Boston; would take part
pav In lumber If desired. Information given at
Ibis office. For full particulars address C. W.
MORSE, 98 Utica St., Boston. (Envelope corres-

for

In
on
or

ever been granted any one by the proprietors of Dr. Mask R. Woodboey’b
Dyspepsia Killers, to nse their trade mark

$1500

fTTANTED-A good eapable gill

store

has

^ to^

EKMALK

shops

one

NO LICENSE

270 Commercial St., City.

PORTLAND, ME.

10

KKNT—Offices and chambers suitable

for salesrooms, studios and work
ITtOK
Middle
also

GOOD family Horse, about 1,100 pounds,
not afraid of anything, can be driven by anyone; also double Carriage, Pung and Market
Wagon, will be sold a. bargain,

A

house,

$200 per
of F. M.

Me._1-tf

street;
Mussey’s liow,
Temple street. Apply to L. D.
WM. I*. FEEBLE.

Calm

who introduced the venerable John Allen,
who opened the meeting with a characteristic
speech, alter which the time was devoted to
prayer. On the evening trains about fifty
ministers arrived to take part in the proceedings Bishop Walden of Ohio, Rev. W. A.
Spencer, Rev. E. N. Smith of Kent’s Hill
College, Camp Meeting John Allen, Stephen
Allen, ex-President of Maine State College,
and many other distinguished clergymen,

fleering,

price

A

pondence.!

in

good, dry,
lighted
on three sides, making it one of the most desirable
r«uts in.the eitv for jobbing or wholesale business
of any kind. Enquire of II. 15. THOMl’SON. No.
104 Brackett. St.23-1

HORSE FOR SALE.
apr25dlf

O. K„
21-1

Ko PAVING CUTTERS arc wanted at Hurricane Island to cut New York blocks;
t-Air
first-class job lor the season guaranteed. Apply
at office of
company, 228 Main street, Rockland,
Me., or at the Works at Hurricane Island.
ap27
d3t

DBFG
being obliged to leave some time, will sell at FOK
large discount, store well established In large
and bath
a

handwriting. Address

a

The reputation
FOB
water is

or N. B.

I

experienced hands. Apply M. H. TYLER, 604

BA

FOB

__

who

uincuiuciy

nwiMHj;

co.o

W
17

Waterville, April 2T.—The Maine Annual Conference of the Methodist Episcopal
Church held a preliminary meeting at Pleasant street church this evening. The meeting

as

Information inquire of J. H. FOGG, Assignee, 85
Exchange St.23-1

49.0

Maine Methodist Conference.

change Kt.28-1
NAI.K-A

64.0

Not Guilty.
[Special to the Press.]
Auburn, April 27.—In the case |oI State
vs. Duncan, before the Supreme Judicial
Court at Auburn, on the charge of receiving
stolen money, the jury brought in a verdict
of not guilty after being out a few moments.
W. L. Noble, Esq., of Lewiston, appeared for
the defendant.

man

or

—

1' M

MAINE.

to take charge
competent
WANTED—A
of
work
a farm; understands horses

_

SALK
Cottage ou Diamond Island,
contains 7 rooms, partly furnished. V* acre
choice location, convenient to steamer land-

|10

10 to 18 years

a

INSON, Carriage Manufacturer,

v N

Weather. Clear Clear I Clear
Mean dally bar...29.863 Maximum ther....53.0
Mean dally tiler. .47.1
Minimum ther. ..42.1
Mean daily d’w pt.32.1
Max. vel. wind. .17 W
Mean daily hum. -.66.3
Total precip.0
E. P. Jones. Pv’t S. C.. U. 8. A.

first class salesman or saleswoman In
a Dry and Fancy Goods Store;
wanted at once. Apply at L. D. STKOUTS.
25-1

_26-1

I 3

m

Wind... SW
Velocity. 10

MALE HELP.

CUOICE

A

Barometer. 28.810,29.831 29.917
Thermometer. 47.3
49,9
44 0
DewPoint. 35.6
31.3
120.3

26-1

DIAMOND INLAND LOTH
for sale at a great bargain; these beautiful
cottage lots must De sold at once. Also 5 acres
upon Great Chebeague Island, near steamer landing. Apply to N. 8. GARDINER, Exchange St.

WEATHER REPORT.

PORTLAND, Me., April 27, 1887.

THURSDAY

TRIAL.

Presentation of the

made

The indications for Maine,New Hampshire
and Vermont are fair
weather, followed
by light rains, winds shifting to southerly,
slight changes In temperature.

POWDER

MALE-A one and a half story house,
new five years ago, situated on Florence St.,
Woodfords, nine rooms and plenty of closets and

IjSOB

\

WEATHER.

Washington, April 28.

Ht.26-1

JUDCE ROUNDS ON

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 87 Exchange Street, Portland. Mk.
Terms- Eight Dollars a Year. To mail snb
■crlbers, Seven Dollars a Year, il paid in advance
Rates of Advertising—One inch ol space
the length ol column, or twelve lines nonparlt?
constitutes a “square.”
*1.60 per square, dally, first week; 76 cents per
week after; three insertions or less. *1-00, continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents;
one week, *1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” *2.00 per square per week; three Insertions or less. *1.60.

DR. E. B. REED.
93 FMltKLIN

PORTLAND,

24._

DAILY
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member of the firm of Samuel Ktrk & Son
Iuor'',L was Present- He said he
father, and that
th»
men employed by
them, if they beI™
eavec- F- Holt2Un0n{.mu,V
brook of the
Gorham Manufacturing Comthat
reported
the
pany,
Knights in their employ had renounced the organization and
given up their charter. Two or three of the
most active among
them had been
discharged. E. C. Moore, of Tiffany * Co.,
said that a number of their men had returned to work, having left the Knights. H.
B. Dominick reported a like
experience.
The manufacturers are well satisfied with
the condition of affairs.
™„i..

tori hK

***£
hr^b-dntf

Bostok, April 27—The conclusions reached
by the Board of Commissioners to investigate the disaster at Bussey bridge, over
South street, between the Koslindale and
Forest Hills stations, in that part of Boston
called West Kexbury, are as follows: The
contract for rebuilding the bridge in 1876
was made without proper examination as to
the standing of the contractor.
Those who
acted for the corporation in making the contract had not sufficient knowledge of iron
bridge building to enable them to pass intel-

ligently uponjthe design

and specifications.
The design and specifications for the bridge
were not such as should have been accepted.
The bridge was constructed practically without superintendense on the part of the corporation, and the corporation neglected to
preserve a copy of the specifications, drawThe tests of the
ings and strain sheets.
bridge were not made in the presence of any

acting for the corporation who was qualified to judge of their value. From the time
of the construction of the biidge to the day
when it fell, the railroad company had
caused It te be examined by one man only,
who, year after year, passed over vital parts
of the bridge without realizing that they
were of importance.
This man had been in
the employment of the'corporation for a long
series of years; his trade was that of a maone

chinist; he had not been educated as a civil
engineer, and the management had abundant

to know that he was not qualified and
had had no opportunity to qualify himself
to do the work assigned to him with reference to this bridge. The series of tests of
reason

um
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1881 were not made.
In the erection and inTile Attornev General is of the nninirm I spection of bridges the management of a
railroad Is bound to exercise the utmost care.
that such withdrawal and reservation were
Ilad such care been exercised, there Is every
at all times effectual, and that they operated
reason to believe that the disaster would
to prevent Miller from acquiring any interest
have been-prevented.
in or the right to the land claimed by him
On the thirty-second
with this interpretation of the law and
page of the last report of the Commission is
the following:
former orders and action of the Interior De“The Hoard renews the expartment. It will be seen the effect has pression of its belief that a preventible accident is a crime.”
bee® the withdrawal and reservation since
Notwithstanding the re1873 of thousands, if not millions of acres of
peated warnings of the Hoard, the spaces between
the ties on this bridge were far too
these lands from the operation of the land
laws of the United States, thus placing great for safety. Notwithstanding the recommendation of the Hoard in 1881, no suitathem beyond the reach of our citizens, desiring under such laws to settle and make ble guard rails or guard timbers were placed
The Westinghouse autohomes upon the same, and this has been done
upon the bridge.
matic air-brake, a safety appliance, remarkfor the benefit of the railroad company havingno fixed certain or definite interests in such able alike fur its simplicity and effectiveness
and long ago approved and adopted by all
lands. There seems to be no evidence presentthe leading railroads, was not in practical
ed showing how much, if any, of this vast
tract is necessary for the fulfillment of the
operation on this train, neither was the train
grant to the railroad company, nor does there furnished with a sufficient number of brakeappear to be any limitation of the time within men to comply with the requirements of the
statute.
which this fact should be made known and
The disaster and the facts which have
the corporation obliged to make its selection.
been
This large body of the public domain is still
disclosed, impose a grave responsibility
on the board of directors.
held in reserve to the exclusion of settlers
It is their duty,
for the convenience of corporation benficiary
by the most searching inquiry, to ascertain
of ;tbe government and
awaiting its se- forthwith whether any other work has been
done in a like negligent and incompetent
lection though it is entirely certain
that
much of |this:reserve can never be honestly
manner, whether in other matters reasonable and
claimed by said corporation. Such a condiprecautions against
well-approved
have been ignored or neglected, ami
tj »n of the public lands should no longer con- accident
whether false economy has been practiced
tinue. You have thus far taken no action in
and safety sacrificed. They should not rest
this matter and it seems to me you are in a
until they have taken the most
condition to deal with the subject in such a
energetic
manner as
measures, without regard to expense and
to protect this settler from
without
to
to
and
regard
correct
loss.
I
persons,
the
transmit
herewith
hardship
papers and documents relating to the case past and to ensure better add safer managein
ment
the future.
So far as relates to
which were submitted to me at my request.
I Isuggest that you exercise the power and
bridges, the directors have already caused a
authority you have in the premises upon thorough expert examination to be begun.
Fortunately there are but few bridges on the
equitable considerations, with every preline.
sumption and intendment in favor of the
In mitigation of the sentence of condemnaand
in
case
settler,
you find this corporation
tion called for by the foregoing findings and
is entitled to select any more of these lands
i»
■v'iAuuv w re**
siinnort ni
filrna/lir
ill
thail
41«AAt
j-fcui..
lia^
membered that from I860, when the board of
Miller has settled, other land within the limrailroad
commissioners
was
created, up to
its of this indemnity reservation upon which
the time of this disaster, a period of eighteen
neither be nor any other citizen has, in good
years, there has been no train accident on
I call
faith, settled or made improvements.
attention to sections 2450 and 2451 of the re- the Boston & Providence railroad which rein the loss of a life of, or even in sesulted
vised statutes as pointing out the mode of
rious injury, to a passenger.
procedure which may, perhaps, be resorted
The accident furnishes another proof of fhe
to if necessary, for the purpose of reaching
necessity of abolishing the deadly car stove.
a just and equitable disposition of the case.
uilUgCo cuiuuuj

In Honor of Crant.
An audience of moderate size assembled at
the Metropolitan Methodist Episcopal church
to-night to celebrate the 63th anniversary of
the birth of Gen. Grant. Ulysses S. Grant,
J., and Jesse K. Grant were present. A

niimhor af tlin flrnnrl

A

pmir

af Ilia IfaiiiiKlina

Mathew G. Emery presided.
After music and prayer by Rev. Dr. J. P.
Newman, an address by Senor Romero, the
Mexican minister, on “Gen. Grant and Our
Foreign Relation,” was read by Gen. Colton,
Senor Romero being kept away by sickness.
An address on “Grant—President,” was delivered by ex-Postmaster General Crosswell,
and on “Grant and Logan” by Gen. S. S.
Burdette, ex-Commander of the Grand Army
of the Republic. A poem was read by Mrs.
Emily Thornton Charles.

also attended.

Pensions Cranted.

Washington, April 27.
Pensions have been granted to residents of
Maine as follows:
Louisa, widow ot Thomas Tripe, Ilartland.
John Sharp, original. More.
Ktbel H. Jones, original, Augusta.
Michael Murphy, original, Whitneyvllle.
Edward Green, original, Togus.
Luther Tripp, original, Lewiston.
James Clancy, original, Togus.
William Malloy, increase, Togus.
Solomon C. Boulier, increase, Fort Fairfield.
ARCHBISHOP CORRIGAN’S
Arrival in New York is Awaited
Considerable Interest.

New York, April 27.—A morning paper
says: It is more than probable that the
forthcoming statement from Archbishop Corrigan will contain a sweeping denunciation
of the land theory, compiled
principally
from St. Thomas, the canon law and the
philosophy taught by the Catholic church.
This statements deemed necessary <to meet
attacks on the position of the Archbishop in
The statement
many of the daily papers.
will also contain some unpublished features
of the McGlynn case, the explanation of tbe
true position of the church towards the
Knights of Labor, and will be a most able
document. ^Cardinal Gibbons will arris*
here next week. The friends of Dr. McGlynn still hope that on his arrival the former pastor of St. Stephen’s will be reinstated. According to the rules of the Catholic
church, Archbishop Corrigan has exclusive
jurisdiction in affairs of this kind in his |dio
cese, the only remedy being Jan appeal to
Rome on the part of the suspended priest.
THE

DOMINION.
•

_____

The Insolvent Maritime Bank.
St. John, April 27.—At a meeting of tbe
shareholders of the insolvent Maritime bank
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hanger, it is proper that special means
should be taken to secure careful, competent
and faithful construction, and a thorough
and scientific examination of them by the
railroads at regular intervals, followed by a
thorough State inspection. The importance
of such action is emphasized by the fact that
the weight uf engines and of the rollingstock of railroads and of the loads carried
has been increasing for many years.
The
weight of engines and rolling-stock has
doubled within twenty years.
Moreover,
the speed of the heavy passenger express
and through freight trains has also largely
increased.
Alleged
Play.
Gloucester, April 27.—Thomas Smith
and Phillip Sawyer were arrested here today. They are supposed to know something
about T. A. Lamasney, who was found
drowned last evening. They were seen with
him on the wharf that night. Lamasney had
Foul

$30 on him when found, but his watch

missing. He belonged
his parents reside.

in

Lawrence,

was

where

GENERAL NEWS.

Queen Kaplolani and suite visited the
Mare Island navy yard in San Francisco
Tuesday, and were received with royal honors.

with

uikLrki ittik/l

statement of the assets and liabilities with
report of Inspector Knight thereon. The
assets footed up S2.142.15U, but many were
pronounced bad by the inspector. The liabilities were placed at the same figures. They
did not include, however, bills of exchange
bearing the bank’s endorsement, amounting
to £129,654 4s lid. The meeting of the shareholders is still sitting.
a
a

An Eccentric Millionaire.

Baltimore, April 27.—A jury has been
summoned to inquire into the mental condition of Lambert Gittings, whose wealth is
estimated at from $1,009,600 to $3,000,000, and

who occupies a handsome residence
on
Mount Vernon-place, the most aristocratic
was
square of the city.
Many years ago he
the largest coffee importer in the country,
and owned a tieet of ships which plied between this country and South American
He amassed ailarge fortune, which
e invested in real estate and government
bonds. His eccentricities began eight years
ago when he began to run for office, urged
on by rascally politicians, who ulcted him
of considerable sums of money. The extortions continued for several years and aggregated a very large sum. When he found out
that he was being victimized he became
gloomy. His brother, who died several
years ago, was eight times a millionaire.

Sorts.

Sale of a Railroad.
Paul, April 27.—The sale of the Chicago, Illinois and Eastern road to the Chicaand
go
Northwestern was consummated
here Tuesday.
The terms are not yet
known.
St.

__

The Sliver Manufacturers.
New Yobk, April 27.—The silver ware
manufacturers met Tuesday at the Everett
House, when it was reported that the Philadelphia manufacturers had promised to supCommunications
port their brethren here.
were read from W. B. Durgin of Concord, N.
H., the Towle Manufacturing Company of
North Attlebury, Vt., and J. B. & S. M.
Knowles of Providence, containing promises not to employ union men. TheJ junior

FOREICN.

John Bangs and James Maston, both sailors, had a quarrel in New York Tuesday
night over $1.25. Bangs threw Maston to
the sidewalk and broke his skull, from the
result of which .he died. Bangs was arrested yesterday morning.
Inspection stations have been established
at Nogales and Yuma, on the Mexican border
to inspect passengers and prevent the introduction of cholera and other diseases.
The Water is still gradually receding at
Montreal. It is believed that the worst is
over.
The greatest sufferers are the residents of Point St. Charles and Grifflntown.
The pumps have again been started.
The race for the 2,000 guineas stake for
three-year-olds was run yesterday at Newmarket, England. It was won by Douglas
llaird’s chestnut colt Enterprise. Fenwick's
bay colt finished second and Perkin's chestnut colt Eglsmore third. There were eight

starters.

The Marquis of Lansdowne has declined

to accept the provisional arrangement piovided last week by the mediators engaged
in the task of adjusting the dispute between
him and his dissatisfied tenants.
Some unknown friend has sent a check for
$500 to Captain Greely of the weather bureau to be invested for the benefit of the little daughter born to him a short time ago.

Walt Whitman U writing a short biography of Ellas Hicks, founder of the "Hicksite” branch of Quakers, which will contain
many interesting anecdotes.
tiail Hamilton says she did not write the
“Arthur Richmond’’ articles In the North
American, and that Mr. Blaine is ignorant
of their authorship.
Mr.
George Bancroft has returned to
Washington and was but little fatigued by
his long journey. He was perfectly well all
the time he was traveling, and besides visiting Nashville and Louisville went to Chattanooga and ascended Lookout Mountain.
There was a §150,000 fire at Brookdale, N.
Y.. Tuesday eveniug.
It is thought that Warren Billings, a shoemaker of Dover, N, H., has committed sui-

cide by drowning. He mysteriously disappeared some days ago.
The annual spring drive down l’emigewasset river in New Hampshire went over LivThe water Is very
ermore Falls yesterday.
*
low.
is
64
Who
now
Pasteur,
years old, was last
winter sent by his
health, and is only

physician to Italy for his
just returning to |Paris.
Master Workman, W. H. Rich of Berwick,
Me., is presiding at Dover, N. U., at the
quarterly meeting of the ^District Assembly
179 Knights of Labor.

The summing up In the Paine will case
concluded yesterday in New York city.
was reserved.
A citizen of Sumterville, Fla., set out an
acre of strawberry plants two years ago, and
from the crop alone has supported his family
in comfort and spent six months of the year
in the north.
The Academy of Music property in New
York city, was sold Tuesday by William B.
Dinsmore, president of the Adams Express
Company, to William P. Douglas for §435,was

The decision

000.

Martin Schneider, who recently died in
Fort Wayne, Ind., aged 103 years, was a soldier under Napoleon, and fought at Waterloo. The week before he died he walked
four miles to see a favorite grandchild.
The Ocean Parlor and Park Baths, said to
have been the handsomest bathing establishment on the New Jersey coast, was burned
City with its contents,
yesterday at Atlantic
bathing robes, etc. Loss §40,000; insurance

§10,000.

modem aids to navigation.
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The Schnaebeles Affair to be Settled

Without Further Trouble.
Mr. Gladstone Makes an

Statement

Important
Regarding Mr.

Parnell.

London, April 27.—Earl Spencer, speaking at an anti-coercion demonstration in
South London, last night, reiterated his disbelief that there

was

tween the ParneUites

Ireland.

If Liberals

any connection beand the outrages In

were

to be denounced

for their

dealings with ParneUites how could
Lord Carnarvon, who had sought Parnell’s
advice and assistance, escape censure? He
denied that the Gladstonians advocated separation or tried to shield criminals. If the
Unionists believed the ParneUites to be
ruffians, why did they offer to entrust them
with any local government whatever? He
advisijd that an endeavor be made to reunite
the Liberals. In conclusion he said that
Ireland could only be reconciled to Great
Britain by the same treatment as Canada
and Australia received, and that American
colonies have been denied.

rinrinir
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when the boat upset and the greater number
were drowned.
London, April 27.—The race for the 2,000
guineas stake for three year olds was run
Wednesday at Newmarket. It was won by
Douglas Baird’s chestnut colt. Enterprise;
Fenwick’s bay eolt finished second, auu Perkins’ chestnut colt, Eglesmore, third. There
were eight starters.
Mr. Gladstone met the labor members of
Parliament at a dinner last evening. He
was called upon for a speech and
responded

briefly. His remarks were mainly devoted
to the question of reducing the election expenses and throwing the charges on the
rates. Referring to the relations between
the Liberals ana ParnelUtes, he said that he
had received only one letter from Parnell in
his life.
The government proposes, as an alternative to the bankruptcy clauses of the land
bill, giving county judges power, in cases of
necessity, to make arrangements between
tenants and creditors without recourse to
bankruptcy.

The Times’ Vienna correspondent bewails
the superseding of Mr. Lee, who, he says,
after being officially and socially received as
United States minister, cannot well remain
as
secretary of the legation. Lee will soon

leave the city.

St. Petebsbvbo, April 27.—The trial of
nine men and three women, mostly young
students, charged with complicity in the recent attempt to kill the Czar, commenced
Wednesday before thepolitical law Senators,
with closed doors. The indictment which
has been drawn up by the Attorney General
Is a voluminous document of twenty-three
folios. It is stated that the accused have

ff&£sn Yus^usual
The

plot in

carriage drive.

this connection leaked out
the information from the landlady
of the house where some of the students
boarded. The women to be put on trial
have been allowed to consult lawyers.
Customs
officers
London, April 27.
throughout Great Britain and Ireland have
received stringent orders to search all vessels arriving from America, China and the
East, the government having been warned
that explosives have been sent from San
Francisco to ports in the East to be transshipped to England.
Berlin. April 27.—The Schnaebeles ifici-

through

—
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the government is able to place before M.
Herbette, the French ambassador, absolute
evidence that Schnaebeles had long been
actively engaged in inciting conspiracy and
acting as a spy in Alsace, and proof that he
was arrested In German territory.
It Is reported in official circles that to conciliate
France, Germany will offer to release Schnaebeles on condition that he be removed from

frontier posts.
London, April 27.—It lias transpired that
Gladstone, in a speech at the dinner given by
the labor members of Parliament last night,

declared his entire disbelief In the accusation made against the Irish leader. Gladstone said that in May, 1882, lust after the
assassination of Lord Frederick Cavendish
and Under Secretary Burke in Pha-nix Park,
Parnell wrote him a letter in regard to that
crime. The contents of the letter, which
had obviously been written under great
mental distress, threw considerable light
upon the topic of the present hour and were
strong evidence in favor of contending that
the Times’ letter was a base and malicious

forgery.

Parnell,

apparently

foreseeing

that in the public mlua he would be associated with the crime, offered to place himself without reserve in Gladstone’s bauds.
He wrote that he regarded the murders with
the utmost abhorrence and he offered to resign the leadership of the Irish party and
retire altogether from political life if Gladstone considered such a step advisable in the
interests of Ireland. Mr. Gladstone said be
K
would refrain from saying what reply he
made, adding it was only a short time ago
that he obtained Parnell’s assent to his now
mentioning the matter. Alluding to the advice tendered Mr. Parnell from certain quarters. that he bring an action against the
Times, Mr. Gladstone said that many years
ngo when he was commissioner to the Ionian
Islands, the Times bitterly attacked him, accusing him of treason. On returning to
Kngland he consulted a famous lawyer with
a view of briugiug au action, but was dissuaded from taking legal steps, the lawyer
expressing the conviction that even if Gladstone proved his case, no jury in the then
state of the public mind would be likely to
convict the Times.
Mr Gladstone's statement has caused an
absorbing sensation lu the clubs, but it has
not yet appeared in the press.
The Conservatives talk of challenging a
production of the Utters.
The debate in the House of Commons tonight on the coercion bill* was featureless.
OlfMlstfcnnA will nnt Hnnnlc

nn

t.hfl motion to

crn

into committee on the bill.
Parnell and Heal;, the latter lor the first
time since his suspension, will appear in the
House to-morrow

Fog

Horns and Bells.

much useful Information on the

question.

His statement of the length of the blasts
from his horn, and of the pauses between
them, does not quite tally with that given in
the government light house book, but it is
He evidently operates his
near enough.
horn on the same principle as Johnny Leproposed to, his bell, which, until now,
feared was one of the lost arts. M. A. H.
says that his steam siren can be heard 11
miles at sea, "yet there are places not a mile
He
away where it can not be heard at HI.”
does not tell why he does not let hls near
neighbors "hear the sound thereof.”
Rev. John Leplne, a Scotch Presbyterian
minister, familiarly called Johnny Leplne,
in 1744 started the society of the present Arlington street church of Boston, in a barn on
Long Lane, now Federal street. He finally
built a church on the same spot, and after a
while a steeple, and then struck out for a
bell.
Some of his people thought him unreasonable, that he ought to be satisfied with
hls steeple, and would not subscribe for the
purchase of the bell. This vexed.hlm, and
the next Sabbath he mentioned the proposed
bell, and in his broad Scotch delivered himself of these words to the delinquents: "V e
that won’t subscribe for the bell shan’t hear
the sound thereof, when It rings for the
meeting, nor when it knells for your burial.
This anecdote of the Scotch minister was
told to me more than fifty years ago, by an
aged Boston gentleman, wno had heard him
preach. 1 have never seen it In print.
In August, 1873, 1 witnessed a practical
Illustration of the benefit, to navigators, of
the Cape Elizabeth fog signals, and other

fine

Hal-

games of the National
and New England longues will be
played.
In the former the Bostons play at Washington, Philadelphia* at New York, Chicago*
at Pittsburg and Detroit* at Indianapolis.

In the New England league there will but
two games, the Portlands at Manchester and
Saleras at Boston. The Portlands left this
city lor Manchester on the 3.30 p. m. train
yesterday. Small and Thayer will probably
be the battery In the game today. The club
will play in Lowell, Boston, Lynn, Salem,
Lawrence and Haverhill, one game each In
the order named and will return home to
play the opening game in this city May 6th.
OAKES VEHTERDAT.

At

Andover—Lawrences,

8.
Academy,
At

Phillip*

12;

Louisville—Cincinnatis, 5; Louisville*,

nothing.
I

At Philadelphia— Brooklynns,
1.

ics.

II; Athlet-

At Baltimore—Baltlmores, 8; Metropolitans, 0.
At Lowell— Stars of Lawrence, 35; Low-

ells, 23.
At Jersey City— Philadelphia!, 12; Jersey
8.
CJtys,
At St.

Louis—St. Louis, 19; Clevelands, 3,
Lynn—Buffalos, 18; Lynns, 7.
Worcester—Holy Cross College, 16;
RAwdmnn 7
At
At

irons.
of last year’s Portlands, Is doing good work for tbe Torontos.
The Lawrences have signed a new pitcher
named Driscoll, from Holyoke.
Phinney of the Salem*, Morton of the
Lowells, and Williams of the Manchester*,
are all left-handed pitchers.
P. H. Murphy. E. D. Moore and John D.
Me Walters have been released by Salem,
and James M. Chatterton, W. E. Rhodes of
Lynn, and James E. Connors of Whltinsville, have been signed.
The Bostons take thirteen men on their
first championship trip. Wheelock, Conway,
O'Rourke, Higgins and Murphy are left behind. Madden accompanies the team.
It should be a stubborn contest Thursday.
The Portlands and Manchesters both contain hard hitters. A Mnncbester man offers
to wager 9100 on the success of the cham-

McKinley,

pions.—Manchester Mirror.
“'s*
Mr. John S. Jandron of Marlboro, MaM*.

who was catcher for
was in the New
so on the Lawrences

Biddeford when that
and aland other New England clubs later, has been admitted to practice in the Massachusetts bar.
Quinn and Hatfield will both pitch on the
trip. Barns Is still lame and will not pitch
for the present.
Tbe following is the Maine State College
nine for the coming season: Rogers, c. and
3d b.; Andrews, p. and If.; Elwell, ss.; Mason 1st b.; Philbrook, 2d b.; Bird, 3d b. and
c.; Vose, If. and p.; Burleigh, cf.; McNally,
city

England league,

rf.^and^captaha.^Mr^
J^D.^ La^eM^ W^ls
Western
|

Tbe

papers have nicknamed the
New England league clnbs as follows: Boston Blues, Gardner's Giants; Haverhills, the

Windy Cltys; Manchester*. Leonard’s Sluggers; Lynns, Murphy’s Dark Horses; Salem*, Fessenden’s Tall

Knders; Portlands,

Hayseeds; Lawrences, PeMee's
Lowells,
Caunonaders;
McGunnlgle’s,
Monthwhangers. The Syracuse Stars are
known as “Salt Marsh Kfll-a-loo Birds."

Spence’s

The Haverhills have secured the services
of McKann of New York city, well known
from his work with the Southern and Hudson River leagues.
He will play first base
in place of McG&rr.
Bresnahan of last year's Haverhills, has
signed with Scranton, Pa.
The score by Innings of games in the New
England league will be bulletined In tbe cigar store of R. O. St.John A Co., Farrington Block.

ANUKUM'OOOIN VOL'NTT.

At Tuesday’s session of the Supreme Judicial Court at Auburn, Mr. J. C. Bean of
Livermore Kalis, pleaded guilty to an indictMr. Beau Is proprietor
ment for gambling.
of the Rockomeka House. An indictment
against him was secured from the grand jury
about a year ago, but he, promising to discontinue his practice, the prosecution was

suspended. His conduct, however, during
the past year, resulted in the prosecution of
the former indictment. The judge fined him
830 and costs.

KNOX

COUNTY.

Fish Commissioner Counce, of the sea fisheries, says that the lobsters captured this
spring are very small, aad assigns their size
to the wholesale destruction which has been
practiced. Burnham A Morrill’s canning

at Port Clyde, has not been in operation this year, but the others are In full
After the first of July they will be
blast.
limited to lobsters 1104 inches long and over.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
The bids for the contract to bnlld the addition to the Insane Hospital will be opened
May 9th. The foundation for the new building will be laid this season, but the structure will not be finished until another year.
Not a seed has been planted in the hospital
garden as yet, and the land Is in snch condiLast year
tion that it cannot be cultivated.
peas were sown on the 19th of April.
The new board of cattle commissioners resolved their commissions Tuesday, and will
organize at once. Dr. Ballsy, In his work of
extirpating tuberculosis, has killed. In addition to the nine State College bulls, nine other cattle, all cows, with one exception, a bull
at Carmel. Three of these were disposed of
at North Carmel, one at Ktu*, one at West
Gardiner, one at Manchester, three at Garland.
As recompense for the slaughtered
cattle the doctor has put out a little less than
f 200 of the State’s money.

factory

PENOBSCOT COUNTT.

Arrangements have been made by the
Boston A Bangor Steamship Company to
have their line of steamers make four trips
a

beginning

week

next week and

continuing

until thellarge amount of summer (travel begins when there twill probably be a daily
uuaii.

uuaiia

nm

iobh

next week, on Mondays,Weduesdays, Thursdays and Saturday).

To the Editor of the Preaa :
My notes and queries relating to sights
and sounds have brought out several communications, noue of which are mure valuable
than that of tho 30th lust., from M. All.
the intelligent keeper of the Cape Elizabeth
We all knew that he did not put his
lights.
light under a bushel, and that he made a
great disturbance in bad weather. AH were
anxious to know how a man of his size
could make so much noise, and what instruments he used to do it with, and he has given
us

left

OPEM.NO op the LKA0I7E SEASOX.

to the new Kussian loan foot up to ten times
the amount of the loan.

Sann

We

saw on

Today the opening

London, April 27.—The steamer Santiago,
from New York, passed the Lizard Wednesday. She reports having passed, in latitude
49J north, longitude 9°, the British steamer
Borderer, from Boston, March 28th, for London, before reported as having lost her propeller. The Borderer declined assistance.
St. Petersbi bo, April 27.—Subscriptions

thfl river

memory.
**Bht o clock

object we

BASE BALL.

Vienna, April 27.—It Is reported that the
French government will, if the French and
German accounts of the Schnaebeles affair
prove irreconcilable, propose to submit the
matter to the King of Belgium for arbitration.

cross!mr

I was a passensteamer
Falmouth,

April 36th.

A letter was received from Gladstone, in
which he said: “The peace of Ireland and
the honor of England are alike involved in
the defeat of the unexampled coercion bill.”

London, April 27.—Messrs. Short, East
India merchants of London and Birmingham, have failed; liabilities, <230,000.
Vienna, April 27.—The storm of Tuesday
was of exceptional violence in Moravia and
Galllcia. Twenty railway workmen sought
shelter in a building which was struck by
lightning and two were killed and others
rendered deaf. Twenty-three peasants were

8°ou

p.
m., and the
the land was Sambro
light at the entrance to the harbor. For two
nights and a day the boat was enveloped In n
thick log, with no wind and smooth sea.
The pilot s steam whistle was
kept eontinuany going On taking his departure
from Sambro, C'apt. Colby (now of the International line) rigged ont tne (to me) new
Index log. It was trailed astern from the
outer end of a long swinging boom, which
when in place brought the log beyond the
disturbed water from the sale wheel. Occasionally the log was hauletfin and the distance run, as indicated by the dial, was
noted, and the instrument was returned to
its place astern. On the second morning
Capt. Colby summed up the indications from
the log, the distance run, and soon, after a
consultation with the pilot, he rang the bell
to stop the engine, saying that he thought
we must be oft Cape Elizabeth.
After waiting a few minutes for all to listen for the
the
boat
went on a mile or two and
fog bell,
stopped again. Very soon the faintest sound
of a distant bell was heard. For this bell
the boat was headed until the Cape light
towers appeared through the fog, and In an
hour the steamer was at her wharf, guided
safely by the compass, the little brass telltale and the Cape fog bell. I thought 1
never would again complain of the monotonous sound of the fog signals.
W. G.

?

last

Officers in Creat Britain and
Ireland.

THE BUSSEY BRIDGE DISASTER.
Conclusions Reached by tho Board
of Commissioners.

PRICE THREE CENTS.

SAGADAHOC CO U NTT.

Work has been resumed on Richmond water works and will be pushed forward as rapidly as possible until the system. Is completed.
Dr. G. P. Emmons, C. D. Newell a

Hodges

have been appointed mein be
local board of health.
Business of ice shipping Is now under
way. The first vessels to arrive came op the
river Sunday.
WASHINGTON CDUNTT.

Another change is made In the customs
collection at Vanceboro, Mr. John Q.
Adams of Lincoln, succeeding to Mr. G. M.
H. Sprague as Deputy Collector and Inspector.

Post I. C. Campbell of Pembroke, dedicated their new hall April 21st, by select music,
readings and an address by Gen. B. B. Murray. A basket supper was an Important part
of the programme.
Uon. Francis Barnes of Boulton addressed
the people of Pembroke on the subject of as-

sociated dairying and cheese making, which
There Is to be a cheese
was well received.
operation there soon. The sardine
factory inare
factories
only waiting (or fish to be ready
for work. The spring Is coldland backward,
very few have commenced farming yet.
Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate la
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds:
Cape Elizabeth—Estate ot E. W. Thomas Jto M.
A. Tuwnsend, land. J26.
Deerlng—Susan J. Tlbbtts to Geo. J. Mesenor.
land and buildings. IfiOO.
KayuionU—Alonzo Strout et sL to Charles E.
Strout, land. $60.
A Corn

Factory

Burned.

The corn factory at Lead’s Centre was
burned yesterday morning. All the machinery and 100,000 cans were destroyed. The
loss was about $12,000.
The factory was
owned by U. F. Webb A Co., of Portland
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Deputy Collector Murphy has been In jail
To give the testimony
now over a week.
asked of him might have required five minutes, yet one ground of his refusal was that
it would consume too much of the time he
ought to devote to his official duties. How
much time Las Mr. Murphy saved by going
to jail instead of testifying? Perhaps he
will figure it up and let the public know.
Gov. Hill is resorting to all the methods
that a perverted ingenuity can suggest to
enlarge ids poor little boom for the PresidenHe is now assiduously cultivating the
Knights of Labor, and a few days ago withdrew two nominations before they had been
acted on Dy the Senate in order to send in
the names of two members of thatorder. One
tioubic with mil's trickery is that it is too

cy.

mighty

in

The Mexican

people

want Qen. Diaz to
a second time, but
the constitution contains a one term limit.
If Diaz would consent to accept a renomination Congress would probably prepare the
way for the necessary change in the fundamental law and the States would ratify it.
But Diaz is indifferent, declaring that he
does not wish to be elected. He has got all
the glory that is to be got out of the office,
and wants no more of it. The people, however, may insist in spite of his personal
wishes, for he is very popular, and one of
the possible results of a change may be
run

anarchy.
lied

Internationals is

surely a very considerate gentleman. It seems
his society is preparing for a general upris
lng in 1889, and lest the country be taken by
surprise he has given two years’ notice in advance.
That is quite enough for the country
to get ready in. All the millioniares can get
abroad by that time, carrying all their loose
change with them, and the banks can store
their specie beyond the reach of the covetous Internationals. The name of the leadder who has kindly furnished this information is not given. That is unfortunate, because
the country would like to confer some decoration upon him. But eventually perhaps he
will overcome his modesty and let his identity be known.

_„

_

The story comes from across the water that
Sir Edward Thornton, who is on his way to
this country to look after the interests of the
^^JEflgtish holders of Virginia bonds, is in reality the authorized representative of the Eng
lish government, and that a part of his purpose
is to stir up a commotion over these bonds
that will tend to distract English attention
from the Irish problem. He is going to play
the Disraeli game of diverting the attention
of the contending parties at home by the
adoption of a vigorous policy for the protection of British interests abroad.
The story
wears an air of
great improbability, and
vv““l

uMSinun

lished beforehand that the Democracy are
bound to be beaten. It would be less injurious to tiie Democratic cause to be beaten
with Mr. Cleveland than with any other man
who could possibly be selected; and if any
Democrat is satisfied that there is no hope,
he should desire to see the nomination conIf we should beferred on Mr. Cleveland.
come satisfied that defeat is destiny, we
would advocate that selection.

mwuuuu
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Portland 6s., Due 1888.
Portland 6s., Due 1894.
Portland Os., Due 1897.
Portland 6s., Due 1907.
Portland Water Co. 6s., Due 1891.
Bldderord and Saco Water Co. 5s.,
Due 1904.

32 Exchange Street.

Whiting Company in New York objected to
this,and demanded the apprentices’ discharge
on threat of going on a strike if their demand
The company refused and the
employes struck. The employes of the Gorham Company ware then appealed to to contribute to the support of the strikers, but the
management told them if they did so their
refused.

follow.

Some

persisted and left, while others concluded to regard the notice of the management and so

remained.
The grievance of the strikers is not one
that will commend itself to the public.
On
account of the law forbidding the importation of contract labor the silverware
companies have been unable to procure a
sufficient
of
skilled labor. The only alternasupply
tive was to supply the deficiency by educating men for the work.
With this end in
view apprentices have been taken into their
factories and set to work alongside of skilled
workmen in order that they might learn the
silversmith’s art. But the skilled workmen
wanted a monopoly of the business and objected to thus instructing apprentices, who
eventually would become competitors. It is
obvious, however, that the business could
not long exist without some such process as
this of supplying skilled labor. The present
workmen are not immortal; and the art cannot be allowed to die with them.
For some reason the opponents of Judge
Bounds did not include in their charges
made before the Governor ’and Council
yesterday, the most serious accusation of all—
that as county attorney Mr. Bounds was
guilty of bribery in connection with the trial
^1 Herbert Baton. Baton, it will be remem-

bered,
man

was a

ui

wealthy

uuius,

shot and killed

who,

and

Member*

SEW YORK

CORBESPONDESTS,

CHARLES HEAD & CO.

manager.

HEAD & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.

Stanley T. Pullen,
dec

I__

dtl

HASKELL &

Frank C. Crocker.
eodtf

Largest

Silk and Stiff Hats.

Lancaster

—

E. B. & B.

$100,000
City of Augusta, Me.,
Water Company,

On
shall

dtf

CARRIAGE

EASTMAN BROS.&BANCROFT.

ap20

net revenue is now suffleient to
pay the interest and expenses.
The Income will be greatly augmented in the
near future, as the company
propose supplying
Hallowell with water which is only two miles distant from Augusta.
These bonds offer an excellent opportunity far the investment of Trust Funds,
nad we especially
roeommead thorn to
those who desire to
exchange their City of
Portlnnd bonds which mature this
year,
Investment, which will
.s" "nfe Interest
than any municipal

DIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD CROSS
W. II SOMERS has

dtl

1HREE SPECIAL BARGAINS

C?™fr

Poor &

Greenongfe,

BANKERS AND BROKERS,
Proprietors of
POOR’S mANCAE OF
RAILROADS,
Execute orders at the Stock Exchange In New
York and London. Railway Bonds a specialty.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence Invited.
« WAIL STREET, NEW YORK.

_dOm
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LOEB &
BANKERS,

CONSTANTLY

CORRESPONDENCE
Iebaa

AND

ELE&ANT

CO.,

Gentlemen’s

OK

LINE OF

Underwear.

ALL THE LATEST STYLES OF

ON HAND

BANKERS. BBOKER8

INVESTORS SOLICITED.

NECKWEAR and COLLARS and CUFFS

codSm

At LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

FRED R.

FARRINGTON,

THe ClotHier ana

UNDER
a°8

Furnlslier,

FALMOUTH

MIDDLE

HOTEL.
PORTLAND, ME.
eodtl

ST.,
ap__

and guaranteed never to
break. Price, $1.15,
For nle by leading wholesale and retail eitab-

RS
S
"a

MAYER, STROUSE& CO.
..

T

412

Broadway,
1

N. Y., Manufacturers.'

al>a,i_

,lg

neeittdtf

>

%

$2.50 HAT
a

Specialty

of

Children's Goods.

SOMERS BROS.,

459

beenthor-

F0rt Clyde,

hie.

°

.d j1
eiiiw'r white
either

“Pie

CHARLES H. HOYT.
75,50 and 55 canto*
50, 55 and 55 cento*

^Inline*

Moats on sale Wednesday, April 57?
apr25did

BOSWQRTH RELIEF CORPS,¥l

CARNIVAL
2d, Afternoon and Evening.
Monday, May
Doors
at
and 7

1
open
p. m.
Matinee: adults 15cts.. children 10cts.; no reserved seats, livening: adults 26 cts., children 15
cents; reserved seats (evening) 36 cts.; at Stockbridge’s on and after April 28th.

Congress Street, Clapp's Block.

us.

FANCY DRILL BY 3G MISSES.
ninvenile Patriotic Cnntntn, entitled

MEMORIES OF THE WAR.
Dedlwted

r

h
or

..tor

<ltt

1 he Lowest Price ever nude for

pound of good Laundry Soap.

a

BEST SAAB SOAP, FOR CLEARING PAIST,
4 CENTS PER POUND.

miseries Is

needs
superior quality
foI
Iw.
no recounnendatton front
us, as it has probably been used by nearly
,Iavl,,K purchased an entire boiling,
consisting of over 15,000 pounds, we intend to close out the saute during the next two weeks, ending May 7th, at the above low price.

CEO.
585 AND 587
apr28

C.

SHAW &

CONGRESS,

AND 235

CO.,

MIDDLE STREETS.

eod2w

use

United Stated Engineer OrritE,

Portland. Maine, AprU 7,18S7.

PROPOSALS, In triplicate, for dredgSEALED
ing In Lubec Channel, Maine, will be received
alibis
med

much hard work Is avoided.

INDEX

c'eaaln* Painted surfaces, leaving

without injury to the paint itself.
colored, may be washed with

Woolen

them

goods,

INDEX

-MANUFACTURED

and 3

Leather, Canras, Zinc, Allgator,

4 TO

&"

Street.

And

Portland Cement
rebio

Pipe

** *lmm

Proposals for Dredging in Tlnrruguugus River, Jlulne.
UjnTED State* En« INK EH Office,
Malm*, April 7. 1887.
_B%
BALED
PROPOSALS, tu triplicate, for dredg'
lug In Narragaugus River, Maine, will be reth*il

ap8,9,11,12,28.29

un-

Major

of

Engineers.

New Store!
New Goods!
SIGN GOLD BOOT.
BLOCK,

_eodtf

COE,
The

$2.00, $2.50

Hatter,

lias his own delivery wagon, and all goods bought
at bis store ean be delivered free at a moment’s
will send to Cape Elizabeth, Cumberland
Mills, Haccarappa and Ueertng free.

197 Middle St.
aP18

eod

tf

THE HURON
Table and Dairy Walt
The Beet Table and Dairy halt
effered te ike pablic.

Unequalled for Dryness.

eyar

Whiteness, Purity t Strenrtt,

-AT WHOLESALE BY-

HOWES, HILTON

METAL SKYLIGHTS
And

PwiHaad,

VENTILATORS, for Mllli, Stores and Dwellings.

Galvanized Iron and Copper Corn lee* and
Gutter*. Metal Shingle*. Sheet Metal Work
for Buildings. Send lor Illustrated Circular.

and Stone Co.,
I'*r*,,““d>

Congreft* street,

BROWN,

they

Bridal

Prices

No. 637

til 10 a. m. of Saturday, April 30. 1887, and will
be opened immediately thereafter In the
presence
of such bidders as may attend.
All necessary blank forms and full Information
on the subject will be furnished to
parties desiring
to bid, on application at this office.
JARED A. SMITH,

Made from Sawyer’s Woolens. None
genuunless marked Sawyer’s.
Strictly all
Wool. Prices 25 per cent less than
have

BRACKETT'S,

Hearths of all Patterns.
Very Low.

until 10a.

and will be onenthe presence of such

bidders as may attend.
All necessary blank forms and full Information
subject will be furnished to parties desiring
pn‘p«
to
bid, on application at this office.
JARED A. SMITH.
„_
ap8,9,ll,l2j8,2l»
Major of linglneers.

ine

FLORISTS,
388 Congress Street, opp. City Hall,
Portland, Me,

middle

m

MDSE FREE.

14 YEARS.

Bonnets, Bedding Plants, &e.,

COPELAND

Congress street,

BOYS’
spring styles!
SUITS! BROWN.

where they will get
value of their mouey iu

Designs,

637

Immediately thereafter

CLAPP'S

NOTICE.

Cut Flowers, Funeral

E.

BOYSr BOYS!

Wafietl, the
public to know
the lull

and

the Patent Wood Trank, the
strongest made.

Streets,

PORTLAND,^

been offered in Portland.
and $3.00 saved on a
suit.

#

AND BAGS.

office. No.

pi Saturday, April, 30,1887,

BY

ever

•

the Heroes of onr Country. 18611865.
gtd
rnvrviAU.

ap23

Soap has been one of tlie leading brands in
.aV*™!?6,* <Jore!8 F.a,,,«y
,a*’t 30 y«»r*. the
of which

to

ap28

,ro? ,he besl *lock> refined by steam which reou* substances, and therefore calculated to be
used
,he haads ®r «»>e articles washed.
It Is espec-

THE

For House_Cleaning I
LEATBE & GORE’S BEST FAULT SOAP
4 Cents Per Pound.

Orchestra !

Proposals for Dredilng In Lubec
Channel, 71 nine.

SOAP

197

eodtl

ZXAll,
DAY,

Olty
MAY

without fear of shrinking or fading the colors, while for laces und
delicate fabrics it is unequaled.
Give THE INDEX a trial and you
will be convinced that it cannot be too
highly recommended.

tre^ttiIes

Peirce A. and Edward Somers are with
[

SOLDIER.

Evening prices,

‘° make ,h,“lask *he e",le#*

Telephone No. 705-B.

.

nrmeod2m

TM?ulhtiri}'?n,Marl.n.e Hallway has

*

4*

To Vessel Owners.

THE

WARE, Manager.

TRUNKS

Wc make

dlt

The entire production under the
perstoual direction of

housekeeper begins

is introduced to the public, for
by its

Factory 561

With

tical importance.
Every one knows In

'

O.

29 and 30.

A TIN

FRANK D. LUNT & CO.,
Commercial
Beach

The

sliding Detachable
Springs. C3T Better than
Whalebone or Hora,^

P. W.

The latest Invasion of the drama by Charles UHoyt. author of “A Hole In the Ground,” "A
(tag Baby,” “A Parlor Match,” “A
Bunch of Keys,” etc., entitled,

INDEX SOAP

Street, Portland, Me.

W. C.

ap23

CALL FOR

Temperature of Dwelling: Room*.
Dr. I). Benjamin of
Camden, N. J., has
made some observations
regarding the subject of the varying temperature of our dwelling rooms, which will be found of much prac-

Tickets 15 and 25 cents; to be obtained at al

places where the band has played, and by mem
Pen of the band.
ap27d2t«

APRIL

THE INDEX!
WUhfhHbj£tl£ l*iewethe" “y

BOSTON & PORTLAND
CLOTHING CO.,

255 Middle

SPRING SUITS!
For Men, Youths, Boys and Children.
LARGE AND

l-a-

«en. Tons Thnmb nnd Wife’s Reception.

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

,

W,,{KKT

SELECTION OF CHOICE INVESTMENT SECURITIES.

A

connection whatever
e

r,

28th.

Two flights and Saturday Matinee,

dtf

cleaning„with lu attendant
Si*r‘?llJousc
aPProa‘h the careful

AND

NASSAU ST., NEW YORK.

HAVE

STREET,

SPRING OVERCOATS

w*«

ouuJiixiEiE

M,rvgtE

KUHN,

Hath.0s & 49
Maine Central..7s & 6b
P. &C. R. R....08

7

.VV*1

1000 Blue “Middlesex” Suits, in all the
regular
sizes, for Men, a genuine bargain, at only $10.00
per suit. Call and examine.
800 Men’s and Young Men’s All Wool
Suits, in
all regular sizes, at
only $6.00 and $8.00 per suit.
Cents’ and Young Men’s fine Black English
Whipcord Suits,in Sacks and Four Button Frocks,
elegant goods, only $20.00 per suit.

NOW OPENINC.

MOULTON,

BANKERS,
MWdle and Exchange Streets.

*P27____dtf

no

Thursday, April

(.’•aspliiarniary Hrarlii la Joseph D.
gaull, Teachrr af lha CkiMrta’i

raeuxaauie :

TO-DAY.

253

-

CONCERT AT CONGRESS HALL,

Chandler’s

with any other hat store.

ap23

B«nl|“0r'

WOODBURY

MIDDLE STREET

-

HOWTO*.

FRANK L. COLLINS, Musical Director.
MACD A. GOULD, Pianist.

Leading Manufacturer and Retail Hatter,

253

QUARTETTE

Friday and Saturday.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

This company was organized in 1872, but during
year the plant lias been wholly recon-

The company has contracts with the City of Aufor the rental of 80 hydrants, with the CounKennebec to supply the County Buildings,
ty.,
with the State of Maine to
supply the State House
and Insane Asylum, and with the United States
Government to supply the Soldiers' Home at Togus.
These contracts, together with the domestic
supply, Insures the expense and interest, so that

Egyptian Scenery.

Tickets 60 and 75 cents; now on sale at Stockbridge's Music Store. Half fare on M. C. K. K.
Late trains on G. T. K. K.ap23dtd

-A-t

the past
structed.
gusta

Glorious Reproduction of

—

The most important article of a Lady’s Wardrobe Is the Corset or
waist. The fitting of the dress and general appearance of the figure depends upon the corset more than any other one article.
Many of our best dress makers insist upon their customers wearing a particular make of corset.
In order to suit everybody we carry all the best makes, altogether
having over ninety styles. We sell these goods as low as the
same goods are sold anywhere in the United States and
guarantee satisfaction in every way.
We have competent help In this department who understand the
corset business thoroughly, and will go to any residence to fit
corsets, take measures and have them made to erder. Corsets
will also be fitted at our store when desired.
We are agents for nearly all the best patented waists and sell
them considerably less than usually charged by canvassers, and
when goods are ordered from us they need not be paid for until
proved satisfactory.
When you want a corset at any price from 50 cents to $10,—want
any kind of a waist to fit any form—from a small child to the
largest woman, call at our corset department, and obtain a satisfactory article.

Wednesday, April 27th, we
display our Spring and Sumstyles of PARASOLS, SUN
and

AT

-a

SOMERS.- He Natter.

FIRST MORTGAGE 5 PER CENT BONDS
Due 1917, without option.
4

D THE ORIENT.

DAYS

eodtl

OWEN, MOORE & CO.’S

Parasojjpening!

FIND

n-i—

vivid Memories of

HALCYON

Street.

Building, 470 Congress

Also the Im-

m—

ww ■

JONES,

and Best Line of Fashionable

r—*-

6s & 48
^oc^jant^-•
No. Pacific Gold..6s

I

are

show a greater variety and finer quality of Foreign
and American Woolens and Worsteds than ever before, to which we invite the inspection of all in want
of good goods at fair prices.

apr26

The

Egypt and the Nile!

PORTLAND THEATRE.

mer

YOU CAN

(In place of Stanley, loth Stockbrldge)
•VBJBCTi

_ap28__

STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE.

WARE,

STODDARD

Basil, Faritund

we

BOSTON,

CHARLES

years ago,

a general
way that the
air of rooms is colder near the floor
and near
the windows, but the very exact diffen>np»*
of temperature as obtained bv fir
are
very striking. For example, in a
10 feet high, 12 wide, and 20 long, with
good stove and steady fire the temperature
in the centre was found to be 78 degrees F
four feet from the window it was TO degrees '■
one foot from the window 54 degrees, and at
the window 40 degrees. At the height of the
head the temperature was 72 degrees, at the
floor 50 degrees, a difference of 25 degrees
At the ceiling the temperature was yo degrees, when the temperature at the height of
the head was 80 degrees.
The fact that the temperature of dwelling
rooms varies so
widely explains, no doubt,
the frequency with which young children,
and even adults take colds In the house.
A

manufacture, and
Indigo.

CORNER OF PLIIM.

STREET,

Illustrated Lecture by JOII* I,.

“YASSAR, I'SE ONE 08' EM!”

of ihe IV* V. Stork fixt hnnge*

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.

B

companion in a drunken
-spree. Eaton was indicted for manslaughter
plead guilty, and was fined one thousand
dollars. The Inadequacy of this punishment
caused a scandal, which this movement
against Judge Rounds revived. There seems
to be no doubt that affidavits have been filed
witii the Governor to show that Mr.
Rounds,
then county attorney, accepted a large
sum
of
to
aid
in
money
securing
Eaton’s immunity from severe punishment.
these
affidavits were not presented yesWhy
It Is probable
terday was not explained.
that J udge Rounds’s opponents felt that
they
could not substantiate this charge.
It is
said that the affidavits allege, not that the
men making them know that Mr. Rounds
was bribed, but that
they once heard a well
known man connected witii the cate say that
such was the fact. It is said that the prominent man is A. McNichol, Esq., the well
known lawyer and Democratic politician.
He was present yesterday, ready it is
said,
to deny emphatically that he ever made
any
such talk as is alleged In the affidavits.
Very
likely this explains the failure of Mr.
Rounds’s opponents to make the charge of
bribery. They probably realized as Governor Bodwell had
already decided, that the
charge was too flimsy to stand the test of examination.

IN OUR TAILORING DEPARTMENT

«p!>

Brokers,

Wire to New York and Boston.

Private

lel>10

dissipated young

aoouc lour

—

the New York market.
Shirts Made to measure at Prices from $18.00 to
$42.00 per dozen.

COMPANY,

UMBRELLAS
SHADES.

turn

The strike of the silversmiths grew out of
the fact that apprentices were taken into the
factories to work alongside of skilled workmen and learn the trade. The employes of the

they

CITY HALL,
April 28th.
CLOSING ENTERTAINMENT

TEMPLE

keep abreast of the times, and show the latest
styles and finest quality of goods to be obtained in

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.

straits.

surely

W. C.
ap23

talent to take part:
following
Mr. H. Kotzschmar Is to preside at the orgaa.wlth
Mr. Shaw’s Quartette, composed of Messrs. Wm.
w. Colby, 1st tenor, Samuel Thurston, 2d tenor,
F. A. Bowdoln, 1st basso, J. L. Shaw, 2d basso;
Mr. A. W. Ayer, reader; also Mrs. L. A. thmdy
and T. M. Fisher, as soloists.
Admission, 26 cents; ail under 1ft years of age.
IB cents.
ap2«d3t

Concert before and after the Lecture by the eele
brated

we

last.

all Wool and

ALLEN &,

PULLEN, CROCKER k CO.

It was a spiritforeign policy that saved Beaconsfield’s
administration more than once when, as regards home affairs, it was in desperate

would

255 MIDDLE

CO.,

ap23eodtf

Bankers and

at

our own

guaranteed

CLOTHING CO.,

—

H. M.PAYSON &

as

$10.00 PER SUIT.

Boston & Portland

STOCKS.

BALK BY

long

season as

—

ONE PRICE.

STRICTLY

8 Shares Merchants’ National.
35 Shares First National ot Birth.
38 Shares Richmond National, Richmond, Me.
FOB

the

Thursday Evening, April 28.
The
Is the

OF

Men’s First Quality Middlesex Blue Suits

price $8.00.
187 Boys’ All Wool Suits, dark mixture, warranted fast
colors, and very durable for Boys 14 to 17 years, Jacket,
Vest, and long Pants, only $8.00 per suit, usual price for
same quality $1S.00.
94 pair fine all new Spring Style Trousers for Boys and
Voung men at $3.50, $4.50 and $5.00 per pair.

eodtf

ever

IN OUR MEN’S FURNISHING DEPARTMENT

lOO Boys’ Indigo Blue Knickerbtftker Knee Pant Suits,
sizes for Boys 4 to 11 years, only $5.00 per suit, usual

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

—

$9.50 PER SUIT

ap23

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

BANK

before offered in this market.
These garments are of the finest imported fabrics
and are cut and made up in our own shop by our best
workmen and under our own personal supervision,
so that they are in all respects equal to custom
made clothing, and we offer them at much lower
to any

prices.

204 MIDDLE

First National Hank Huilding.

jelO

manufacture at the unprecedented
low price of

Each and every suit of

BOYS’ CLOTHING

if

im

our own

—

TRUST COMPANY

ed

discharge

i

u n

I3XT

—

all of

Throughout

THREE SPECIAL BARGAINS

FINANCIAl..

Internal policy is concerned.

was

jy

[New York Sun.]
By all means, Mr. Cleveland should he
nominated for the Presidency in 1888 as the
Democratic candidate, if it be clearly estab-

for the Presidency

The leader of the

Tli&M&wnrml

dm 1 n ml

few.

less

shortening than any other powder.
It is recommended by eminent physicians.
It contains no cream tartar, alum, or any adulteration whatever.
Every package warranted.
For sale by all dealers.
ok Book free.
ltumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. j.

THE WAY TO ENSURE DEMOCRATIC DEFEAT.

r

We call special attention to our large stock of fine
Ready Spring Overcoats and Suits, which for material,
style and workmanship we feel confident are superi-

our

100 PURE ALL WOOL SUITS
requires

■

HASKELL & JONES. StockbridgeCourse.
Thursday Evening,
or

[Washington Post.]
It is tho mcckery of wealth an<J the irony
of life that so many rich men die just as they
have made up their minds that they have
got enough. The lesson of it all is that
when a man is worth one hundred thousand
dollars, or so, he ought to stop work, travel,
study hooks, and men, and landscapes, multiply bis pleasurable sensations, and enjoy
life and protect bis health.

transparent.
Nobody can misunderstand
the meaning of such a performance as this,
uud, understanding it, the number of people
in the country who will endorse the author
flm liitrlmct nffioa

days offer in
Made Clothing Department

LEARNED.

NEVEB

VAUGHN STREET CHURCH

Is to have a Grand Instrumental and Vocal Concert with Headings,

—

We shall for the next 30

BLANDISHED.

A LESSON THAT IB

AT

—

$9.50 PER SUIT.

[N.Y. Mail ami Express.]
A morning paper asserts that Leo Hartmann, the Socialist, is peddling soap iu this
citv. Those who know the antipathy which
most Socialists bear to snap will discredit
this report.

dent’s Intention to retire after one term is
But so pronounced as it was. The Democracy can have Mm for their candidate again if
they want him. There is no doubt but Mr.
Bissell’s testimony is in accordance with the

SPRING and SUMMER

—

Preparation,

month.
SOCIALIST

A.TH?WK3HS*TW.
_

a

BLIZZARD PREVENTIVE.
[North American.]
The Westdru air lias been so laden with
statesmen’s speeches that no blizzard has
been able to make any progress nut there for
a

OF

—

A

A

Mr. Bisseil, Mr. Cleveland’s former law
partner, says he is satisfied that the Presi-

POWDER

made by tbe only process that
of
produces baking powder
any uutritive value.
It supplies the nutritious and strength-giving phosphates required
by the system.
is Prof. llosford’s Bread

CURRENT COMMENT.

Killing bearB proved so profitable au industry in some parts of the State last year,
that it wouldn’t be surprising If some enterprising individual should go into the business of raising hears to kill.

rtf if for

room

a special Sale

IN THE WORLD

about 70 degrees F. The hot furnace-heated
houses of our cities cause a vast deal of nerThe thervous and respiratory trouble.
mometer should be hung at about tiie height
ot the person’s head, and, ofjeourse, not near
the window or stove.

j*rt*»orv»

Deputy Collector Cromwell talks as if he
too would like to become a martyr.
But the
crown of martyrdom is not for
everybody.

«

a

BESTlAKING

THE

niNCELLANIOCI.

___

__

bo

should

IUIMCEL.I.ANEOIJS.

MMCEtMWKODt.

on a nurse’s lap in a temperature of 70 degrees gets down and plays on
the floor in a temperature lO.or more degrees
lower, or runs to the window, a change of 20
or 30
degrees. The habit which ladies have
of wearing slippers or light shoes in the
house is the cause of many troubles, for

PBESB.

E. VAN NOORDEN &
383 Harriion Avenue
nov2G

CO.,

BOSTON.
dBm

leb8

Wole

& HARRIS,

Agents

Aak your grocer lor ft.

for

Dlnine*
«*od3m

',
*
A

THE

California Southern Railroad. 61

PRESS.

Mexican Central...
Mexican Central 4s..:.

pref.,*6
6%
pref.I.,...137
3

Wiiconalu Central

THURSDAY MORNISG. APRIL 28.

Boston Water Power Co.<■.

Eastern Railroad

87%
Old Colony...
.18*
Kasterti Kail road
Eastern Pailroad as.128

WIT AND WISDOM.
Old Geuetlemau—Here, sir! you are a regular
fraud. My ball’s coming out as bad as ever. Tills
stud Isn’t worth a continental.
Barber.—I didn’t promise that il would keep
your lialr from coming out. I said It would preserve the
scalp. Your scalp’s all there. Isn't
It?”
_

Best, Safest and Surest.—If you are troubled
with Indigestion and Dyspepsia, don’t fall to try
”
Recommended by Physicians
“DigOBtylln
A quick and sure cure In every case.
as the best.
11.00 per bottle. Sold by all Druggists, or Wui.
K. Kidder A Co., Manufacturing Chemists, S3
John St., N. Y.
He had taken her to hear Patti at $7 a seat,
and afterward to Delmonlco's, where the two together ate up $9.76 worth. As he reached for
his hat later that same night, she said:
"I am sorry, Mr. Sampson, If my refusal will
cause you pain. I esteem you highly as an escort,
aud In that capacity I will always be a sister ts
you, but yon wife I cannot be. You are too extravagant."
Pain from Indigestion, dyspepsia, and too hearty eating 1s relieved at once by taking Carter’s
Llttlo Liver Pills Immediately after dinner. Don’t
forget this.
Two women In a Boston horse car were discuss-

ing their household
notes

paring the

audibly. After comthe productiveness of their
affairs

as to
or groceries,

of them de-

farms,
etc., one
price
livered herself in this wise:
"There’s sister Bally, now. Her aud me ain’t
no more alikeii ef 'twan’t us.
She s Jest ez different ei I be t’other way.’’—Harper’s Magazine.

^

Women with pale colorless faces who feel weak
and discouraged, will receive both mental and
bodily vigor by using Carter’s Iron Pills, which
are made for the blood, nerves and complexion.
Mamma-Did it hurt you mueh. dear?
Dorothy (who Is a connoisseur In dolls, and who
has had a tumble)—Terwibly. mamma! My knee
feels des’s If all de sawdust was runnln’ out.

w-

Man Wants a Tonic
When there is a lack of elastic energy In the system, shown by a sensation of languor and unrest
In the morning, frequent yawning during the day
and disturbed sleep at night, Hostetter's Stomach
Bitters, Infuses unwonted energy into the enfeebled and nervous, endowing them with muscular energy, an ability to repose healthfully, and
Nervousness
digest without inconvenience.
headache, biliousness, Impaired appetite aud a
feeble, troublesome stomach, are all and speedily
set right by this matchless regulator aud lnvlgorant. The mineral poisons, among them strychnia
.....1

imniiAn

era

sulft tfinipq

naver

HVAII

In

•Kxslivldend.

_

New fork Stock and Money Market.

fBy Telegraph.]
YORK, Apr 27 1887.—Money on call
has bee 1 easy, ranging from 3 to 6; last loan at
8, closing offered at 3. Prime mercantile paper
at 646% percent. Sterling Exchange dull but
flnr. Governments are dull and steady. Railroad
bonds quiet and steady to Brin. The stock market
closed fairly active and film, generally at slight
NEW

advauces over opening prices.
.,c transactions at tne Stock Exchange
aggre»b-.i 38". 827 share*.
* ie ion- •'•.> « uie onlay’s quotations of Govern

niont securities:

Central Pacifieslsts.-.117
Denver A.tt. Ur.lists.121
Erie 2ds.
Kansas I’aclflc Consols.108
Oregon Nav.Jlsts.110%
Onion Pacific 1st .116%
do Laud Grants
do Sinking Fluids.
The following quotations of stocks are received
bv li. N. Plukham, 9 Exchange street, Port-

dailjr

Clos- Open- ClosIng
Ing
Ing
sales, sales, sales.
27.
April
26.|
April
N. Y. Ccutra'.113% 112% 112% 113%
95
96%
Lake Shore. 95%
94%
34%
34
Erie. 34Vs
33%
60%
69%
Canada Southern.. 61
69%
Northwest .120% 119% 120% 120Vs
91%
91%
91%
St.,Paul. 91V*
61%
61%
61 Vs
Omaha.-62%
61%
61%
61V*
Onion Pacific. 62%
*0%
CentraliPaciflc.• 40%
7t>%
76%
76%
Western Uulon. 77%
34
34
34%
Oregon Trans. 33%
Delaware, L. &,W 137% 186% 136% 137%
103% 104
Dolawure & H.104% 103%
80V*
79%
79%
Jersey Central. 81%
44%
44%
44%
Reading.|46%
30%
30%
81%
31V*
Hocking Valley.
Northern Pacific... 30%
29%
29%
29%
61%
North. Pacific,prf.. 62% '61V*
61%
Pacific Mall., 66%
56%
66%
66%
Missouri Pacific.... 108% 10«
107% 107%
32
Kansas & Texas... 32%
32
32V#
Lousisvule & N.... 67%
66V*
67%
07%
New England.167%
67%
67%
67%
39
Richmond & W. P.. *0%
39V*
38%
Con. Gas Co. 86%
86V*
85%
86%
Oil. 63%
66%
64%
|64%
51
Norf. & W. pref... 61%
blVs
61%
Open-

ing

sales.

New York

Mining

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YOEK,April 27,1887.—The following are

closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Homestake.15
Ontario.24 50

Quicksilver. 0
do preferred.30

25
00

Staudard.1 12%
Santiago. 475
Colorado Goal. 46%
14
Con. Cal. & Va..

Invalid (fretfully to hls nurse)—What is that In
fernal row In the other room? Is anybody getting
killed? Who Is that falling for the police?
Nurse (reassuringly)—Oh, don’t mind that, sir.
It's Mrs. Dr. Pellets, Miss Dr. Calomel and Mme.
Dr. Juniper holding a consultation, sir.

Domestic Markets.

in front of us
eh, old man?”
But liow do you kuow

“Those two Boston girls who sat
at the matinee weren't half so bad,

“Quite taw, I’m

sure.

they're from Boston?”
"Didn’t you notice that they did all their talking In French?”
“Uadi And such French, tool”
....

“Exactly.”

Take Can tf Ihe Fenaien.

Americans are said to be a careless, moneyspending people, who distain, or do not care to
practice those small economies which llie French
and Germans nations, for example, find necessary.
There la probably some truth In this charge, lor in
America money comes easier than in the old countries, and also goes easier. Yet America is the
land of inventions, and of new Ideas, and of universal progress. Among the new ideas, one which
has occasioned a great deal of talk, is the adaptation of Lactart and Honey to the cure of coughs
and colds. This preparation Is put up by the
Avery Lactart Company, of Boston, the manufacturers of the famous Lactart (acid of milk) and is
■meting with wonderful success In the cure of
coughs, colds, hoarseness, and sore throat. Lactart Ming the pure acid of milk, compounded with
honey In certain proportions, is found to possess a
true curative power. There is nothing very mysterious in tills result, for people have always been
In the habit of using” a sweet and a sour” for
throat difficulties. But nothing in till* line, as
effective as Lactart and Honey, has be (ore been
tried. Dr. O. 8 Sanders, one of Boston's distinguished physicians, writes: “Irecommend Lactarl and Honey for coughs, colds, sors throat, etc.
It aids the bowels jn constipation, and has a like
effect In diarrbanea” ; and hls testimony is supported by many others. LnctAfl
Honey is exeeedlngly pleasant to take, and Is litre to benefit

the

user.

FInMmT MMOMMERGItL.
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
FOBTLAND, April 20.1887.
o
The lollowlng art, tody's closing quotations
Ur.'tin

Provisions. &C.
Flour.

t.rmu.

|

UigbMxd (,torn. .64$fg
low grades.2 60®8 60, Com, bag iota,... f)b ?67
Meal bag lou. -68'gif>4
X Spring and

Superfine and

•.

XX Spring..* “0*4 26 Oats, ear lots...-40*41
Oats, bag lots....42®43
2o®6 60 CotlouKeeo.
car lots..25 25*25 50
Midi, straight
do bag.-.26 00*27 00
roUer -.4 60*4 7o
Patent Spring
Wheats.

clear do.... 4Mi**7V Sock'dBr'u
car lots. .20 50*21
stone ground. 4 26®4V*
do bag. ..21 00*22
St Horns si’gt
roller.4 7 5*6 00 Middlings. 20 00*22
ciear do....4 26*4 60 do bag lots,21 00*28
I'rerUiena.
Winter Wheat
patents.6 25*6 60 Pork—
.18 75.o 10
Hacks
rue.
Clear —18 25*18
Cod. V nil
Mess_10
00
7.io4
00*16
IMiureS
Barge
M1F ItalikB 25*3 50i HeelEx Mess !• OOffi 0
..

00
00
00
00

25
60
50

60
Small......
®_I Plate... 1000*1050
Pollock.2 75*3 60
Ex Plate I 1 00* 11 50
Haddock.1 60 *2 00
Hake.1 26*1 75 l.ard
Tubs
E»..7Mi@7!5ic
Herring
Tierces.... 7V»*.7%c
tr bx. l«*20c

DABIEN—Cld 26th, sch Normandy. Wyman,
New York.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 22d, sch Nellie 8 Pickering,
McKeen. New York.
YV1LMINUTON, NC— Cld 26tli, sch Cathie C
Berry, Smith, Thomaston.
FORTRESS MONORE
Returned 25th, brig
Addie Hale, from Norfolk for New York.
BALTIMORE—Cld 25th, sch Isaac T Campbell,
Matthews, Beverly, (and sailed.)
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 25th, brig Geo E Dale,
Bartlett. Port de Paix.
Ar 26th, barque S R Bearse, Tliestrup, Matau
zas; brig Ned White, Klwell, Maceio.
Cld 25th, schs John H Merrow, Nickerson, for
Boston.
Cld 20th, barque Ada P Gould. Heurahan, 1 ort
Spain; brig Sullivan, Wright. Barbadoes.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 26th, sch l-aunie
H Stewart, Lane, Norfolk for New York.
Ar at do 20th, brig Elizabetli YVluslow, Oakes,
Cardenas.
PTH AMBOY—Sid 26th, schs Kolou, Libby, for
Boston; Pavilion, Norwood, do; Thos Ulx, llix,

[By Telegraph.]

Rocklaud.

—

iixauwu,

Palls.7V»*8Vic

Sneezing

I

_

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
l‘ 01., April 27, 1887.—Cotton market
L1V.
moderate; ..piands at 6 9 16d; Orleaus at 644d
sab! H.'hij bales; speculation and export: 1000

liggs.
Florida. 4 50* 5 00
7 00*7 60 | Eastern extras.. 13*14
Valencia
Can * Western..13*14
Messina and FaPalenno 4)hx.3 COS 4 00 11,lined.

Foreign Exports.

ST PIERRE, MART, bclir L Staples-85,808
6286 beads 2620 sbooks 16 pkgs furniture
600 boxes herring,

staves

_

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. April 27, 1887.
Received by Maine Centra! ttailroad—For Port
and 33 cars miscellaneous; merchandise; fcrlcon
pectlng roads 100 cars miscellaneous merchan,t!se.
_

Crain Quotations.

Received daily, by prlvale wire, by II. N Pinkham, broker. 9 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Tuesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

May.
8r-.

...

85%
tJP1*'1'!"Kt., 64%
.VV.'.'.V.'.V.
Lowest
64%
cloMng................
(OKN.
38%

0~—!nit.
.uesl.
.owest.

39

June.

84V*
84%
83%
83%
June.
40%
40%

40%

38%
38%

Closing.
OATS.

May.
Opening... 28%
28*4
Highest.

40%
.June.
29*4
29*4

lowest.

29

Closing.

29*4

July.

88%
83%
83%
83%

July.
41%

42
41%
41%

July.

JJJM*
2 Ha
29%
29%

Wednesday’s quotations.

I

Opening....
Highest.
Lowest.

G Closing

....

Opening-...
Highest....

Lowest.
Closing.

May.
83%
84*4

FOR

FROM

Barilla.Portland....Liverpool.... Apl 28
Manhatt«.n...New York..Hav&VCruz Apl 28
Hamiltonia.New York..Hamburg .Apl 28
,New York. Amsterdam .Apl 28
Zaandain
New York..Bremen .Apl 30
l£lbo..
Adriatic.New York.-Liverpool ,..Apl3o
City of Bcr.ui ....New York.. Liverpool... Aid 30
Etruria.New York..Liverpool
Apl SO
Circassia.New York. .Glasgow ....Apl 30
Westerulaud.New York..Antwerp.Apl 30
Aliianca.New York..Klo Janeieo Apl 30
City of Para......New York..Asplnwall ..May 2
Nevada. New York..Liverpool....May 3
Aller.,.,...New York..Bremen. ...May 3
Gellert.Hew York..Hamburg...May 4
City of Puebla... New York..HavSVCtuz May 5
New York..Bermuda ...May 6
Trluidad.
Auraula.New York.. Liverpool... May 6
Niagara.New York..Havana
May 7
City of Chester...New York..Liverpool ..May 7
Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool... May Y4
Santiago.,.,.New York..Cienfuegos .May 17
..

82
82
CORN.

May.
38%
38
38
OATS.

82%
82%
June.
39%
40%
39%
39%
June.

)penlng....

Highest...

e*IX)west.

^Closing.

20

|9%

28%

July
83%
83%
82%
82%

July.
41%
41%
41*4
41*4

July.
29*4
29%
29
29

Boston Stock market.
[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks are received
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad...... 107%
67%
and New iKugland Railroad.
oref
*»]/
C. B. & Q....
Wisconsin Central.. .11'com.
33%
Railroad
Fllnt & Pere Marquette
Ateh

New'Voik
do

MARINE

JSrEWS^

PORT OF PORTLAND

WEDNESDAY, April 27.
Arrived.
Steamer Myrtle, (US) Nickerson, Boston.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for

Eastport and St John. NB.
Barone Crowu Jewell. (Br) Grafton, New York,
to load for Glasgow. To Ryan & Kelsey.
Sell Jme Olaverl, Arey, Boston, to load.
Cleared.
Steamship Franconia, Bennett, New York
^
Bi
Staples, Stowers, St Pierre—J II Hamlen
&S011.

—

Ig'L

PHJU

Jlai

um,

\ai

iuciimmji*

■»

Juului

T

115JJ

Wisconsin Central. 2d, series. «o%
•Bell Telephone. 220/i

It is acknowledged to be the beet, Bafest and
most potent nud effectual remedy known for
this child-killing disease.
Sold toy nil Druggists.
PRICE 3Sr. 5(V and 81.00.

Dr. JOHN F. TEUE & 00., Proprietors,
AUBURN, MAINE.
*S*Tapa Worms

a Specialty.
Tape Worms
from one hour and thirty minutes
to three hours.

removed In

Janl3

CLARK'S CLOTHING HOUSE.

For 44 worn-out.” 44 run-down,” debilitated
school teachers, milliners, seamstresses, housekeepers, and over-worked women generally.
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is the best
of all restorative tonics. It is not a44 Cure-all,’
but admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose,
being a most potent Specific for all those
Chronic Weaknesses and Diseases peculiar to
women.
It is a powerful, ger ral as well as
uterine, tonic and nervine, and imparts vigor
and strength to the vrholo system. 11 promptly
euros weakness of stomach, indigestion, bloating, weak back, nervous prostration, debility
and sleeplessness, i either sex. Favorite Prescription is sold by druggists under our positive guarantee. Sec wrapper around bottle.
Price $1.00, or nix bottlen for $5.00.
A large treatise on Diseases of Women, profusely illustrated with colored plates and nil*

by drugffist*

d&wnrmcTh

leiii

Coughs, Sore Throat, Influenza,
Whooping Congh, Croup, Bronchitis, Asthma, and every affection of the
Throat, Lungs and Chest arc speedily
and permanently cured by the use of

EKOM OUIl corresponuentS.
SACO. April 27..--Cld, sells K D Bibber, Pinkliam

WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD CHEEEF,

Kennebec; Andrew peters, C litis.
EAST MACH I AS, April 26—Ar, sell Ilortensia,

which does not dry up o cough and leave
the cause behind, hut loosens It,cleanses
the lungs, and allays Irritation, thus re.
moving the cause of the complaint. CONSUMPTION CAN 11E CUBED by a timely
resort to this standard remedy, as is proved

Sanborn. Boston.
Sid, sell J Baker, Chase, Boston.
YVISCA8SKT, April 26—Ar, sell Boxer, Barter,
Portland.
April 2d- Ar, seb Miustrel, Brown, Boston.
ruon merchants’ exchange.
Hull, E, 20th iust, ship Ult Thomas, NichFrancisco via Queenstown.
SldlmMarotm Mch 22, sell Rosa Mueller, McS Snare,
laiarn, New York; 25tli, sell Allaretta

Ar at
ols San

■»;

by hundredsof testimonials. Theyrnut'ne
is signed "I. Butts" on the wrapper.
SETH AY. FOWLE & SONS, l'ltor’ns,
Boston, Mass. Sold by dealers generally.

1, brig T Ucmick, Possett,

York
Ar 'at St

Thomas 10th Inst, barque John EChase
Clifford, l’oint-a-PItre, (and sailed lflih for Arroyo
and North of 11 utteras; 16tb, brig Harry Stewart, Whitmore, Dominica.
,,
Sid toil!, sells Dora C French, French, Fajardo
and New York; 15th, Norena, Chase, U'lmacoa
and North of Uatteras.

Blue,

$10.50

or

300 All

with an extra set

$15.00 Suits

Wool

only $10.00.
179 $12.00
$0.00.

Memoranda.
sclir before reported sunk off
Sankaty Head, Nantucket, lias been identified as
lies

the missing sek Cora Etta, of liockland. She
In eight fathoms water, with sails set, Nantucket
men think that when the vessel went down the
crew took to the boat and In trying to cross Bass
Kips, were swampeditnd lost.
Sell James Boyce, Jr, Duncan, from Baltimore,
grounded on the Lower Middle, Boston harbor,
2Gth. She was hauled off leaking badly and was
She was
run on the flats to keep from sinking,
afterward pumped out and a diver was employed

to step the leak,

Domestic Ports.
Ar lOtli, ship Siutram,
FRANCISCO
Woodside. Nanaimo.
Cld llith, snip Cheesbrougb, for Naualmo.
Ar 25th, ship E F Sawyer, Diusmore, Antwerp.
ShlpUeo P Munson, Morse, which arrived at
Port Angeles 16th from Yokohama, will proceed
to Nanauno, to load coal for Sun Francisco.
SAN

tConuects with all Kail Lines.
MP.NDAY Tit AIN*
for Bosiou i.ini. 4 13p.in via Eastern Division
to Scarboro Crossing.

—

EASTERN DIVISION.

Overcoats

and compare

60 dozen 20-cent Seamless Hose
at 11 cents

at

P. S.
If you spend any money
this season for Clothing without
iirst visiting our store, you w'ill
make a mistake, as we shall lead
the van in low prices.
If you
doubt this statement, watch us
through the season and then
judge for yourself.

pairs sold by us last scasou. The
best Hose for the money in the

SOLD.

city,

Nobby

—

line of Pants

Fine

300 dozen

pair.

a

prices with any store in the city.
Wepay CASH lor our goods and
CANNOT or WILL NOT be UNDER

stock.

Celluloid Collars and Cuffs, always In stock.
50 dozen each,

HAD.

and col-

Several

new

lines of Gents' fan-

cy Shirts just put in stock.
35 dozen 35c. Celluloid Buttons

pair.
35 dozen $ 1.00 Buckskin Gloves
at 75c. a pair.

uuinjured.

IRA F. CLARK, IRA F.CLARK, IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,
482 CONGRESS STREET.

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

Regarding America’s Greatest ShipNew 1’obk, Jan 10,1887.
THE J. F. BUSH M’F’G CO.:
Gentlemen—I most earnestly desire to express
my gratitude to you tor tlie great benefit my father, John ltoach. has derived from the use of
your Fluid Food, Bovtnink.
For more than two months past, the nature of
file disease from which he has suffered has totally
precluded the use of solid food, and it was at first
feared that from inability to administer an adequate quantity of proper nourishment, his strength
would rapidly fail. To my great surprise and delight, however, the Bovinlne has been able to
supply every need of the system, being in a palatable, highly condensed form, (easily assimilated
under all conditions.
The wonderful nutrient forces contained In your
Haw Food Extract have sustained and supported him with little or no effort on the part of
the digestive organs, and l feel that to your Bovin ine I am indebted for the prolongation of my

From the above

CARD.
permanently associated myself with
B. A. Atkinson & Co., house furnishers, cor-

HAVING
Pearl and Middle streets, Portland, I shall be

ner

happy to meet uiy friends In the State of Maine at
years expemy new quarters. My .twenty-five
rience in the business with Walter Corey & Co.,
six of which was spent as manager (In connection
with Walter L. Corey) of the Portland FurnitureCo., warrants me in believing that I can fill
care to your entire satany order entrusted to my
isfaction Assuring you that we have one of the
sets and parlor
chamber
of
carpets,
largest stocks
suits in the country to select from, I remain
Yours
uyER
dtf
oct20

^Bc,£e»,d&F

heading

it will be seen that you save $2 by buying your Silk Hat from us. Also a saving
best Stiff Hat, and on all grades cheaper the same reduction is given. We are able to
make this difference in
price from the rest of our neighbors on account of being manufacturers. Our
competitors are Hatters in print. We are manufacturers by placing

STEPHEN Vf. KOACH.

ot 50 cents on the

Raw Food Extract kuowu, uod contain*
-ti 38-100 per cent: eoluble albuminoid.

WORKMEN

RAPIDLY ASSIMILATED AND PALATABLE.

IN

THE

WINDOW.

GRAM TRIM RAILWAY OF CAMDA.

CUNARD LINE.
NTEA.VIEHN DIHKCT EKO.V1
Ito.lou

ARRANGEMENTS.

WINTER
On

after MONDAY, Nav. 1,
traiaa will ran as followai

aad

ISSO,

LiirryMl

la

Particularly adapted for Pneumonia,
Diphtheria, Typhoid Fever, and kindred
Ank for

ALLAN
1886.

take nonubatitute

Put up in C ounce and 12 ounce bottles.

A Full Line of

CO., Boston,

Agents for Xew England States— All Druggists
eod6m
lanl 1

| From Portland

| STEAMKK. |
THURSDAY,_I
via

Halifax.

March 3
17
“
31
April 14

Traveling Bags Received To-day.

Peruvian.
Parisian.
CIRCARSIAN

SONC CLASSICS

THOMAS

i

#30.

For passage apply to H. A A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St., Boston; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. &
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
nov23dtf

Boston & Savannah

J.

SOMERS

ap23

Company.
Connecting there with all Kali and Water Line*.
FAVORITE ROUTE TO FLORIDA.

Auumi.s.

Auburn, 8.33 A A

Prom Acwialoa and

OorhRM, 8.26a.m., 12.06and 6.00 p, m.
Chicago and lomrral, 12.06.
Quebec, 12.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Bleeping cars on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE ■
From
From
From

to Savannah.

Iron steamships “GATE CITY” and “CITY OP
MACON” leaving Savannah Pier, Congress St.,
Boston, every Thursday at 3 o’clock. For freight
or passage, apply to A. Ok W. SAMPSON. BOX
Washington Street. Boston, or to RICHARDSON
& BARNARD, Agents, Boston.
decBU
TbSatATuemo

BOSTON

Daool Foot ot India Stool

Etchings St., and

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE

STEAMERS.

TO
Dei roil, Chicago, .Hiloank
Cincinnati, Ml.
Maginnw, Ml. Paul, Malt l.akc City,
Denver, Man RraaeBco.
—

Canada,

FARE ONLY $1.00.

loum.Ottaha,

and

ARBANGBRINTR.

all points in tne

THB FIRST-CLAM BTZAJURA

Northwest, West and Southwest.

FOREST CITY and TREMONT

JOSEPH HICKSON,Keneral Manager.
WM. EDGAK, G. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.
Nov. 1.1886.
dt!

WHAKF, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arrlvlngila
season for connection with earliest trains for

UINI CENTRAL RAILROAD

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worees
ter, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 7 o’clock,
apltt.1. B. COYLE, Ja. Manager.

On and after MONDAY. Oct. 25,
1SSG, Passenger Trains Leave

Portland

follows:

ns

alternately leave FRANKLIN
points beyond.

Bostons Philadelphia

For Bangor, 7.10 a. m., via Augusta; 1.20 p.
m., via Lewihiou«1.25 and til.16p. m, via Aafor Ellrworlh, Bur Harbor, Vnuir
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE-',
ro, Ms. John, Halifax, aad she Pravin.
cew, MS. Mlrphra aad Aroowloals Count,,
1.25
and
m.
For
From
BOSTON
tll.16
p.
Bangor
1.20p. m.,
nary WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
A- Piscataquis K. K., 7.10 a. III., tll.16 p. m.,
(01 Mkawhegua, Belfast sitl Drxtrr, 1.20,
From PHILADELPHIA awn TUESDAY and FRIDAY
1.25,11115 p. m.; Walervillr, 7.10 A m.,
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
1.20,1.26, and, tll.16 p. m.. and on Saturdays
p. m. From Pine Street Wharf,
only at 6.15 p. m.,Jor Augusta, Hullo,,. II,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Gardiner aad Brunswick, 7.10 A in., 1.26,
Insurance one-balf the rate of
6.16, tll.16 p. m.; Balk, 7.10 A m., 1.26, 6.16 I
taking vesaeL
p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.15 p. in.:
for
the
Wee. by the Penn. K. B., and
Freights
Kackland and Kaax and l.iacoln R. K.,
South by connecting lines, Xwryarded free of com7.10 A m.. 1.26 p. m.: Auburn and Lcwii
mission.
"V
ton at 8.30 A m., 1.20,6.00 p.m., i.rwisloa
Ksssd ■ tip VIS.
Passage SIO.OO.
via Bruawwick, 7.10 a. m., 1.25,111.16p.m.;
Meals
and
Room
Included.
F'nrmingtoa, .Vlonmouth, Wialbrop OakFor freight or passage apply to
land and North Aiwa, 1.20 p. m.; FarmII.
■. siSPSO.V, Ageai,
ington via Brunswick, 7.10 a. m. and 1.25
Sldtf
TO I.wag Hhsrf, Swiss.
m.
trains timed as above trom Commercial Street
at
Station, stop

K«ls;

WITH

IS

Lewiston, 8.60 a. m.; the day trains from BaiF
gor at 12.40 and 12.45 p.m., tne afternoon trains
from Bangor, Waterville, Bath, Augusta, Stockland and Lewiston at 6.46 p. m.; the
Pullman Kinross Irnln at 1. SO a. in.
Limited Ticket*, tins and -croud elan,, law
all paiata in the Province, an wale at redared raw*.

US.

night

MKtu

The Hector Gold
■ vocation of

DEANE & COLLEY,

mine* and ITlilla

($1 PAPER : $1.25 BDS.)
Cal.
A grand good new book, which will be received , Sutter Creek, Amador County,
with open arms in every household. About 120 i
THE HECTOB GOLD KlimiVG COllsongs with piano organ accompaniment. Each i
PAN V lias been organized with a Capital of 300.
one has beeu a distinguished success.
Many are
OOO shares of the par value of 83 each, and owns
new to the present generation.
the well known Mahoney and the Hubbard and McMAILED FOR RETAIL PRICE.
Adams Mines. situated on the great mother lode
of California, in Amador Couutv, on which are loOLIVER MTSON & CO., Boston. cated
the following well known dividend paying
! mines
aprlO
T.Tli&S&w
Plymouth, Keystone, South Spring Hill,
Zeile, and others—all in Amador County.
The Mahouey Mine has produced over $3,000.OOO in gold, and is well developed and equipped.
The Property is developed by a three compartment well timbered shaft, 1,000 feet deep on the
vein with levels and tunnels-in all over 3,000
feet of underground work, showing an abundance

\
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BEERING BLOCK,
maria

•

PORTLAND.

_eodtl

.,rg

uoiumoia

Bicycles

The Fanners’ Loan and Trust Company of Xew
York are lteglstrars of the stock, and Messrs. Laid- ,
law .1 Co., A"o. 14 Wall Street, a re Transfer Agents.
We have secured the privilege of offering for I

Hector Gold Mining Co.’s Stock.
20.000 Mhares

Counties.

If you want tlie best get the Columbia. They
lead in workmanship, ease for climbing hills, safetv going down hill, strength of material and for
durability in every way. Nine years of experl*
euce
€ata*
hag proved tLeir superiority.
lag i’ Fife.

SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER.
Tills is a new safety Bicycle that combines the

advantages of the

Star and all the other safeties,
and lias the graceful appearance of an ordinary
Bicycle. I'rice only $73.00. If you are going
to buy a wheel of any kind call at

LAMSON’S, 177 Middle St.
dtf

PORTLANDMarine Underwriters
i;c;e

-2ExehangeSt.,cor. MilkSt.jlp.Hlnin.i
TELEPHONE 973 B.

at

8harea at

81.00 per Nhare.

$1.30

per 8hare.

This distribution of stock, preparatory of Its bo
ing listed on the Stock Board, Is made to give it
greater activity and a broader market when it
goes on the Board.
The balance of the stock Is held in a pool.
The property is In good hands and Is running suecessfuuy. We believe this to be one of the best opportunities to make money, in a genuine mining
enterprise that has been presented.
All applications for stock must be sent to the un
derslgued, and will take preference in the order tn
which received.
Respectfully,

Cr.MHEltl.AND, ss.
A a Court of County Commissioners begun and
liolden at Portland, within and for the
oonnty of Cumberland, on the first Tuesday of
TUW
tliereoPheld on the first Tuesday of

mar6

8. C. Dyer,
Job. P. Thompson,
Horace M. Sargent
George Trbfbthen.
ALBERT B. HALL, Attorney.

ALL THE NOVELTIES
in the Shoe line can
be found at

season

ap25tl

PALMER’S,

041 CONGRESS STREET.

MAPUIAC

CTCAM

a

-J

In the matter of the petition of A. V. Cole and
hundred and twenty-six others for the laying
out, locating and establishing of a highway and
ferry landing on Portland Pier in the City of Port-

eod2mo

PURSE SEINES, &C.
We Invite Fishermen to use the STOW
NETTING for Parse Seines, its third
year, and Is universally substantially
endorsed by all who have used it; light,
saving two hands, strong as the heavier,
quick to throw and quick to hall. Also
the Hadley Sardine Solues and Traps.

land. in said Csnntv.
Pursuant to the order from the supreme Judicial Court at a term thereof begun, and liolden at

Portland aforesaid on the second Tuesday of January, A.l). 1887, iu said case, it is hereby ordered
that the County Commissioners of said County
will meet on Portland Pier, iu Portland aforesaid,
on Tuesday, the seventeenth day of May, A. I).
1887, at ten o’clock In the forenoon, for the purpose of locating and establishing a highway and
ferry landing on Portland Pier as prayed lor In
said petition and as ordered by tile Supreme Ju
dicial Court, and will then and there assess the
damages occasioned thereby, when and where all
persons aud corporations Interested may appear
aud be heard.
And It is also ordered that notice be given by
causing an attested copy of tills order to be served
upon the City Clerk of tlie City of Portland and also by posting copies of the same in three public
places In said city, aud publishing the same three
weeks successively in tne Portland Dally Press, 0
a newspaper printed in said Portland, the first of
said publications and eaeli of tlie other notices to
be at least thirty days before the time of said
meeting.
B. C. STONE, Clerk.
Attest:
A true copy:
B. C. STONE, Clerk.
Attest :

GLOUCESTER NET & TWINE GO.
GLOUCESTER.
Boston Olticc,
aplO

I
apll

Ale

BAKER'S

Breakfast Cocoa.

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oil has been removed. It has three

BUSY AS BEES!

times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economical, costing less than one cent a
cup. It la dollcioua, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
well as for persona in health.

Has Removed to New Quarters.
New Dye Works have been erected on
Ocean Street, Deering, with the most
Modern Improvements for all kinds or

STOUT,

GARMENT DYEING AND CLEANSING.
Goods Called For and Delivered.

For Sale in the Original Package by

Please leave your orders at the

R. STANLEY & SON,

PORTLAND. ME.

nov24___

Tcbre fits;
1

re

.»„T-

»

m.an a

or

Hr®, "nir

etnoy- lw«rwt rn nmrij tocun.
SICKNESS »
7.neeau.e otnars liar* failed la no roaaon for
Sand at oue» for a treatlae and .
1

hoopeb
HAY AND
—

‘»0«I, uiFearlBt.W ewl^ork.

AND

STRAW

—

POULTRY SUPPLIES.
Goods delivered in aay part
Wood fords free of charge.

‘'t^lo-^efvinraciinn
arnca.

c-

PRESSED

mein norely to .top
c\7re Id* not furn
radical cure,
ftcain, I
FALLING
f pi»£ KPILKI.„Y
euro

ttm* »nd than ha'# thorn

OFFICE, NO. 554 CONGRESS STREET,
’

COMPAQ’S
PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP
«--

I""

1

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 7.10 A m.;
Lewiston 8.00: Mechanic Falls (mixed train)
8.45; arriving at W. Mluot 9.05; E. Hebron 9.30;
E. Sumner
Buekfield 9.45;
10.35; Hartford,
10.55; Canton 11.15.
Leave Portland l'30 p. m.; Lewiston 1.57;
Mechanic Falls 3.15: arriving at W. Minot 3.27;
E. Hebron 3.37; Buckfie'.d 3.60; E. Sumner 4.08;
Hartford 4.10; Canton 4.25; GUbertvllle 4.35 p.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.15, 9.15 A m.;
arriving at Portland 8.25 a m., 12.05 p. m.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.27 p.

m.

lor Hebron

Academy; Buekfield 3.50 p. m. for W. Sumner
aud Turner; Cauton 4.25 p. in.; arriving at Peru
5.30;Dixfield 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m. ; also lor
Breitua’s Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 6.00, Dlxleld 7.00 a. m.; arriving ut PortL. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
land 12.05 p. m.
oct29dtl
R. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.

Ogdensburg R. H.

Portland and

PORTLAND & MONTREAL LINE.
beOnly Cine rnuniag DAY TRAINS
tween Forllnnd and .Tlonlrral.

FALL ARRANCEMENT.
Commendne Mondaj, October 4, 1886,
and until further notice Passenger Trains will
l.eavr Forllnnd as follows:
N-'IS n. m. for Brldgton, Fryeburg, No. ConwayFabyaus, Bteblehain. Lancaster, Wliltefield
Littleton, Wells River, Montpelier, St. John
bury, Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burling*
ton, Swantou, Ogdensburg and West.
U.13 p. m. Local Portland to Bartlett and Intel
mediate statlous, with stage connections for
No. Windham, Staudlsli, Llmlngton, Sebago,
Naples, Parsontteld, Kezar Falls, Denmark
Lovell, aud Conway Corner; also for No. Brldg.
ton, Harrison and Waterford vhn Brldgton.
10.33 a. ui. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
M.U3 p. m. from Montreal, Burlington and West
J.
u. vovii.

u. •. sb.

UAWHilUaVSlUiL
m iixxiz

P0RTUN0 &WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. R»
ARRANGEMENT

OF

TRAINS

i !' ■"SfS I On And after UlMduy, On. J3,
SMi, Passenger Trains will Leave
““-“"PwllsaJi
Warcrslrr, C'liutoa, Ayer Juaerioa,
Nashua, Wiadbntu and Kpplaa at TJ
and 1.03 p. ai.
Far yinacbesier, C'earerd, and points North
Far

■

~cnr» row-

California, Japan, China, Centralh
and South America and Mtiico.
CITY OF PAKA.sails Monday May 3. Noon
From New York, pier foot of Canal Bt„ North
River, for Haw Vraaciece via The iaihma. e(

r.s.a..

reduction In rates to San Francisco.
From San Francisco, 1st and Branuan Sts.
v
For Japaa aad t btaa.
CITY OF SYDNEY sails Thursday May 6. 2 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
K. A. ADAH. *
113 Mtale Sired, t er. Bread ■«., Beeiaa,
clOdtf
Great

DOMINION LINE.
1886-7-WIJiTEB ARRA.YUEME.XTS-1886-7
Sailing’

between Liverpool and Portland,
via. Moville and Halifax.

LIVERPOOL SERVICE* (Ha Londonderry
NAIUMtt DATKNt

From

From
| From
Portland. , Halltai.
Feb. 19th Feb.
17th Mar. 19tb Mar.
31st Mar. 2d Apr.
14th Apr. l.lth Apr.
Isaknia,28th Apr. 30th Apr.

t

Liverpool, I

HTvivrii.
»I8AMEK8.

27th Jan. Orkoon,
24th Feb.;Sarnia.
10th Mar. IOkkooN,
24ih Mur. Vancouver,

7th Apr.

BHIMTOI.

SERVICE, (Avonmonth Dock.)

From Avonni’th:

January.

2oth
3d February.

17th

STEAMERS.

; From

Portland.

iloth February.
124th February.

Texas,

IQukbnc,
Ham el

Puap
Cabin...250, #«o, #75..Return..*100, *126, #160
Return.. #60
Intermedlatetso
..

Steerage.#20
For freight or

..

Return at lowest rates.

gmmjg,

nov2dtl

,
Foot

ot India street.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.
after MONDAY. April 25,1887, steamON and GORDON
will leave Custom House
er
Wharf ilmilw

Hiimlava li'vf>«ntFil

fur !jinir

(dlami

Utile Chebeague, Jenks.Oreat Chebeague, llarpswell and Orrs Island at 2.46 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Intermlnate landings at 0.40 a. m. Arrive Portland
at H.10 a. m.
For freight or passage apply on board to captain.
GEO. V. WERT. Manager.
iep20dtf

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

FOB

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JQHM.B., HALIFAX, R.S
—
__

new

AMD ALL FABTS

OF

—

Pflace KdnniB«vir«, nm
ward* Iwlnad, and ( apr Hrrloa.

NPKIXU AKKAKaenEKT.
The new Steamers of this Une will leave Kallroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 6.00 P. M„ for
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage cheeked to
destination. EF" Freight received upto 4.00 r. a.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or lor other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
of State street.
J. B. COYER. JR.,
novkOdtf
uen’l Manager.

at 1.03 p. m.
Far llechesler,Muring vile, Alfred, Water,
bare, and Mara kiver at T.ISO a. ui., 1.03
and (mixed) at 0.(10 p. m.
Far liorbnm at T.ilO a. a»., 1.03, tt.AO, an
(mixed) at tt.ilU p. m.
Far Macrurnppa, Cumberland .tlllh, Wfit
brook Juuellaa and Waodfardls at I.JS
and SO.tMla. UI., 1.03. :S.OO, # » and
(mixed) *tf..TO p. n>.
Far Forest Areaae (Decrial) 10.00 a. as.,
:i:0(l and tf.-JO p. us.
The 1.03 p. ui. train from Portland connects al
Ayer Juan, with llaosnc Tunnel Haaie (ot
the West, and at laieu Depot, tTorcrarr, Its
New York via Nurwlcb Line, and aB rail
via Mpringllrld, also with N. Y. 4 N. E. It. K.
(“Steamer Maryland Boule”) (or faflstrlpMo.

Baltimore, Washington, and the 9mlb, mil
with Heston A Aibaay It. it. (or tiff W esi.
Close connection made at Westbrook Ju io
lisa with through trains ot Maine Ceutral R.K. and
at Orand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Orand Trunk Hallway.
Through Tickets to all points West and Somll
may he had of S. H. HKLL.KN,Ticket Agent, Port*
land A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street
•Does not stop at Woodford’s,
J. W. PKTKItS Bupt.
octasdtf

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

f. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Hass.

“A good Brand of Cigars is like modesty,”
brand of tenhave
Never grows stale.

We

•

good

Cigars, and do not take pages In the papers to
praise their virtues. We only say. try for youxselt

cent

The Largest Stock!

of Boots and Shoes ever shown
east of Boston,Including nil of the

LATEST STYLES
in goods of nil qualities and prices
now on

eodAwlm

ap5

S.S. SLEEPER &CO.S

N.&S.
Clear.
best

Long filler,
Havana,

and

every way superior.

hand at

of Portland or

C. B. DALTON & CO.,
Preble Ml., Portland Me.
dime

ay

apr23

06 Commercial St.
eod&w3w

GOLD MEDAL, PARK, 1878.

d3m

THE NEW ENGLAND DYE HOUSE

—AND—

IMPORTERS,!
410 Fore Street.

Catil

TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland for Peaks’ and Diamond Islands
5.45. 8.00, 10.30 a.m.; 2.16, 4.30, 0.10 o. m.
8.00 a, m. and 2.15 p. m. goes to Long Island.
7.00 a. in. tor Little Diamond and Peaks.
Reader Time Tablei
10.00 a. m., 2.16 p. m., If pleasant.
No lumber received over 100 feet; coal must be
In barrels and headed up.
B. 3. WILLARD, Manager.
ap26dtl

a. u>.

apr!4illawTIWiw

English

and

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

Trains Arrive in Portland;

one

Bass’

INS 1.
Further Seine,

the Steamer City nf Kirhmaad, Capt. Wm. E.
Dennison, weather permitting, will make two
round trips pe* week on the route between Portand Maetuasport, via usual
land, Bar HarborPortland
at 11 p. m. every Tueslandings, leaving
and
and
day
Friday,
Maetuasport at 4.00 a. in.
every Monday aud Thursday.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. A. BOOTHBY.Gen’l Pass, and TlcketAgl.
octaatf
Portland, Mar 1,1887.

f’H A ^

Just Landed, Ex S. S. Sardinian.

M. G.

Exchange Street.

*Aprtl,

ADVISORT COMMITTEE.

of the

46

State of Maine.

MARINE RISKS ONLY. GUINNESS’

marldtf,

COLLEY,

DEANE

Bankeks and Brokers,
aplOeod&wlm 44 llroadwny, Nevr York.

.

William Leavitt,
Henry I*. Dewey,
Fritz h. Jordan,

for

and can therefore offer to the public lower prices than have been ofered in the State. We have all the new PATTERNS of PARLOR
SUITS inSulton, Embossed Plushes, and llair Cloths, and a full line
! Patent Rockers, Easy and Fancy Chairs, Book Cases, Hall Stands,
Sideboards, Mirrors, &c. Chambers Sets in all the new styles and
\ PATTERNS, BLACK WALNUT, CHERRY, ANTIQUE OAK AND
:
PAINTED.
Spring Beds of every kind, Mattrasses, Hair, Soft Top,
;
Feathers, and a full line of Housekeeping Hoods. Bear in mind,
j these goods are all fresh and new and will be sold at bottom prices.
Call and examine our goods and prices before purchasing.
!

MACFARLANE & JENKINS,

1887.

bought

furniture

28 days—one month—net earnings $10,080
Or yearly net revenue.8120.000
Mr. G. W. Horn, the superintendent of the Comhas full charge of the mining and milling, and :
pany
Is one of the ablest managers in California.

A

tor Cumberland, Androscog

Sagadahoc

A

m.

For

\

FOR 1887.

and

We have leased the large and spacious store, and have
cash in dead of Winter, and put in an entire new stock of

8300

subscription

BARGAINS.
_

with a 40 Stamp Mill,
built by the Union Iron Works of San Francisco,
and with hoisting works, pumps, trams, ore houses,
blacksmith shop, tools and all necessary buildings,
apd is run by waterpower.
Forty-stamp Mill, crushing 120 tons of ore
per day, at a low average of 80 per ton.. $120
Expenses for mining and milling at $3 per
ton.
300
Net profit per day.„.

Store,

Congress St.,

„_

Ruiuford Falls & Buekfield Railroad

GREAT

of ore.
It is Completely equipped

DARRAH’S

Glove

nCCCBT

Winter Arrangement- la Effect Nnr. 1.
INNS.

KID GLOVES.

A Dig Drive at Darrah’s.The Largest Sale
of Kid Gloves Ever Offered in the State.

Street 46

Exchange

CR.A3NTD

—

Kid

MT

After march N,

On and

Mining

Company,

THE GOOD CLD SONGS WE USED TO SING.

fet>23

Gorham, Montreal, Chicago and
Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
Par Huekflrld aad Caalaa, 7.10 A m. and
1.30 p. m.

BOAT CO.

old.

50 dozen Ladies’ Mous. Suede Gloves,
8-lSutton length worth $2.00, ror $1.00.
50 dozen 5-liutton Emb. Suedes worth
2.00, for $1.00.
25 dozen Pinked Tops Emb. Kids in
all the uew Spring Shades,worth $1.25,
for 65 cents.
25 dozen Ladies’ P. K. Kids, Euib.
Back, worth $1.75, for $1.25.
50 dozen Gents’ French Kid Gloves
worth $1.75, for 65 cents.
22 dozen 14-Hook Emb. Kids, worth
$1.50, for only 90 cents.
To give all of our customers the benefit of the low prices we shall limit the
sale to one pair to eadi customer.;

Steamship

Duly Direct Line from New England

m.

PilDTI Hill

or

5

Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
|5o, 385 and 376; Intermediate, 330; steerage,

Par

lugs.
Trains are due In Portland as follows: The mornIng trains from Augusta and Hath 8.46 a m.-,

(ONE DOLLAR.)

(ONE DOLLAR.)
Easy pieces that will please all, young

April
"

7
31

5.30

p.

CONGRESS ST. STATION,

PIANO CLASSICS.
admirable collection of pieces in the best
taste, by some of the best living composers.
Y rumor Dannlae Plaeeiaa
An

~

March 24

Sardinian.May

1.15

wbere through tickets and baggage checks may
be obtained lor principal points East and West.
tThe 11.16 p. m. train Is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays iucluded, through to Bangor but not to
Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday morn

232 MiddlelStreet.

and Bass Voices.

All selected

Tl>

THURSDAY,

_

R. F. SOMERS & CO,

FOR ALL THE YEAR ROUND,
Is found in such books as the following which when
kept at hand, furnish unfailing entertainment
for the player or singer.
SONG CLASSICS FOR LOW VOICES.
(ONE DOLLAR.)
About GO Gems of Song by the best modern
composers; Hubensteln, Lassen, Grieg; Gounod
and others. A true treasure for Alto, Baritone
(ONE DOLLAR.)

1887

anal H.rtlnnd Nervier.

8.

GOOD"MUSIC

For voices of average compass.
from the best sources.

LINE.

Winter Arrangements.

l.lverpoot
From Liverpool!

_

BOVININE,and

A. P. BUSH &

C. H.

Par Auburn aad 3.ewUis.a,7.10A m.,
and 6.20 p. m.
Par liorham, 7.10 A m., 1.30,4.00 and

every THVRSD AI

YORK every NATCH DA Y
calling nl Queenstown, (lark Harbor.
BOTH N1A ..April 28, June 2, July 7, August 11
GKPHAI.ON 1A.May 5, June 8, July 14
SCYTHIA.
May 12, June 18, July 21
CATALONIA.May 18, June 23, July 28
PAVONTA.May 28, June 30, Aug. 4
CABIN PASSAGE, |8o, $80 and glOO according
to accommodations. Intermediate passage, 335.
Steerage passage at low rates, Drafts on Great
Britain and Ireland. For passage or freight apply
at the company}! office, 88 state street. Boston.
feblUU3m ALEXANDER MARTIN, Agent.
nnd rrom NEW

—

diMenaen.

cury;

ThM&wrnmly

Connects with Sound Lines for New York South
and West.
tTo leave passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
for sale at I'aiaa Station Ticket Oflrc Commercial sired, Portland,and I nioa Ticket
Ollier,40 Hschnagr Street.
JAM. T. PUKBKK. Gen'l Manager.
D. J. FLANDEHS, Gen. P.4T.A
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen'l Agent.
dt
1anl8

35

•

KA1V POORS, Hcienlifically compounded, aurpoMH all other prepn.'ntion. ia their
ability to create new uod utilised Blood.
Remember that MO VI NINE i» the oaly

ANTI-BILIOUS
Free from MerFor Liver, Bile, Indigestion,
contains only Py,™ V‘*K«'tablo Ingredient*.
Agent: CJ. N. CiUTTLNTON, New A oik.

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS.

$7 SILK HAT $5
$3.50 STIFF HAT 3.

builder.

father’sOfc.

CLOTHIER.

I

FACTS

191

PILLS,
THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY

Par HOslo,, at *2.04*. *9,lio a. in., si.00, *6.00
in.
Boston tor Portluud
(7.80. 9.00 a. in.
12.30, (7.00 p. ill. Cape Hliaubeth, 9,00 a. lit.
1,00, 18.00 p. 111. ftaeo, 9.00 a. in., 1.00.
m.
BiddrforU, 2.00, 9.00 a. m., 1.00
■00p.m. Portsmouth, Nr w bur ynart, Nairn
and I,IIa, 2.00, 9.00 a. m„ 1.00, 8.00 p. Ill
Aneaburr 9.00 a. m., 1.00 p, m. Parlor a»4
Pullman cars on trains leaving Boston at 8.30
9.00 a. m., 12.30. 1.00, 4.00, 7.00 p. m„ and leaving Portland at 2.00, 7.30, 8.40, 9.00 a. m., 12.40,
1.00 and 8.00 D. m. Through Pullman sleeping
cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. in., aiiu
Portland 2.00 a. m.
(From North Herwirlt to Mcnrbo/o Crossing via Western Division.
•Connects with Kail Lines tor New York, South
and West.

Wharf on Wednesdays
Returning, leave Pier
38, East Elver, New York, on Wednesdays and
Saturdays at 4 p. in.
J. B. COYLE, JR.
septai-dtf
Oeueral Agent
Steamers leave Franklin
and Saturdays at 8 p. m.

DEPABTl'KEN.

d&wlynnu

COCKLE’S

For NEW YORK.

at 15c. a

NOTE—Mouey refunded if goods
are not satisfactory, if returned

Call and examine.

white

ored lOc. Handkerchiefs at 5c.

the best I

40 cent Woolen Hose for 22c.
50 doz. 25 cent Braces for 15c.

W'e have by far the best assortClothing we have EVER

ment of

Flannel

for 35c.

Furnishing
Goods at Rock Bottom prices.
Examine the Grand Mogul Overall for railroad men,
Overall to buy.

of

$1.85 Hathaway Shirts for 98c.
$1.00 Petersburg Shirts for 75c.
Best 4 ply 30c. Linen Collars 3

All kinds of Gents'

just put in

assortment

Shirts.

Fine line of Neckwear, Jewelry,
&c., just put in stock.

Black Worsted Suits in 4 button
Cutaways, Prince Albert and
Sackg, always in stock at BOTTOM prices.

ete.

The three-masted

Elegant Line of

Short Pants to age 15.

at

$10.00 Suits

and

Call and see our

Spring

of Grand Army buttons.
200 $25.00 New and Nobby Suits
in Four Button Culawnys and
Sacks at $20.00.

O

feb28

prev to Apl 6tb, seb Ellen Cru-

I,HAVE PORTLAND

r lit IN*

8.

250 $15.00 Indigo Blue Suits at
ouly $10.00 each. These Suits are
made in both Single and Double
Breasted, with Detachable Buttons and are warranted Indigo

raiaw1Ute&sas ‘MM:
Association, 883 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
SICK HEADACHE, Bilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly cured by
Dr. Pierce’s Pellets. 25c. a vUt

TRAIN MEHVICK,
Wednesday, Pcb. il, IMM7.

Par Knl.il at t7.30, 18.40 a. in., 13.40 13.34
p.m. Hoeioit tor Portland 7.30,8.30 A in. 1.00
and 4.00 p. ni. For Mcttrboro Urnrb, Piar
Poiul, 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 3.30, 6.30 p. m. Kara
Hiddeford, Krunrbuuk, 7.30, 8.40 a. ill.
12.40, 3.30, 5.30 p. PL Well" lleucb 7.30, 8.40
Nortb Berwick, Oitki
in.
4. 111., 3.30 p.
Pails. Horn, Kieter, llaTcrhill, l.n>».
rcacc, l.owell, 7.30. 8.40 a. UL, 12.40, 3.3o p.
Rochester P'ariuingtou and Alloa Bn),
m.
8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3:30 p. ni. Manchester and
Concord via 1-awrence 8.40 a. in., (via Newmarket .Juuctiou) 3.80 n. III.

READ!

LOOK!

rffert

WESTERN DIVISION.

PM® THAT CANNOT BE BEAT!

25.000

sell 'Portland Packet, Gardner, Eastport aud
Pembroke—N Make.
Seh J oella, Amee, Bangor-N lilakp.
Seh Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay —D
Choate.
SAILED—Brig LStaples; sell Eva May.

M*Ar at*llonrovia

TuThS&&wly

«

v'uw

June.
84
84

|

A GREAT DISCOVERY!

SAILISC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

5°8l'd fu^Laguna^ApI

WlfEAT.

i

bales.

...

—

Catarrh.

TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR!

...

JHrmsna.

nuicj,

ACHE ALL OVER.

...

Palermo..,.,.3 60*3 75
Messina.3 50®6 25 Choice.20*21
Good.16*17
Malagers....
Store.14®16
Oinsgm.

luducu,

Hoboken.
Ar 27tb, soli Corvo, Averill, New York.
SALEM—Ar 26th, sell Ella Brown, Keen, Port
Johnson.
Below 26th, schs John Somes, Robbins, Somesvillefor New York; Ophlr. Boston lor Bar Harbor; Win E Barnes, fm no for Bucksport; Phebe
Ann, do for Portland; Polly, fm do for Rockland;
Menewa, do for Portland; Lugano, do for Bangor;
Freddie Eaton, New York for Calais.
Sid 26th, schs B L Eaton, (from Portland) for
New Vork; Cyrus Chamberlain, Tlioinastou for
New York.

?38c;

......

Hotter.
Creamery P lb ..28*24
23*24
Utlt Edge >er

v m

YORK. April 27, 1887—Flour marketForeign Ports.
receipts! 16,681 pkgs; exports 197 bbls and 4,Ar at Barbadoes 10th Inst, ship Emily F Whit913 sacks; firm; sales 28,400 bbls.
ney, Rollins. Montevideo.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 30®3 10; superfine
Sid fm Barbadoes 6 th Inst, brig Josef a. Snow,
Western and State 2 70®3 36; common to good
Porto Rico, to load for New York.
extra Western and State at 8 20®3 06; good to
Ar at Port Spain 29tli, schs Canton, Whittier,
choice do at 3 70®6 10; common to choice White
Barbadoes; Mary A Hall. French, Fernandina.
wheat Western extra at 4 60@4 86; fancy do at
Ar at Guantanamo 6th Inst, barque Olive Tliurat 4 90 a.6 10; common to goodextra Ohio at 3 20
low. Corbett, Rockland.
S5 03; common to cholcelextra St Louis at 3 20®
At Matanzas Apl 20, barque Edw Cushing.Bick610; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
for North of Hatteras; shawmut, Small,
46O15476; choice to double extra Ido at 4 80® more,
for New York; Alex Campbell, Bunker, for Philaft 06. iueluriL g 10,800 bbls city mill extra 4 60
delphia; Skobeletf, Tucker, for Boston; Eyvor,
@4 70; 950 obis fine do at 2 30®3 00; 800 bbls
Matthews, uuc; Ormus, Frost, and Lillian, Wilsuperfine 2 70®3 30; 1300 bbls extra No 2 at dey.
do; brigs C F Munson. Smith, for North of
3 20 a 3 65; 6600 bbls winter wheat extra 3 20®
Hatteras; Jennie Pliinney, Morton, for Portland;
3
6 10 T 7400 bbls Minnesota extra
20@6 05.
Ernestine, Norton, for do); C C Sweney, RobertSouthern hour firm; good to choice do at 4 00®
son, disg; Annie R Storner, Harding, for North
6 00. It) e flour is steady. Wheat—receipts 23,of Hatteras; sch Wm Hayes, Hayes,
disg.
660 bush; exports 83,603 bush; weak; sales
Sid fm Cardenas 21st, barque G M Stanwood,
2
bush
No
Milwaukee
at
No
94%c del;
804,coo
Clark, New York.
No 1 Rod at
3 lied 93c; No 2 Red at 96c In clev
98celev; extra lied at 97c; No 1 White at 96c.
Sooken.
Kvesteadv. Harley dull. Corn is heavy; reApril 16, lat 22 14, Ion 86, brie Abbie Clifford,
ceipts 9350 bush; exports 9666 bush; sales 78,from Swan Island for Wood HoU.
000 bu;! steamer at 49celev; No 2 at 49c elev;
White Western 61%c delivered. Oats dull; reApril 26, lat 87 31, Ion 74 30, barque Shawmut,
Small, from Matanzas for New York.
ceipts 23-Oooibusb; exports 1000 bush; sales
8
do
White
at
No
at
busli;
34%c;|
37%
96,000
No 2 at 34 %c; White do S8%®38% ; No
White 38c; Mixed Western at 3E@37c; do
White at 37®42e;Whtte State 39@39%c. Coffee
The distressing sneeze, sneeze, sneeze, the aclair—Rio firm at 16%c. Sugar—refined quiet;
C at 4“/8@4%c; Extra C4%@4%c; White Extra
rid, watery discharges from the eyes and nose, the
A
off
at
Yellow
C at 4%®6c;
at4%®4%c;
6% ;
painful Inflammation extending to the throat, the
Mould A at 5%c; standard A 5%c;i granulated
at 5 11-16®6%c; Confectioners! A 6 9-16®o%c;
swelling of the mucous lining, causing choking
cut loaf and crushed 6%®6 3-16; Dowdered 6%
sensations, cough, ringing noises In the head and
at
Petroleum—united
Cubes
6’/ic.
®6;16-10c;
it 04c. Tallow is steady. Pork Is dull; mess splitting headaches,—how familiar these symptoms are to thousands who suffer periodically
P t iquoted at 16 00®16 25 for old and 16 50@
I.urd Is lower;
17 00 for new. Beef is dull.
from head colds or Influenza, and who live In IgWestern
steam
spot quoted
heavy and Irregular;
norance of the fact that a single application of
7 26®7 27%; refined for Continent 7 45; 8 A.
Sanford's Radical Cure for Catarrh will
7 0. Huiirr firm. Cheese quiet.
afford instantaneous relief.
Preixhu—market dull.
But this treatment hi cases of simple Catarrh
CHIt A'rU. April 27, 1887.—The Flour market
gives but a faint Idea of what this remedy w ill do
is quiet: Winter patents at 4 26®4 60; Southern
In the chronic forms, where the breathing is obWinter 3 75®4 OOqMichigan ana Wisconsin winstructed by ehokiiig, putrid mucous accumulater 3 60« 4 00; choice to fancy Minnesota patent
tions. the hearing .inerted, smell and taste cone.
at 4 26:t4 50; soft Wheat patents at 4 ooa4 26;
tliroat ulcerated and hacking cough gradually
Minn, bakers lu sacks at 3 0«®3 26. IWheat; is
fastening itself upon the debilitated system. Then
weak: under heavy sellinglaud lower; No 2 Spring
it is that the marvellous curative power of Sanat 81%®81%e; No 2 Red at 8iy»@81%c. Corn
koiid’s Radical Cure manifests itself in instanweak—No 2 at 37%c. Oats weak—No 2 ati27%c.
taneous and grateful relief. Cure begins from the
iiye— No 2 at 67c. Barley—No 2 at 64@64%c. first application. It is rapid, radical, permanent,
Lard lower at
Provisions—Mess Pork at 20 60.
economical, safe.
6 86; dry salted shoulders at 6 00®6 10; short
Sanford’s Radical Cure consists of one botclear sides at 8 00®8 06. Whiskey at 1 18.
tle of the Radical Cure’ one box Catarrhal
Solvent and an improved Inhaler; price, $1
Keoelpm Flour, )6tOOO bbls; wheat. 124.000
bushjeuru 42,000 bujoats 107.000;busU;rye 0,000
Rotter Drug & Chemical Co., Boston
bush; parley, 18,000 bush.
Shipments- Flour, 6,000 bbls; wheat, 4,000
I
hush: corn, 553,000 bush; oats, 40,000 bush: rye
“I must give up; I cannot bear these
2,000 bush, barley 17.000 bush.
pains; I ache all over, and nothing I
ST. LOUIS, April 26, 1887—The Flour market
mo any good.”
tic
« o'jua ou,
Backache,
aaa
at
o
is iitiivi
iota
‘try"does
laiuiij
Uterine Rains, Hip and side Rains,
3 Z6; choice at 3 65(53 OS; fancy at 3 7G®3 85;
Weakness
and IuLameness,
Soreness,
at
3
at
4
60.
extra fancy
90®4 00; patent
25®4
_Humiliation relieved in one uiinuie
Wheat is ham—No 2 Ked at 84(4 2e. Corn is
that
and
infallible
antiby
new,
original,
lower
at
und
Oats
at
elegant
dull
35Vii®36%c.
28® dote to
pain and inflammation, the Colic urn An.
28sAc. Lard at $6 85.
ti-Pain Plaster. At druggists, 25c.; five for
Receipts—Flour, 2,000 bbls; wheat, 6,000 bu;
|I. Rotter Drug and ChemicallCo., Boston.
corn
1,000 husli; oats, 28,000 bush; rye,8,000
aprl 8M&Th&w2w
bush, barley 8,000 bush.
Shipments—Flourg.OOO bbls;wheat 169,000 bu;
oats
86,000 bu; rye 1,000 bu;
corn,152,000 bush;
barley 0,000 bush.
DETROIT,April 27,1«87.—Wheat—No 1 White
84%c;Mlch Ked86V*c; No 2 Ked 86y2c. Com
4LV1C. Oats—No 2 at 30c.
Receipts—Wheat 2376 bush, corn 5476 husli
oats 4825 bush.
NEW ORLEANS,Apt 1127 1887.—Cotton strong;
M
middling 10 3-1 do.
g
pc
x
►
3
MEMPHIS,April 27,1887,—Cotton steady,mid.
*
dlUg 10'Ac.
S
K
tg
MOB!LK, April 27,1887.—Cotton nominal ;tnldlO'/sC.
dllDg

Hams 4> 15.... 12',* *13
Macxerei B
do covered .18Vi*14
Bbure Is.21 00*23 00
Oil.
O0
Shore 2s.12 60*16
I kerosene.
M«d. bf,
ltet.
Pet. to*
Port.
sst
Snail ....
I
PrMan,
Water Wlilte. 7 Vi
11'4
Pratt
i.Ast’l.Vbbl.
Cranberries—
Maine...-8 00®10 00 Devoe’s Brilliant. 118 Vi
00
11
00*12
Llgoula..
Cape Cod
Pea S«»iis...l 7o®l SO Silver While. 7
Medium, ...1116*1 70 Ceulennlal.. 8
ttauias.
Herman null t>6al 75
Yellow Fyea.l 50*1 86 Muscatel... 1 90*2 Vi
Potatoes, hush, 65*86 Loudon laiy'r 2 26*2 76
OuduraLay.... 8 Vi ®w Vi
St Potatoes
3 00*3 25 Valeucia,.... 6Vi«lVi
Onion*
•
2
25
Nuuur.
do
Bermuda
lateci jr tfc.614
Turkeys. ®}«
54i
xtraC.
Chickens.16®18
Mcetla.
Fowls.
IRed
•
Tog....*2
*S2Vi
14*15
Ocese.•
ITbnothy Seed2 06*2 10
MINIATURE ALMANAC. -APRIL 28.
Apple*.
4 60 'Clover. 8Vi *12Vic i
Choice Baldwins
Buu rises.4 371
I.
I 49
Hi h wal0r
wai0r
5 00
themChoice eating
Bun sets.0 40 u,gu
). 2 26
4,60 ! Vermont. ...16)4*16
Kussets
9ft 4in
Length of day ...14 031I
6 00 N.Y. Iactoryl5V4*16
Moon sets.moral•*** i
Fancy Baldwins
8 it 6 in
Jtraporated t»ibl4®18c Sage.15V4*16V%

San.

wuiiuouii) aiiiuuj

(STEAMER*.

PAMMP.NGP.lt
In

mouth.

Returned, schs D Sawyer, Irene F: Meservey,
Stephen J Watts, M C Hart.
HYANN1S
In port, schs Brave, Hodgdou,
and Nightingale, Burgess, Port Johnson for Boston; Douglas Haynes, Dunton, Newhurg for Gardiner; Willie Martin, Holbrook, do for Salem;
David Torrey, Orne. do for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 26tli. schs Thos N Stone, McDonald, Philadelphia; Win Todd, Wood, and Maud

I.KO ADft.

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

,,

NEW YORK—Ar 26th, sch Nellie, Drinkwater,
Charleston; Maggie Ellen, Rockland; PerseverPortland.
auee, Hurricane Island: J M Morales,
Also ar 26th, barque Bessie Simpson, Damariscotta; scbs Silver Heels, Vineyard-Haven; Mary
Brewer, and H C French, Rocklaud; Hyue, from
Portland; Palestine, Calais.
Alsoar26tb, barque Herbert Black. Nichols,
London 29 days; sch Nellie, Drinkwater, Charleston.
Ar 27th, brigs T Hemlck, Fosset, Laguna; Glpsey oueon, Chandler, Cardenas.
Cld 20th, sells T A Stuart, Kelley, for Arecibo;
Imogene, Caudage, Bangor; Etta M Barter, Barter, Galveston; Dora Matthews, Brown, do.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 26th, sch Maggie J Smith,
Bennett, Newport News.
Sid 25th, sch Nellie F, Huntley, New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 25th, schs A
Heaton, Fatten, and F G Freuch, French, Rockland for New York; Jona Cone, Sherman,and
Congress, Harris, do for do; Hyue. Hinckley, fui
Portland for do: Modesty, Smith, Dartmouth for
do; HHHavey, Bidwell, Providence for do; T
Benedict, Linscott, Portland lor Narragansett;
Eva D Rose, Providence for Boston.
Also sld, schs Geo P Trigg, New York for Eastport; Fleet wing, Rondout for Boston; Nettle B
Dobbin, Hoboken for York Harbor; Congress,
Rocklaud for New York.
EDGAKTOWN—In port, schs Jane L Newton,
Glover, Hoboken for Boston: Nile, Manning, fin
New York for do; Junietta, Thompson, Pawtucket for Addison; A W
Ellis, Ryder, Rondout for
Portland.
VTNKYARD-HAVEN-Ar 26th, sch Sami Dlllaway, from Baltimore for Boston; Wigwam.from
Clark’s Cove for Portland; Fred CHolden, Amboy
for Auiesbury; Sea Pigeon, trom Pawtucket for
Steuben; Laura E IMesser, Charleston for Wey-

vkw

■

o

K.l I

ren, New York.

_

S'aled
i.13,djl5c
bul—1883.

MISCELLANEOUS.

PENSACOLA—Cld 26th, barque Stephen G
Hart, Pearson, Providence.
JACKSON VILLK-Ar 26th, sch Florida, War-

,,,,

Polled States bonds, 3s.100
New Is. reg.....129%
\«w
coup.
1294s
Sew4%s. reg .110%
Sew 4%s, coup.110%

Thu Bitters answers the
Infinitesimal doses.
purpose more effectually, and can be relied upon
Fever and
as perfectly safe by tho most prudent.
ague, kidney troubles and rheumatism yield to it.

All Medlcal Authorlties
Agree that catarrh is no more nor less than an inflammation of the lining membrano of the nasal
air passages.
Nasal catarrh and all catarrhal affection of ttie
head are not diseases of the blood, and it is a se
No conscirious mistake to treat them as such.
entious physician ever attempts to doj so.
It Is held by eminent medical men tliat sooner
or later a specific will be found for every diseas
from which humanity suffers. The facts justify u
In assuming ttiat for catarrh at least a posiiiv
cure already exists in Ely’s Cream Balm.

v

J7

60%

M. G. PALMER’S,
ap2Stf

041 lOSUBEM STBEKT.
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by
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BACK IN MAINE.

PHHSh

THE

1rhe Murderer of the Came Wardens

THURSDAY MORNING, APRIL 28.

Respondents Bound Over
Supreme Court.

The

Carried Through Portland.
'Braves Talks of

AMU8EMENTB.

_

r.w.c.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Waukeuphast Boots—Davis & Cartlaml.
Miss J. Marlon Wright—Dress Making.
Mrs. E. I. Heath—French Millinery.
Horatio Staples—A Presentment.
For Sale—Two Story Dwelling.
Corset Sale—Rlnes Brothers.
Wanted—cast off clothing.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
To Let—Furnished House.
Wanted—Fresco Painters.
Wanted—Our Customers.
Turner Bros.—Parasols.
Notice Is Hereby Given.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Situation Wanted.
Wanted—Power.
To Let—House.
House for Sale.
Wanted—Man.
Hotel for Sale.
To Lei—Kent.
Warned—Girl.
AUCTION SALES.
F. O. Bailey & Co.

He

See

advertisement,

_

U. 8. DISTRICT COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

criminal. Were it not for the crime of
which he Is accused, he would be a man who
would attract little attention.

Wednesday.—Thepetlt Jury was empaneled
at 3 p. in. Jouatban Cole of Portland, foreman.
United States, by indictment, vs. Sidney Prescott, for not posting stamp. Fined $60 ana costs.
United States, by indictment, vs. Andrew Du
Ross, for carrying on the business and trade it a
mall dealer in liquors. Verdict guilty. Case continued for sentence and defendant recognized.
SUPERIOR

COURT.

Before judge bonney.

Wednesday.—lohn B. Palmer vs. John 8.
Morse. Action on a promissory note for $67.26,
dated January 1,1877. with interest. The deThe
fendant pleads the statute of llmltatlous.
plaintiff replies that for nine years of the
time
sinue the note was given the defendam

ucni

navt

ausuu

uvmi

mu

dwiiu

ohu

a

resident of Boston, and upon tills question the
Tbc defendant
case was submitted to the court.
Is 33 years of ace and unmarried. For ten years
lie lias been In the employ of Moore, Spaulding &
Co. of Boston. In the store and on the road. He
hired a room there which he furnished and which
he constantly retained. He has never voted or
paid a lax iu Portland or Boston. He was assessed in Boston but freed himself from the tax. In
his father’s house in Portland is a room which has
all the time been set apart as his, and In which he
has always left clothing and furniture. He went
to Boston with the Intention of engaging in business as a clerk, without any deHnite intention of
returning to Portland: and he says be has always
regarded Portland as ills home. When In Portland he semetlaies went to Ills father’s house and
sometimes to the hotel. The plaintiff claims that
these facts constitute a residence out of the State
sufficient to take the case out of the statutes of
limitation; the defendaut contends that they do
not. Decision reserved.
Fred V. Chase for plaintiff. Savage th Oakes for

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Wednesday.—Walters. Chase, Patrick Carey.
fined (3 and costs.
Charles Williams.
Intoxtcat ion; 10 days in
county Jail.
Frank McBrine. Intoxication; 30 days In coun-

Intoxication; each

30

days In county

_

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

gant Japanese sunshade, hand made and
ornamented with pictures of birds, flowers,
branches, etc., in the best style of the Japanese art.
It is one of three sunshades imported by a New York house, and said to be
the largest over brought to this country.
PERSONAL.
Mr. Adam Leighton lias gone abroad on a
business trip.
Mr. E. C. Chalto of South Urookfleld was

in the city yesterday.
Mr. E. R. Payson, Secretary of the Portland Water Company, will leave Saturday
for a trip to California.
Dr. F. n. Roscoe and wife, of Providence,
R. I., are visiting Mrs. J. E. Brazier, 15
Myrtle street. Dr. Roscoe Is noted as a
traveler and lecturer.
Rev. Edgar L. Warren of Augusta Is expected to take the place of Rev. Mr. Christie
as pastor of the Congregational church at
Presque Isle, as soon as the latter leaves.
Rev. Samuel F. Pearson, the temperance
advocate and evangelist, will sail on the
steamer Baltic lor New Yoru. He has been
compelled by a severe sickness to give up
his work in England.
Mr. Bartley McCallum, the actor, formerly
of this city, is meeting with great success in

the West.

He played

leading part in Mrs.
Langtry’s company when she played her
last engagement in Chicago.
The Rockland Courier-Gazette, in an ar
tide descriptive of a visit to the State prison,
a

says:

Cashier Gould, perhaps tin- most noticeable prisoner of all, conducts himself like »

who has done wrong and * anxious to
atone for the wrong as inuo
as
possible.
He is quiet and reserved, sehl m faces those
who enter the shop, keeping busily at his
work. He has plenty of reading and writes
a great deal.
man

Oakland

police were

THE

Boston, April 27.—The elegant new building of The Boston Daily Globe will he
occupied by that newspaper next Monday,

anil the occasion will be one of great interest.
The Globe win apponr in
**
is the hecrinninc' of a month nnrl of Mia nn-

cupation of the new building, the event will
be a new era of prosperity on the part of
The Globe, making it a very favorable time
for people to begin taking The Globe who
do not usually read it.) We hear of thousands of people who will do this.
The
Globe is especially the favorite paper of the
ladies and young

people.

Portland

Society

of Art.

meeting of the Portland Society of
evening, it was decided to hold the
spring exhibition in connection with the exhibition of work done in the school comAt a
Art last

mencing May 23d. The report of the comin charge of the art school was so
Hattering that it was resolved to continue
mittee

the school another year under the same
principal, if he could be secured for the position.
The school will elose on Saturday
evening, with a talk cn perspective, composition and bow to select subjects for out-ofdoor work, by John Calvin Stevens, illustrated by blackboard sketches.

Wedding.
Mr. E. P. Church, who is thelMaiue representative of Blake and Ripley of Boston,
was married in this
city yesterday, to Miss
Emma J. Harris. Theceaemony took place
at the residence of the bride’s father, Mr.

Thomas G. Harris, who resides on Cedar
street. The marriage was private, only immediate friends of the contracting parties
being present A number of handsome presents were made the happy couple.
Mr.
Church has many friends in Maine who will
wish him all happiness in his married life.

Sunday Telegram.
The Sunday Telegram is the name of a
C. B.
new Sunday paper to be published by
The

street, commencing Sunday May 8th. Mr. Geo. B. BagH.
ley will be managing editor and W.
Greene local editor. It will make a specialty of local and sporting news and will also
have the latest telegraph news. It will be a
seven column
fojio.
Anderson & Co.,

193 Federal

where I left

What the

then

looking.

PUBLIC CROUNDS.
Park Commissioners

no** to do This

!

Pro-

Voar.

The commissioners of cemeteries and public grounds are each year doing something to
improve the property under Iheir care. This
year while they will not be able to accomplish as much as they desire, they have already decided upon some things which will
increase the attractiveness
of the city’s
parks and grounds.
In Deering Park an island will be built in
the centre of the pond and upon it will be
placed the house purchased of Legro w
Brothers last year. The Pekin ducks and
white geese secured for the pond last season
will have the island for a home the coming
summer.
A new, one span bridge of neat
design will be built over one of the ravines
to replace an old bridge. It is the design of
the commissioners to expend 8700 or 8800 in

improving the pond

so as to flood
some of
the land now uncovered in the ravines.
On the Western Promenade new walks
will be laid out and it is hoped that the
cular drive at the head of West street will be
made. The drive would have in its centre a
grass plot with flowers and shrubbery in it.

cirj

Lincoln Park will be supplied with plants
and flowers as in previous seasons.
As has
been stated, some gold fish are to be placed
in the basin of the fountain.
The commissioners will take steps to see that the throwing of sticks and stones into the fountain is
prevented.
The work in the cemeteries under the
charge of the commissioners is not begun as
early in the season as this, but the fence surrounding Forest City Cemetery has been entirely repainted.
The commissioners would be glad to receive contributions of shrubbery from citizens who have any of which they wish to
dispose. Upon notice being sent to Mr. A.
W. Smith, the secretary of the board, the
shrubbery will be sent for and placed in the
grounds designated by the donor.

CABNIVAL.

Sbepley Camp, Sons of Veterans, will appear in the Camp Scene in the Cantata
“Memories of the War” May Day afternoon
and evening. They will try to imitate what
their fathers did in camp life and all should
rp.p.

thp.ni-_
A TIN

Sprits

nn»

havincr

n

Marx, but Judge Earle

calo

“A Tin Soldier" treats in an explosive
fashion of domestic trouble of the Spoopendyke order. A plumber enters a gentleman’s
dwelling and soon owns tbe premises. The
persons in the piece are a bewildered young
bride, an inexperienced husband of the indignant order, a lot of pretty girls who dance
and sing, and several types of tbe American
genius—“hell).” A suspicion of a plot runs
through a series of violent catastrophes.”
Grimmer’s orchestra will play the follow-

ing selections:
Overture—Konlg Mydas..Eileuberg
Medley—Free and Easy (first time)_Wiegand
Waltzes—Strewing Flowers (new).Bailey
HAYDNS’ CONCEBT.

The Haydn Association gave their first
concert in Mechanics’ Hall to a large audience last evening. The new quarters proved
to be just tbe place for the Association, and
the members sang with their old time skill
and sweetness. The singing by sMr. J. M.
Watts, Mrs. H. M. Young, Mr. T. J. Somers
and Miss Annie Greoly, whose so los greatly
in

keeping

audience,
pleased
the reputation of the soloists.
Mrs.
W.
P.
Chase and Mrs. L.
by
was

with
duets

Tbe
A. Goudy,
and Mrs. H. M. Young and Mrs. H. L. DaMr. Harvey Murray
mon, were excellent.
Ferdinand Hiller’s
was the accompanist.
Song of Victory, followed, and its choruses
received a splendid rendition by the Association under tlie leadership of Mr. Kotzschmar.
The solos were given most acceptably by
Mrs. Fellows.
NOTES.

"Hoodman Blind” will be at Portland
Theatre soon. The play was written by Wilson Barrett.
It has been very successful in
New York.
The recital by the ,)Upils of Miss Lizzie II.
Soule at Y. M. C. A. Hall last
evening was
a pleasing
entertainment,all those participating taking their parts acceptably, and was

by a large
enjoyed
The concert at

audience.

Vaughan

street church tills
evening will be a good tune to hear the new
vocalian
Hamlin
organ which will be pluved

by Mr. Kotzschmar.

vrno

2000
1000
2000

lin.

constitutional because the prohibition was
not limited to unwholesome or simulated
substances.
The counsel for the State, N. 13. Walker,
holds the law to be constitutional because it
upon the

imposition

prompt

yds. Gocheco Furniture Prints,
“
"
“
“

Twill

“

people

goods as he

ought

OCR PRICE.

by forbidding the sale of

an article calculated to deceive and which lias been changed
from its normal condition by tlie addition of
foreign substances to give it the taste and
color of butter.
The court of Pennsylvania says in the case
of Powell vs. Commonwealth that the act
prohibitiug the manufacture and sale or
keeping with intent to sell of oleomargarine
or imitation or adulterated butter or cheese
is constitutional.

21-2 cts. yd.

designs,

for 10 cents
reduced

attendance
was

“

Furthermore there
“

—

Tlx©

Eastman Bras. & Bancroft.

sort of affiliates therewith), 3

CORSET SATET

as

the
to

There
A
members.

make

needed

upon the hall.
There will be a meeting of the conference

and the Nile.

The Stockbridge course of this season
closes tonight with a lecture by John L.
Mr.
Stoddard upon Egypt and the Nile.
Stoddard has pleased so many people in
Portland that a large audidhce is assured for
him. Seats may be obtained at Stockbrldge’s.

SACCARAPPA

Mr. Dwinal Pride, a highly respected citi
zen of this village, received serious personal
While moving
injuries Tuesday night.

Mr. Bert, a mechanic and a native of London, Eng.,who has resided in the village with
his family some three years, recently received notice of the death of a relative in the
“old country,“ leaving a bequeast of $500,000
to him. The family started en route for London Wednesday morning.
Joseph McGee was arrested by Deputy
Sheriff Chute last week for assault upon
Alice Laforte, He was brought before Judge
Shaw and fined $10 and costs. In default of
payment was committed to jail for 30 days.
Mr. Charles Towle has a copy of the English Bible published over one nundred years
K.
ago.

RINES BROTHERS, BABY CARRIAGES
nov2___eodCm

Corsets,

Best in the
Come and see them. They are nice goods, and
25 cents less than usually sold for.

Parlor Furniture
LADIES

our

Summer Underwear, &c.
Come and see them.
Yours

l
^

CENTS

June, of Free, Portland.

If you buy vour Boys’ Hats of

sent free.

COE,

eodtf

apr28

he will present

on

city.

OUR

DEPARTMENT

REPAIRING

WE

LEAD

ALL

DAVIS & CARTLAND,
No. 210 Middle Street, Portland, Me.
eodtf

[The funeral of the late Relief 8. Stevens will
take place on Friday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
at her late residence, No. 31 Cushman street.

ap28

-

Biliousness

——

197 Middle St.

WILL OPEN TO-DAY

CORSET COVERS,

A

Large

We have a large stock of Ladies’ good
fitting L'oset Covers, and shall sell as a
special leader, 125 dozen as follows:

PARASOLS

These

Hood’s

out Prices on sev-

eral lots of Dress Coods.
apr28

dtf

(QtmtMcvTzXlX

in

eod2w*

upon herself tho trust of Administratrix of the
of
EMERY S. KIDLON, late of Portland,

estate

of Cumberland, deceased, aud given
the law directs. All persons having dethe
estate of said deceased, are reupon
to exhibit the same; amPall personsInebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to
IDA It. KIDLON. Administratrix,
or to her Attorney, John A. Waterman, 184V4
Middle Bred.
Portland, April 22,1887.
ap2tjdlawTh3w*

bouds

County
as

mands

y

aulred

Sarsaparilla

100 Doses One Dollar.

d&wlvnrm

Hold Cor Sale.

ANTED, -Our customers to know that they
Vv
V*
Pollan

Well

attached.

stable
patronized.
LIVERY
Location, Eastern Snore of Maryland. Price
most liberal terms. E. J.

;

*9,000. On
Box 1167, Philadelphia, Pa.

JOHNSON,
ap27d3t

N4LE—A very desirable two story
dwelling, containing 14 rooms, besides two
bath rooms; house is arranged expressly for two
families; this property is situated near Franklin
street, on Cumberland, aud is first class, either for
investment or to occupy; immediate possession.
Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.
28-1

Foil

energetic

man;

good collec-

a
a fled

WANTED—An
tion route vacant. A bon
foran industrious, reliable man. Bonds

opening

required!

C. STAMF1EL1), Room 27, First National
Bask Building, 57 Exchange street, City.
28-1

Apply

October

can have tlicir old Domestic Stove
boxes refilled for 10 cents if returned. Money
saved better than earned. Must be some 8000 in
the city, Now is the time. Remember the place28-1
212 Federal street.

HAI.K.-A pleasant sunny house, near
State street; contains nine rooms, double parlors, dining room and kitchen, with five chambers; on the corner of two streets. A good house
for a moderate price. For further particulars apply to N. 8. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.

FOR

IfiO'l

RENT—The entire floor No. 266 Middle
Street, directly over the Boston and Portland
for
clothing store, has been successfully occupied eu
years by wholesale fancy goods dealers: wide
trance, good light front and rear, and freight
elevator. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48>A Exchange

FOR

St_____2«;J_

of clothing; very highest
WANTED-Left
cash price paid; ladies and gentlemen waited
at tlicir
residence.
upon
Address M its s
No. 168 Federal street,; Portland, Me.
n B -11
carpets.
28-1

Also

O

EET-No. 6 Park Place, 8 rooms, convem
lent, water and gas, good location- «m»ii
atN0' 4’or CriA8.T.

W ■»«

men‘ueedtapp?y.8treet
T°tnm TonHthc88hnrne mll5

JORDAN-, o0nntheep8remie,esr,>ad-

ctog

b<‘J,on<1 tape Cotgnql“w

“df

48Vi Exchange street.

28-1

ply at house 367 Spring street.

liavtiiK the larges! sale of any

M. C. PALMER
541
■

Congress

Stands
10

up

PIHEXIX

____

/~1UAT maken, steady work and good pay. ApV> ply at once to OKU. H. YORK, Merchant
Tailor, Woodlords, Me.apr25dtf

^_S
PIANOS !
BURDETT ORGANS.
Please call and hear the matchless tones of these
beautiful Instruments.

TECHNICON.

STOOLS m COVERS,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

M. E. FAIRWEATHER,
No. 8 Elm Street.
|an5

dtf

MISS 8. G. CLOUDMAN,

METAPHYSICIAN,

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

I.

4 p.

dtf

isrrxvv

Spring Goods!

mar 31

Congress St.eodtl

WATER BERY

-WATCHESCLOSING OUT SALE.
I have a large quantity ol Waterbury Watches
whlchll sell

AT $2.25.
Every boy

cnn

509

GOLDEN

eodSm*

Lights

on

Th

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

ree

*

•

9.
Elec*
Floors.

Manager.

are

the very latest colors, anti

COE.
The Hatter,
has them, with Brown Blues and ralts of new

styles.

197 Middle St.
n

WAUKENPHAST"

Balmoral* for Grntleinea's wear,
and

“

CO.

apr27dlw*

trie

one.

Congress Street.

anil Mouse

B. A. Atkinson
Open Every Evening till

have

BROWN

and Upwards,
Prices $15, $13,
with all the ware, pipe, alne, etc., for
cash, or a quarter down balance by the
Look out. for bargains
week or month.
this week. Only one week, or until May
1st.

&

to

maria~eodtl

Stoves and Ranges for Everybody.

C’.u.ulw-

afford

A. M. WENTWORTH

Which can be used in a Parlor or any
room In the house and Is always ready
for occupancy. Prices from $45 to $150.

45? 1-2 Congress St., Clapp's Block
OlUc. hour, (rm 1
lion free.

TUNING TO ORDER

octl4

*«>v.

I’AKI.OII

y

WANTED.

BED,

|

ap20

DAHKKI.M WANTED—20 cents
will be paid until further notice. GOUDY A
ll»-tf
St.
Pearl
KENT,
I.OI'R

St.

We wish to tail attention to the fact
that our Combination Suits, both Cotton
and flannel, are made to
order, and ent
from measure.
The garments are made from white
and scarlet, all wool, heavy and light
merino, gauze and cotton.
The merino and wool suits are unshrinking. We warrant good lltting
and comfortable garments.

Ad-

trom Mark

Augustine,

J. M. DYER & GO.,

ap25dtt

~

28-1

tin, Box 333,

We are fully stocked with all kinds
Cqpie and see the Sideboard for $35, or
the Hall Stand for $7.

Han

—-

Ryder.
WANTED—To
dress to his sister, care of Doctor H. H. Mar8-4
Ela.
St.

HALL FURNITURE!

Room

Dining

Waukenphast Boots

1>0”1<'
lr Parties having the
or
without room, address,stating
I,|, 8-“neJ
H. 8.,W-1
price.
Press Office.
28-1

KENT-Uutil
1st, newly furFOK
nished house in the western portion of the
WANTED- a capable girl for genNo-Oxford street.
F°£.S^,J,?,THl,use
GIRT.
Aperal housework. References required.
Enquire of J. B. DUNBAR, No. 204 Middle
city, delightfully located. BENJAMIN SHAW
2S-i
street.
a

WANTED-Highest

It is a fact that cannot be galnsayed
that we have the choicest stock of Black
and Colored New Spring Hoods in the
city, Including all the Novelties of the
season, in Combination Stripes, Checks,
Hair Lines, Plaids, Plains, Mixtures,
etc., with Fancy Velvets and Satins to
match. Also Black aud Colored Bead
Ornaments in great variety. Onr goods
are entirely different from those seen in
other stores and our prices are always
We extend a cordial invitation
lower.
to every one to come In and see them.

We have a large line of pure All Wool
Carpets that we shall run off this week
for 55 rents per yard. l>o you want
them 2 They are nice tor chambers or
cottages. We also have a big job In
Tapestry Carpets, but you must come
curly Monday morning to get them. To
all those who have been crowded for
room, we wish to say that we are sole
agents for Jiew England for the sale of
the celebrated

SS'KSor^

W *musfpalnbersat HANShPn'*'\Va£EeY*8

having a big run this season. This
is the only genuine charcoal tilled Refrigerator in the market. We shall discount ten per cent from the price for
this week for cash or a quartet* down,
balance by the week or month. Now for

Carpet Department.

St.

the latest fashion

Ice Chests and Refrigerators

197 Middle St.

in hereby riven that the
Notice
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken

iu the

cash price* paid for cast
off clothing, ladles’ or gents'; or exchange
for Turkish rugs. Please send letter or postal lo
8-4
M. DEGROOTT Perry House, Portland, Me.

SAMUEL THURSTON,

rromv*

WRIGHT,

Congress

21-4

Proprietor,

in Oak, Cherry, Walnut, Ash and 3fhhogany up to $1S7.

boot ever put on the market. The
most popular street boot for ladies aud Kentleuieu. Call and see

is now ready to receive customers at her rooms.

No. 567 1-2

c

COE,

FASHIONABLE DRESS MAKER,
Dresses cut aud made
ap28

WANTS

511

them.

MISS J. MARION

D—Old gold and sliver for manufacturing purposes, for which we will pay
highest cash prices, or exchange for watches.
Jewelry, silverware, etc, at National Loan OIBce,
498 Congress St., Portland, Me. S. SCtlRYVEK,

d2t

You can have the sliape of your head taken by
the French Conformetor, and get a fashionable
Silk Hat made for $3.00.

arc

Closing

Sold by all druggists. *1: six for $5. Prepared
by C. I. HOODS CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass

aprl

full line of salable

10 Dozen Very Nice

We shall sell to-day Ladies’ Black Silk Gloves of excellent quality at 50 cents pair.
These are goods which have usually and are now sold in
many places at $1.00.
We make this price for a few days in order to show our
customers a special bargain in the Glove Department.

“I had been sick for several years, being troubled chiefly with dyspepsia and malaria.
I had
medical attendance but only grew worse, until one
day in February my wife bought me a bottle of
Hood’s 8arsaparllla, which seems to have entirely
cured me, as l have not been troubled by any aliment since taking It. I consider It a very valuable medicine.” John Ekskine, Cliillieothe, Ohio.
“I have taken not quite a bottle of Hood’s Sarsaparilla and must say It Is one of tbe best mi dV
clues for giving an appetite and regulating ti e Itgestlve organs, that I ever heard of It did m* u
great deal of good.” Mbs. N. A. Stanley, Casastota, N. Y.

a

SILK HATS.

Full line just received for
a Special Sale*

81.50, Extra Value.

■

SIDEBOARDS

Silkwarp Henriettas

f

BLACK SILK CLOVES.

Dyspepsia and Malaria

have in

RINES BROTHERS.

Taffeta Gloves 25 ets.

appetite make the victim miserable, and disagree
able to others. Hood’s Sarsaparilla combines the
best anti-bilious remedies of the vegetable king
dom, in such proportion as to derive their best
medicinal effects without the least disturbance to
the whole system. This preparation is so well
balanced in its actions upon the ailimentary canal,
the liver, the kidneys, the stomach, the bowels
and the circulation of the blood, that it brings
about a healthy action of the entire human organism, restores the appetite, and overcomes that
tired feeling. Try it this season.

we

duplicated.

24 Inch Faille Francaise Silks

no

•

sizes, and Ladies will find they are really bargains.
Children’s new Dresses only 39 cents
each, just received.

C.

that

25«
2 Plain Corset Covers for
at
25c
Trimmed
Corset
Covers
Hamburg

An early selection necessary
to secure the best styles in
the high priced goods,
as they will not be

0

fords._23-1

are

2 FOR 25 CENTS.

Assortment of Fine
Novelties in

H

1 smore general at this season than at any other.
The bitter taste, offensive breath, coated tongue,
sick headache, drowsiness, dizziness and loss of

base ball or harmonica with each
Hat or Cap.

apr>7

COMPETITORS.

bault, aged 83 years 1 month.

aged 73 years.
In Cleveland. Ohio. April 27, Mrs.
Mary E. Studley, only daughter of the late Domiuicus and liaruei mussey u&rmon oijrortiand,
aged 67 years.

a

Turner Bros.

$1.50, $2.00, $2.50, Economical and Serviceable.

IN

house in this country can
any better either in number of
sty les, quality or llulsh, and when we
tell you that we can sell you a beautiful
Hair Cloth Suit for $33, $35. $40 and
upwards, and Plush Suits for $37, $10,
$45 and up to $350, you will see that
the price is low.

Truly,

Middle Street,

Samples

we feel
use you

AND

HORATIO STAPLES,

as

MATT TOP, RID BUTTON, SCALLOP VAMPS,

DEATHS

we

Junction Free Nt.
jaul
eod^&ThOm

are

of other bargains
buyer brought home. Hosiery 121-2 cents a pair. Spring and

“New Color” Russet Oxford Ties at $1.50.

Woodfords, April 27, Mrs. Guditli Arclmm-

SON,

258 MIDDLE STREET,

There are lots

MARRIAGES.

At

prices.

them, then its legitimate price, lOcts.
a yard, will be resumed.
that

to

ever.

Retail Department,

by the

SETS,

shall make prices lower than
Such as Walnut Marble Top Sets,
full 10 pieces, *37.50; Ash Sets, $17 ;
Pine Sets all prices, from $10 upwards.
Kemember we have every kind and style
that you can ask for, from $15 up to
$700. We will sell any of these for
cash or a quarter down and balance by
the week or month.
and

purest and best medicines
obtainable, and at moder-

ate

II. H. HAY &

When its merits

CHAMBER

In our retail store with
skill and care, from the

do at home. Ad
8t„ Wood

sewing
WANTED—Plain
dress SEWING, 21 Mechanic

hear

that this

cents

in the market, and they are marked
very low for quick sales. Every carriage is warranted and all have brakes
on them, so there Is no danger of baby
and carriage running away. Our next
big offer will be our

SOLE AGENTS FOR PORTLANO.

Exit Wamsut-

7 3-4

VTOTICE Is hereby given (hat the Licensing
11
Board, of the City <>f Portland, will meet at
the Aldermen's Room. City Building, on MONDAY, the second day of May, A. D. 1887, at 7.30
o'clock p. ni„ for the purpose of receiving petitions. and granting licenses to Innholders and Vtctualers. who inay then and there apply therefor.
Given under our hands this 23d day of April, A.
D. 1887.
CHARLES,J. CHAPMAN, Mayor,
RICHARD K.GATLEY,
VIRGILC. WILSON,
HORACE H. RICKER,
THOMAS MCMAHON,
Aldermen,
WILLIAM H. SMITH,
WtLLIAM M. MARKS,
HERBERT G. BRIGGS,
HENRY W. HKKSEY, City Treasurer,
GEO. C. BURGESS, city Clerk.
Licensing Board of the City of Portland.
dtd
apr23
WANTED.

9100.

found out by actual use, and people
find that no other Cotton will suit

All who want Style, Comfort and Durability should call
us and get a pair of our Celebrated Hand Sewed
Waukenphast, made of Cordovan.

Saco,'April 26, Noah E. Simpson and Miss
Annie M. Spear.
In Kennebuukport, April 21, M. E. Hill of Auburn and Miss Lillie Symonds of Old Orcbard.

or

we

To Innholders and Vidualm of the
City of Portland.

© 3

PRICE

the present Prima Donna.

to introduce it.

Hnnnn & Son, Manufacturers, New York.

In

w

price cents,
piece is only a temporary expedient

WAUKENPHAST BOOTS!

Elizabeth*

>

Prescriptions are prepared

8

RINES BROTHERS.

In tills
city, April 27, at the residence of Samuel
B. Kelsey,
by Key. C. H. Daniels.| Capt.
Esq.,
Frederick N.
Park and Etta M. Berry, both of
Searsport.
Ill Ferry Village, April 25, by ltev. A. F. Hutc'
Jewettau“ Sl»dieC. York, both of Cape

M

are

You understand, Lady,

with a guarantee that the price for the Corsets is
low as the same goods are sold in any city.

The “Two Lights” under the hands of the
keepers, assisted by a little extraneous help,
are receiving a fresh dressing of paint. The
towers will be change from white to brown
and the dwelling and outbuildin gs heretofore entirely white, will have drab trimmings. The same change is being made at
Portland Head except that the towtr will
remain white.
A. T. Wing, Esq., of Oldtown, contractor,
accompanied by a part of his workmen, arrived at the station Tuesday preparatory to
begin work on the life saving station. Mr.
ltains of Florida, superintendent of construction is with the party.
M.

fc.

presuming on your earlier
excellence, you are getting wiry and
stiff in the joints.
Enter, Continental Bleached, you
are

Besides these we have many others which we will
not mention here. Ladies buying Corsets of us next
Friday and Saturday at 75 cents per pair, or over,
will receive two Dorsey Linen Collars, or any other
Collars at less than 20 cents each, free, together

BOWEBY BEACH.

£^52

g£

x

ON

°*S2-52

the

besides being softer.

Health Corsets,
R. and C. Corsets,
Gilt Edge Corsets,
Fomosa Corsets,
Misses’ Corsets.

community.

Don’t forget the Baby, because
have one of the finest lines of

S2;5a2„'S
It

PHYSICIANS’

Nursing Corsets,

Coraline

3 ©

the piece (56 yards) than Wamsutta,

ta, you

Madam Clark’s Corsets,
Roth’s Double Bone Corsets,

about his room in the dark hastening to the
assistance ot Ills sick daughter in the room
below he was precipated head long down a
steep flight of stairs, and fractured three ribs
and received a bad wound over the eye.
Drs. smith and Barrougns were called and
attended and his case.
They report him
(juite seriously injured. Mr. Pride nas been
in delicate health for a number of years,
having been badly injured in 1800 by being
thrown from a carriage. His misfortune lias
called forth the deep sympathy of the entire

—

©

Sets,

Hall Furniture,
and Kitchen Furnishings

=

weight of the famous Continental C. unbleached, its toughness
of fibre, its solid good wear; but by
an improved method of bleaching is
made soft, pliable, elastic,—working
beautifully on any sewing machine.
It weighs exactly 8 ounces more to

Thompson’s Corsets,
The Common Sense Corsets,.
P. D. French Corsets,
Comfort Corsets,
Madam Foy’s Corsets,

SUBURBAN NEWS.

^

Ml

Room

Dining

Infill3*
a-js«=-s

all the

We think it only fair at this time to state that ladies can find at our store a full line of sizes of
Ferris Corsets and Waists,
Double Ve Waists,
Dr. Loomer’s Corsets,
Dr. Ball’s Corsets,

shire and \ ermiiut until that time. Come
and avail yourselves of this great opportunity to furnish your houses with

Carpets,

§*«<oa3

Continental Bleached at 8 cents, or
7 3-4 by the piece. This bleached has

FRIDAY and SATURDAY, APRIL 29 and N.

the various city lodges
Thursday evening at the rooms of Mystic
Lodge.
from

quoted In this State, and prepay the
freight anywhere In Maine, New Hampever

gfflllt

paJli!

1KTIOY.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Chamber Sets,
Parlor Suits,

Palis-

$1.00, $1.25 and $1.50 a yard. We had
such good luck with our sale of Lang,

dangerous rival, viz.

[I

©w

All Silk Khadames are 73cts.,

a

BV

WEDNESDAY, May 4th, at 10 a. m. and
'
2 Mi p. m., at salesroom 1ft Exchange street,
we shall sell a stock of goods, consisting of Men's
Youths’ and Boys’ Suits, Spring Btyles, Light
Weight Overcoats, Odd Lots of Coats, Pants and
Vests, large stock of Hats and Caps, Straw Goods,
also Underwear and Furnishing Goods, &c. This
stock is largely seasonable goods and will be sold
without reserve in lots to suit, to close up a bankrupt concern.
ap28dtd
CITY ADVKHTIMK.HKKT1.

D*o

•g€S“r»£

CAPS,
Goods, &c.,

Furnishing

S.

W.

H g,a“r-^'3

Or you will find it told better still
on our Khadames counter. The prices

beside it

the most astounding Bargains In all
kinds of

sStffrfj

You will find in the Portland

our

Pearl and Middle Sts,

FROM NOW UNTIL MAY 1,

sjsssi

yard. Black Khadames, there

yard (84 by the piece) that we continue it another week. Also we place

recommended

©S-

•♦£

Transcript Supplement.

for

HATS AND

edo2m

CORSETS

isn’t space here to tell the Khadames

apr28

|Comer

Portland Store,

our

AUCTIONEERS.

BANKRUPT STOCK OB

The latest Improvement In

terns, not so hazy and neuter as that
name would indicate, although the

story.

will offer from

Emerson and
in Our

aor23

fair

ion as it were, but more decided pat-

price

PORTLAND, ME.,

are

HIT. PREBLE HHUSE.

ships cargo of
quality, not decidedly
dark, nor very light, but half way between, (sort of Mugwump complexthem, good

~

[ORING, gHORT & JjARMON.

3

a

appointed

Egypt

Prints at

are

f AUCTION,

'F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

Employ.

cents a yard, almost a

cents a

repairs

committee

to

yard, until the mass is
Portland
dimensions.

don G. B. Bleached Cotton at 9 cents

was

of

a

Ross

Your day for Satines is this very day,
no other day is half as good.

---,

Lodge Deputy for the ensuing year.
full

Messrs.

We will sell the bulk of these Satlnes
“

WHOLESALE PRICE.

C. T.—C. F. Splller.
V. T.—Mrs. Percy Cobb.
Chap.—E. W. Knight.
Marshal—Joseph Cobb.
F. S.-Mrs. H. F. MiUiken.
Treas.—Mrs. H. A. Hart.
Secy.—Mrs. C. E. Jackson.
I. G.—Harvey Cobb.
O. G.-C. E. Jacksou.

was

We won’t do either.

nilNITUH

April 30tb, at 10 a. in., at salesroom, Exchange street. Black Walnut Cham
Bet B. W. Sideboard and Hall Btand. B. W.
Dining Chairs. Fartor Suit In 811k and Flush. Easy
.'hairs. Hair Mattress, Feather Bede, Flllows,
Blankets, Carpets, Ac.
apZBdtd

AND

Estimates and Competent Workmen
Furnished.

made for the fine dames of

them?

stow

a

Specialty.

New York and Brooklyn. What shall
we do with them? Where shall we

“

AUCTIONEERS'

0. BAILEY k CO..

>cr

Decorations

Ceiling

as

Handsome, elegant patterns,
many of them exact copies of French

Templars.
At the regular, meeting of Maple Lodge
held Tuesday evening, the following were
elected as officers for the ensuing quarter:

committee

big

as

consisting of fine
Work Harnesses,
This lot Is from a retailand contains some fine specimens of
ustom work.
At 11 •’clack, 95 Carriage*, consisting of
cCorning and Plano Box Top Ruggles, Pkaetoms.
lurryLCarryalls,Open Buggies, Beach and Ex►ress Wagons. These carriages are sold on acount of manufacturers, and will be sold without
eserve.
The attention of dealers Is Invited
Terms cash. Deposit required.
apr25dlw

single and double.
>r*s stock

BOSTON, MASS., ;SATURDAY.

Styles.

ours.

Good

Rev. H. |A. Hart

New Goods and Latest

Id llnrnrooea
an<t

>rlvlng. Trotting, Express
►oth

Furnishers,!

to, and we have got

business three times

a

!

House

Moreover he bought Satines enough
for

rkN SATURDAY, April 30th, at the Mart, Plum
VJ street, Portland, Me., we shall sell at 10
•’clock, prompt.
.TM l ap
consisting of Imported and
American Wool Robes, Plush, Ac.; must he cloned
.41 fO.-tO

\

goods, but dear me, our buyer forgot
that busy, buoyant, bustling New

Please bear in mind that the goods offered in this sale
WERE NOT DAMAGED BY FIRE, but were only wet by automatic
sprinklers, located in the building where they were stored. For nearly every purpose they are just as good as ever, and at ONE-HALF THE

NOTE

CARRIAGES, HARMSES, ROBES.

& CO.,

these

times as many of these

of

Male

A action

ure.

You will find them at our store (the
Cashmeres and Diagonals) 36 inches
wide, Sine Twills, new Spring Shades,

bought five

AUCTIONEERS.

9’luiiiifaclarcrs’

;

yard will do it quick.

4
5
5
5
5
12 1-2
6 1-4

F 0. BAILEY t CO,

was a good deal bigger than
Portland, and he lost his head, and

attention.

April

(

York,

GIVEN.

8 cts„

BY AUCTION.

AN THURSDAY,
Z8th, at 10 o'clock a.
/ m., at Salesroom 18 Exchange Ht, Millinery
aiml Fancy Hoods, Ribbons, Trimmings. Buttons,
*ic. The stock of a dealer eloslng out his bustn css.
aprZddtd

ap28

up

the lot.

25 cents is a comical price for

AUCTIONEERS.

IILL1YERY AM) I'AXCY HOODS,

Millinery!1

«>

8
11
“
“
Cretonnes 10 “
..
“
2000
Robes, 10
“
“
“
2000
Chocolate Prints, 8
“
“
“
“
1000
8
Purple
“
“
1000
Moreen Finish Skirting, 25
“
2000
Cocheco 32 inch Battiste, 121-2

discuss-

rlnolorml

receive

REMUIR PRICE.

of People vs. Marx condemned the provisions in the law which
absolutely prohibited the manufacture or
sale as an article of food of any substitute
Tim nrnwlcinn

can

^

question in the later case of People
vs. Arenberg says that the Legislature has
the right to make appropriate laws to protect the people against fraud and imposition,

fRnttnp

that all

NO SAMPLES CAN BE

the

of

piece:

the

in

so

buying

0. BAILEY & CO.,

514 COMESS STREET.d3t

yard, —the early

you there

to sell them some how, and 25 cents a

State, and the court held the law to be unconstitutional, and in substantiation of this
claim they would probably cite the case of
vs.

help

SOLDlfcB:-

crnnrl

Theatre for the performances of Charles H.
Hoyt’s play, “A Tin Soldier." The matinee
Saturday will be a good chance for the ladies
and children to see one of the funniest plays
of its class ever put upon the American
stage. The Chicago Tribune says of the

T11U

We have secured extra

[Funeral on Friday morning at Sacca appa.l
In Harpswell, April 23, Mrs. Mary H. Dunning,
aged 71 years.
in Brunswick, April 23, Adallne II.
Kincaid,

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
MAT

Now Is the Time.

H.,

appointed as constable at Anaheim, and
when arrested he had in his pocket a warrant foi the arrest of a man named Springer
for the murder of his wife, and for whom the

Four English girls at the Boston & Maine
depot yesterday noon amused a large crowd
by nimbly jumping rope upon the platform

—

N.

off several days en reute.
He persists that the shooting was done in
self defence, and declares that he intended
to come home for trial when the excitement
had subsided. The prisoner looks like the
picture sent out at the time of the murder
except he has shaved off his beard. He was
very quiet through out the journey, making
the officers no trouble.
Colonel Jasper
Hutchings of this city will defend him.
While in California Graves obtained an

Mr. Gilbert L.Bailey has invented a bicycle
stand which meets with the approval of all
wheelmen who have examined it.
The steamer Alice has been raised and
now lies at the wharf apparently uninjured
by her visit to the bottom of the dock.

while waiting for their train.
The case of Roderick McDonald, for fraud
In relation to a pension, will come up at this
iwin of the United States Circuit Court and
a number of witnesses have been summoned
from Gardiner.
In the window of the store of Mr. John F.
Rand on Middle street, may be seen an ele-

Portsmouth,

had gone to

FRIDAY MORNING, APRIL 29.

constituted the firm of Arthur T. Hall & Co.,
to each personally recognize in the sum of
$200 for their appearance at the May term of
the Supreme Court for York county to be
held in Alfred.
The defence makes claim, so it is said, that
the same question came up jn New York

ing

morning finds

a

AUCTION DAI.KS.

1Has Returned from New York and
with the
Philadelphia
Latest Novelties in

French

piece, or broad, beautiful
spring Cashmeres and welted Diagonals at 25 cents

VCBNITCBE.

~

cents a

From the recent fire in the Cocheco Print Mills, at Dover, N. H., we
have just received over ten thousand yards of goods that were stored
in an adjoining building, and were only slightly damaged by water.
These goods have been thoroughly dried and reilnished in another mill
by the regular process, and neither smell of smoke nor are they in the
least injured by fire. We shall place the goods on sale

upon the case, and stated that from
the evidence and attending circumstances
there could be no question as to the probable
cause found for holding the respondent for a
higher court.
Recorder Cram then ordered the respondent, Ingram B. Wheelock, and Arthur T.
Hall, who was present and stated that lie

aims to prevent

her and made my way to California, stopping

We have received a copy of the Folio for
May from W. E. Chandler.
The meeting of the Sam:, itan Association
to have been held this afternoon, will be
postponed one week.
Beering Improvement Society will
have a picnic supper and free entertaiument
at Lewis Hall Friday evening.

informed the court that he

bearing

People

Mrs. l)i lllgo:
We have a presentiment that when
actual gold dollars are
selling at 75

IMAGED GOODS!

offer no evidence in defence and deisired to make no comment.
The counsel for
Ithe State then briefly reviewed the case and
ithe evidence that had been introduced, quotI
from the statutes the section having a
ing

ney directing liiin to take the boat from
Portland to Machlas, but as Wednesday is
not a sailing day for the steamer. Graves
was taken to Bangomn the noon train.
Marshal Whitney and Officer Allen arrived
at Bangor with their prisoner, Calvin Graves
last night. A tremendous throng was at the
depot to bee the prisoner. Graves was lodged
in the county jail and will be taken
to

prevent his immediate trial. Graves’ story
of his escape flatly contradicts the rumors
heretofore afloat about his passing through
Bangor in female clothes. He gave the
representative of the Whig the following ac.
count:
McFarland and I separated soon
after the shooting was done. I got a boat
and rowed for three nights, laying quiet by
day until I reached Fox’s Island, twenty
miles from Rockland. There 1 found several
vessels loaded for sea.
I went on board intending to ship, but finding room on the
vessel found a good chance to stow myself
away. While the crew was away I carried
food to this place and remained in hiding for
several days. In the meantime the vessel

Pobtlaxd, April

f

1887.

ADVERTIMEMENT*.

MRS E. I. HEATH

A

HORATIO STAPLES.
A Presentiment.

<should

and that the case

for trial, and as the
court is now in session at Calais, and as the
prisoner is already indicted nothing will

MUNICIPAL COURT.

Judge Tapley

NEW

ADVERTIREHENTi.

to the

The ease against Ingram B. Wlicelock,
«igent for A. T. Hall & Co., of this city, whe
’was arrested in Biddefprd last wreck on a
<charge of selling oleomargarine in violation
jf the State law, came up in the Municipal
Court in that city, before Recorder Cram,
,yesterday
morning. N. B. Walker, Esq.,
appeared for tho State, and Judge Tapley
itor the respondent. The case had been ad]journed from last week.

Officer Allen walked by the prisoner’s
side but did not have any hold upon him.
The officer is a large and powerful
young
1
Marshal Whitney
man, white
Is much
smaller.
They party went at once to the
dining room where Graves ate his dinner at
the table with his guardians. A crowd
gathered about the nearest window and
stared at Graves as he ate.
A telesirain had been sent to Marshal Whit-

Washington county

defendant.

tyiail.
Timothy McCarthy. Assault;
jail.

a

platform, he appeared perfectly unconcerned and paid no attention to the throng
around him. The prisoner’s eyes were red
and bloodshot and he had two weeks’ growth
of beard upon his face.
He wore a neat,
check suit and hut for the shackles around
his ankles would not have been taken for a

deodGin

mark

as

had been published but there was only the
usual number of people about the depot
when the train arrived. As the two officers
and Graves stepped from the smoking car,
where they had occupied seats, a crowd
quickly gathered around them. Graves,
who is a short and powerful man, had
shackles on his feet which permitted him to
As he passed along the
move but slow ly.

morning.
D. K. and be O. K.

Appointment

an

Calvin I’. Graves, who shot tho two game
wardens Hill and Niles last fall passed
through Portland yesterday in custody of
City Marshal Whitney and Officer Allen of
Bangor. The officers arrived in Boston
with their
prisoner Tuesday night and
Graves was locked up in one of the police
stations until morning. Yesterday forenoon
he was brought into Maine on the train
which leaves Boston at 9 o’clock, arriving in
Portland at 1 p. m.
The fact of the prisoner’s expected arrival

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell a stock of millinery
and fancy goods at their rooms, at 10 o'clock this

a

Received

Constable.

Pain from indigestion, dyspepsia, and too hearty
eating Is relieved at once by taking one of Car
tor s Little Liver Pills Immediately a'ter dinner. Don’t forget this.
apr20 d&wlw

Take

in

His Experience
California.

ADVUKTIISIiJlKNTR TO-DA 1'.

NEW

t

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
ICW

ADVKBTISKMKflffij,

NHW

THE OLEOMARCARINE CASE.

WAUKENPHAST”

Button for
ino*l

Ladle*’

popular

season.

For sale

M. G.
ai>2&tl

street

wear

are

Ills*

boot* of the

by

PALMER,

1311 COINWBBSS NfRKIT.

